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Professor Robert O. Evans
The National and University Colors
The Candidates for Advanced Degrees, including the Candidates for Degrees
from the College of Law, College of Medicine, and College of Dentistry
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Business and Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Nursing
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Architecture
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Allied Health Professions
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Library Science
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Social Professions
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Business and Economics
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Faculty of the College of Medicine
The Faculty of the College of Nursing
The Faculty of the College of Dentistry
The Faculty of the College of Architecture
The Faculty of the College of Allied Health Professions
The Faculty of the College of Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Library Science
The Faculty of the College of Social Professions
The Directors and Faculty of the Community Colleges
The Faculty and Staff of Other University Units
The Deans of the Colleges and Administrative Officials
The Vice Presidents
The Official Guests
The Governor and the Board of Trustees
The President of the University of Kentucky
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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the one hundred and ninth annual commencement are enacted
today at the University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each
year on campuses all over the world, It is the solemn climax and recognition of the
graduates' years of study and preparation for responsibility.
The following description of the academic pageantry is provided for your interest.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions, will enter the Coliseum
through the south entrance. It is led by the University Marshal and followed by the
Color Guard carrying the National and State flags and the University banner. The
University Marshal bears the ceremonial mace, emblematic of the endorsement of the
State and the University. Led by Assistant Marshals, the candidates march behind the
identification banner of the respective colleges which recommended them for their
degrees.
The order of march is as follows:





The candidates for degrees:








College of Allied Health Professions
College of Home Economics
College of Library Science
College of Social Professions
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of
Kentucky march into the Coliseum wearing the colorful hoods of the colleges and
universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to
the platform the Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various colleges, honorary
degree recipients, alumni award recipients, University of Kentucky Research Foundation
faculty research award recipients, The William B. Sturgill award recipient, Sullivan
award recipients, the Vice Presidents, guests, state officials, and finally, the President
of the University. The Trustees of the University can be identified by their blue gowns
with white panels. They wear blue caps with blue tassels.
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ACADEMIC ATTIRE
All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University
officials, faculty. and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The
basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different
degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps (called mortarboards) and hoods of various
hues draped down the backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelors' and Masters' degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated, with
the exception of those who already hold Doctors' degrees and are privileged to wear
gold tassels. Except during the positioning of the Colors, the playing of the National
Anthem, and prayers, men in academic regalia are requested to wear their caps. The

















The gown for the Bachelor's" degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn
closed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like
the others. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of
its oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is
designed and supplied with fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The
gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars
(usually black but sometimes other colors depending on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate
color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution-blue
and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes
more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the
person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the
wide panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The
colors of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine,
and purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctors' degrees are purple for laws,
white for letters, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has
been conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his honorary degree
consists in his being formally invested with the hood.
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ALMA MATER·
Hail Kentucky, Alma Mater!
Loyal sons and daughters sing;
Sound her praise with voice united;
To the breeze her colors fling.
To the blue and white be true;
Badge triumphant age on age;
Blue, the sky that o' er us bends;
White, Kentucky's stainless page.
Hail thee ever, old Kentucky!
Glorious is thy heritage;
Proud thy name and thy traditions;
Proud thy place on history's page!
May we ne'er forget thy fame
Mother of the great and free;
May we 'er uphold thy name,
Old Kentucky, hail to thee!
<) Words by Josephine Funkhouser
Music by Carl A. Lampert
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave




Otis A. Singletary, President
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Francis ·Scott Key)
INVOCATION Reverend Ed Payne Miller, Jr.
United Campus Ministry
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS President Singletary
GREETINGS-ALUMNI ASSOCIATION James W. Stuckert
GREETINGS The Honorable Julian M. Carroll,
Governor, Commonwealth of Kentucky
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES AND CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Dean Art Gallaher







Dean W. W. Ecton








College of Allied Health Professions
Dean Marjorie Stewart
College of Home Economics
Dean Paul Willis
College of Library Science
Dean Ronda S. Connaway
College of Social Professions
Dean Wimberly Royster
Graduate School
Dean George W. Hardy III
College of Law
Dean D. Kay Clawson
College of Medicine
Dean Merrill W. Packer
College of Dentistry
RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS OF
ALUMNI GREAT TEACHER AWARDS AND
RESEARCH FOUNDATION FACULTY AWARDS President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF
WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Singletary
Professor Joseph A. Bryant, University Orator
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES President Singletary
Professor Bryant
ALMA MATER (Carl A. Lampert)
BENEDICTION Reverend Richard Wilkins
Baptist Student Center
RECESSIONAL
Professor Arnold Blackburn, Organist






Harry Maxie Young, Jr.
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
Herbert Parkes Riley
(> Degree awarded August 13, 1975
<)(> Degree awarded December 19, 1975
(> (> (> Degree not previously awarded will he conferred May 8,
1976, if all requirements are met
Graduate School
Dean: Wimberly Calvin Royster
Doctor of Philosophy
Alexander, Ronald Ray, Glasgow, \VV
Major: History
Dissertatmn : "Central Kentucky During the Civil War, 1861-1865"
Allen, George Perry" <), Lexington
Major: Veterinary Science
Dissertation: "Regulation of Viral Gene Expression in Cultured Cells
Infected \Vith Equine Herpesvirus Type 3"
Arthur, Gerry", London
Major; Sociology
Dissertation: "Employment and Fertility Among Women in the United
States"
Baker, Crump WaJker"'(I, Hopkinsville
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "The Perersen Ideal and the Representation of CO-Algebras"
Bhargava, Valmik ", Allahabad, India
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Development and Applications of a Generalized Maximum
Principle to Time Delay Systems With Prespecified Inputs"
Blaz, Michael, Minneapolis. MN
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Conditioned Reinforcement: An Experimental Analysis of
the Information Hhpothesis and its Relationship to Discriminative
Stimuli"
Borsay, Maria Annal>, Cincinnati, OB:
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Subcultural Conflicts in the Cincinnati Free Clinic: An
Analysis of the Sources of Role Strain and Mechanisms Used by
Physician Volunteers to Reduce It"
Bradley, Charles Allen", Lexington
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation; "Seasonal Variation in Head Volume of Ram Spermatozoa"
Brevedan, Craciela Elena, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Estudio Estructural Del Poema De Fernan Gonzalez"
Brevedan, Roberto Eric, Capital Federal, Argentina
Major: Agronomy
Dissertation: "The Influence of Nitrogen Nutrition of Flower and Pod
Abortion and Yield in Soybeans (Glycine max (L.) Merr)'
Buckley, Robert Michael", Jersey City, NJ
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "An Application of the Hedonic Technique to the Analysis
of Group Consumption"
Buice, Robert Graham G G, Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Bilirubin Dynamics in the Gunn Rat and the Evaluation of
Procedures for Phototherapy Enhancement"
Burkhead, John Dwight, Boston
Major: SOciology
Dissertation: "The Prediction of Recidivism for Narcotic Addicts"
Carey, Daniel lrvinGG, Versailles
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation; "Hydrologic and Economic Models in Reservoir Design"
Carmical, Oline, Jr. I> G, Harlan
Major: History
Dissertation: "Plans of Union, 1634-1783: A Study and Reappraisal of
Projects for Uniting the English Colonies in North America"
Carson, Carol Frances, Shelbyville, TN
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effects of a Model's Reaction to Punishment on
Resistance to Transgression"
Carter, Dorothy AnnGG, Lexington
Major: French
Dissertation: "Functions of Architectural Form in the Rougon-Macquart of
Emile Zola"
Charlesworth, jean" ", Lexington
Major: Foundations
Dissertation: "Educational Change in Malaysia: A Case Study of the
Implementation of a Curriculum Innovation"
Collins, Maria Castellanos, Miami, FL
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Bru'll , Florit, Ballagas y el Vanguardismo en Cuba"
Cooper, John EdwardG, Baltimore, MD
Major: Biological Sciences
Dissertation: "Ecological and Behavioral Studies in Sbelta Cave, Alabama,
With Emphasis on Decapod Crustaceans"
Crider, Albert Michael G, Marion
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation; "Syntheses of Potential Long-Acting Anticonvulsants of the
Succinimide Type"
Dare, Philip Ned'>, Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "John A. Bingham and Treaty Revision \Vith Japan: 1873-
1885"
Davis, Phillip Herschel", Owensboro
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Phase-Selective Alternating-Current Anodic Stripping Volt-
ammetry of Gallium in Thiocyanate-Containing Solutions at High
Solution Ionic Strength"
Dawson, Nelson Lloyd G 1>, Louisville
Major: History
Dissertation: "Louis D. Brandeis, Felix Frankfurter, and the New Deal"
Demeri, Mahmoud Yehia, Jerusalem
Major: Metallurgical Engineering
Dissertation: "Influence of Material Parameters on Tensile Instability of
Sheet Steel"
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Dennis, Rodney JoeH, White Plains
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Potassium Requirement of the Dairy Cow in Early and
Mid Lactation"
Dolan, Michael Paul", Matawan, NJ
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Use of Reinforcement for Facilitating Acquisition and
Retention in Brain Damaged Patients"
Duangpatra, Piva, Bangkok, Thailand
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation:
Elliott, Lucinda Anne", Dunbar, WV
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Regulatory Role in Antigen on the III Vitro Secondary
Antibody Response of Lymph Node CeIl Populations"
Evensen, E. Paul, Lexington
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Specific Cognitive and Behavioral Structure
on Early Group Interaction"
Fannin, Alice" ", Portsmouth, OR
Major: English
Dissertation: "Through a Glass Darkly: Masks, Veils, and Masquerades as
Obstacles to Perception in the Major Novels of Herman Melville"
Franklin, Richard K., Cuyahogo Falls, OR
Major: Political Science
Dissertation; "Conflict Among Chinese Elites Over Modernization Values,
Strategies and Educational Policies 1957-1967"
Gilbert, Paul Elliot, Cranford, NJ
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation; "The Effects of Morphine-Like and Nalorphine-Like Drugs
in the Nondependent, Morphine Dependent and Cyclazocine De-
pendent Chronic Spinal Dog"
Gural, Richard Patrick" ", Flemington, NJ
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Pharmacokinetics and Gastrointestinal Absorption Behavior
of Etidronate"
Hamilton, Sarah [ane", Springfield
Major: German
Dissertation; "The Presence and Nature of Irony in the Dramas of Franz
Grillparzer"
Harger, Thomas Hay", Havana, AR
Major: Agronomy
Dissertation: "SoH Dissipation of Dlcamba and VEL-4207"
Harris, Sara Elizabeth, Nashville, TN
Major: French
Dissertation; "The Epic Novel As Poem: Makhali-Phal"
Henning, William Russell\)\), Loraine, IL
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effects of Postmortem Aging, Cooking Temperature and
Cold Storage on the Ultrastructure and Tenderness of Bovine Muscle"
Hoecker, James [ohn", Eagle River, WI
Major: History
Dissertation; "Progress, Perfectability, and the Thought of Joseph Priestly:
A View of Eighteenth-Century Liberalism"
)
Holt, Charles E., j-, Morehead
Major; History
Dissertation: "English Liberals and Russia 1895-1907"
•
Hopkins, Sidney Franklin, Chino, CA
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Postnatal Changes in Rat Ventricular Function"
Horn, Elizabeth Rehm, Versailles
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effects of a Prior Conviction and Kind of Conflicting
Evidence on the Attribution of Credibility to a Witness by n Juror"
Howenstine, Ned Olenn", Bolivar, OR
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Optimum Currency Areas; A Theoretical Analysis"
Hsia, Hsi-sheng ", Lexington
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Confined Electric Arc With Local Fluid Constriction"
Iankowske, Wayne Carl ", Lexington
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Local Occupational License Tax in Kentucky; Evalua-
tion and Prospects for Reform"
Jennings, Judith Caile" ", Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation; "The Campaign for the Abolition of the British Slave Trade;
The Quaker Contribution, 1757~1807"
Johnson, Jon Lee, Inglewood, CA
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation; "Graded Structures in Commutative Algebra"
Johnson, Robert Stafford<)\),Ashland
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Optimum Share of International Reserves: A Theoret-
ical Approach"
Kaplan, Alan Lewis", Boston, MA
Major: Educational Psychology and Counseling
Dissertation; "Predicting General or Specialty Dental Practice From
Admissions Data"
Keith, Curtis Lee", Boise, ID
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Profession of Dentistry as Seen Through the Issue of
Expanded Functions for Auxiliary Personnel"
Kelly, Jeffrey Allen\), Cleveland, OR
Major: Psychology
Dissertation; "Personality, Parent Behavior and Cheating"
King, Richard Dean", Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "A Study of the Effects of the Structure of Institutional
Settings Upon Mentally Retarded Residents"
Kirby, Steven Darrell, Richmond, VA
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "The Artistic Utilization of Law and Rhetoric in the Don
Ximio Episode of Juan Ruiz's Libra De Buen Arnor"
Kocan, Marlene", New York, NY
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Management of Anger in Essential Hupertension"
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Kook, Chyung S.u, Seoul, Korea
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Synthesis and In Vivo Distribution Studies of (UlF) Hal-
operidol and its Major Metabolite"
Kowalski, Gregory Stephen", Moorhead, MN
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "The Structure of Father-Son Decision-Making: Its Nature
and Influence in the Joint Agricultural Operation"
Krasaesindhu, Prateep, Huahin, Thailand
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Nitrogen, Potassium, and Calcium Nutrition Effects on Ion
and Dry Matter Accumulation in Rice (Oryza sativa L.)"
Krug, James L., Ft. Dodge, IA
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effects of Length of Lactation and Chlortetracycline on
Reproductive Performance"
Lagodna, Gretchen E. '"", Lexington
Major: Educational Psychology and Counseling
Dissertation: "Mental Health Consultation With Community Nurses"
Lairson, David Hobert", Covington
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Demand for Medical Care in a Prepaid Medical Care
System"
Lambert, Dean Warren", Berea
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Deterioration of the Imperial Russian Anny in the First
World War, August 1914·March 1917"
Lee, Fred Thomes", Bowling Green, OH
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Sex, Risk-Taking, and Strucure on Prescribed
Group Behavior, Cohesion, and Evaluative Attitudes in a Simulated
Early Training Phase of Group Psychotherapy"
Leupold, Robert John, East Meadow, NY
Major: History
Dissertation: "The United States and Indonesia Independence, 1944·1947:
An American Response to Revolution"
Libbey, James Keith, Richmond
Major: History
Dissertation: "Alexander Gumberg and Soviet-American Relations, 1917-
1933"
Lynch, Gerald joseph" ", Louisville
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "The Effects of Export Instability on Capital Formation in
the Less Developed Countries"
Ma, Maw-suen"'''', Taichung, Taiwan
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Cyclic Neutron Activation Analysis With a Californium-252
Neutron Source"
Mand, Lawrence R. ", Shelbyville
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "A Generalization of Cell-like Mappings"
• Martin, Gary Edwin, Wilkensburg, PA
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Studies of the Preparation, Stability and Reactivity of the
Polymeric Mixed Carbonic-Carboxylic Anhydrides"
Matkovich, Maureen welltng" ", Laureldale, PA
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Rare Earth 1.(2_Thienyl)_4,4,5,5.6,6,6_Heptafluoro_l, 3-
Hexnnedionates: Preparation, Properties, and Analytical Application"
Maynard, Edward W.""", Lexington
Major: Mathematics
Dissertation: "Partial Topological Entropy"
McConnell, Robert Lewis, Mt. Vernon, OH
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "The Bicarbonate Ion in Solid Solution in Alkali Halides: An
Optical Filter at 10.6 Micrometers"
McGee, Marsha Cayle", Columbus, MI
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Familial Response to Medical Treatment: An Analysis of
Home Versus Center Care"
McGovern, James Patrtck"", Loogootee, IN
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Uptake and Metabolism of Nicotine by the Isolated Perfused
Rabbit Lung"
Miles, John Preston III, Owensboro
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Inorganic Crystallization Chromatography"
Miller, Michael Cuffy'", Murray
Major: English
Dissertation: "Dickens and the Law"
Mount, Richard Terry?", Brantley, AL
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Imagery in the Works of Gonzalo De Berceo"
Odom, John Gary, [r ", Lexington
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Self-Selection Bias in Mail Questionnaires: A Comparison
of the Psychological and Sociological Characteristics of Early, Late,
and Nonrespondents"
Odom, Sylvia Southard", Lexington
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Characteristics of Academically Successful Underqualified
Students"
Ozil, Eralp, Istanbul, Turkey
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "A Study of Combined Heat Transfer in Biological Insulating
Materials"
Parker, Gary Ray" ", Henderson
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Effects of Dietary Phosphorous, Copper, Exercise, Pen
Size and Pen Surface on Performance and Bone Characteristics of
Swine"
Patterson, Kenneth William, Duluth, MN
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "A study of Multivariate U Statistic Techniques With Ap-
plications to Profile Analysis"
Patton, Sharon", Watertown, TN
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Some Studies on the Immune State Produced in Mice and
Rats by Hymenolepis Nana (Cestoidea: Hymenolepididae)"
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Penning, James Michael", Grand Rapids, MI
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Neighborhood Associations and Land-Use Decision-Making:
The Case of Louisville and Jefferson County, Kentucky"
Place, Overton Walter", Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "Parliamentary Debate in Great Britain Regarding the War
With France, 1793 to 1806"
Quesenberry, Kenneth Hays", Adairville
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Interspecific Hybridization of Perennial Trifolium Species
Related to Red Clover"
Rattan, Kuldip Singh flO °, Amritsar, India
Major: Electrical Engineering




Dissertation: "Perceived Effort and Incidental Outcome as Determinants
of Moral Judgments of Middle-Class Peruvians: A Social Psychological
Study of Person Perception and Moral Evaluations"
Reeves, John Moore, Lexington
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Characterization and Computation of Phase Characteristics
Associated With Isolated Infrared, Optical and Ultraviolet Absorption
Bands"
Robbins, Kittye Delle", Starkville, MS
Major: French
Dissertation: "Fantasy, Humor, and Transcendence in the Arthurian
Romances of Chretien De Troves"
Roberts, Cecilia M.0, San Francisco, CA
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Doctor and Patient: An Exploratory Study of Doctor-Patient
Relationships in a University Teaching Hospital"
Robuck, Benjamin Edwin, jr., Lexington
Major: Educational Psychology and Counseling
Dissertation:
Roodman, Garson David flO, Louisville
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "DNA Polymerase Activities During Erythropoietin Stim-
ulated Erythropoiesis"
Rosebrough, Robin Hirchert", Flint, MI
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Behavior, Learmng, and Neural Tissue Electrolytes in
Young Rabbits From Vitamin A-Deficient Does"
Schneider, Harley J., Jr.H, Mahwah, NJ
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Studies on the Development of Mammalian Embrcyos
In Vitro"
Sekharan, Karuthethil Krishman, Trichur, Kerala
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Measurement and Analysis of Neutron Production Cross
Sections and Determination of Some Reaction Rates for Nuclear
Astrophysical Calculations"
Shamekh, Ahmed A.", Saudi Arabia
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Spatial Patterns of Bedouin Settlement in Al-Qaslrn Region,
Saudi Arabia"
Shapiro, Edith u, Newton, MA
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Accuracy of Schizophrenics in Decoding Emotional
Meaning from Vocal Cues"
Sinback, Christopher Nelson, Louisville
Major: Physiology
Dissertation: "A Convergent Network of Identified Neurons Modulating
Respiratory Rhythmicity in Aplysia Ca/ifomica"
Slack, Donald Cerl" ", Meeteetse, WY
Major: Agricultural Engineering
Dissertation: "Modeling the Uptake of Soil Water by Plants"
Smiley, Sara judith", Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Political Career of Throston B. Morton: The Senate
Years, 1956-1968"
Smith, Sara Frances, Simpsonville
Major: Educational Psychology and Counseling
Dissertation: "The Construction and Validation of the Screening Test of
Educational Prerequisite Skills"
Smith, William Owen 0 ". Lexington
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Purification and Physicochemical Studies of Phytochrome"
Steger, Harry LelandH, Boise, ID
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "Dimensions and Correlates of Children's Self-Concept"
Sterling, Harry Joseph, [r., Ashland
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Hydrodynamic Separation of Solids From Soltd-Llqutd
Mixtures"
Street, James Osborne" ", Lexington
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Cross-Evahmtive Variable Screening and the Multivariate
t-Distribution in General Normal Discriminant Analysis"
Taylor, Marcia Lynn Whicker, Winston Salem, NC
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "A Computer Simulation of Innovative Decision-Making in
Organizations"
Templin, Thomas Edwards"', Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "Henry 'Light Horse Harry' Lee: A Biography"
Theodorakis, Michael C. l'> ", Chios, Greece
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Preparation and Evaluation of a Polystyrene Resin as a
Technetium 99m Carrier: A New Radtodiagnostic Agent for Gastric
Emptying Time in Humans"
Tomes, Dwight Traviso, Caneyville
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "The Production and Cytological Analysis of Anther Derived
Haploids in Nicotiallo Species"
Tucker, Anne Nichols, Lexington
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Dinitrophenol as a Proton Conductor"
Watts, James Michael, Lexington
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "An Investigation Into the Allocation of Resources in the
Electric Power Industry"
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Weet, Connie Christine, Winchester
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effect of Field Dependency as a Subject Variable in
Two Behavioral Treatments for Obesity in Females"
Wed, Thomas Lee, Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Field Dependence and Locus of Con-
trol to Contractual Behavior in a Tolerance of Noxious Stimulation
Task"
Whitehead, David Dudley III, Atlanta, GA
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Competition in Banking: The Lexington Case"
Willard, Judith Kay(I, Amherst, OH
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Feeding Behavior in the Equine Fed Concentrate Versus
Roughage Diets"
Wolfe, Edward Ray, Rockford, IL
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "An Analysis of Factors Affecting the Local Financing of
Public Education in Kentucky"
Wu Shen [yh, Taiwan
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Analysis of Three-Dimensional Flow in Confined Aquifers
by the Finite Element Method"
Wu, Wutien", Taipei, Taiwan, China
Major: Educational Psychology and Counseling
Dissertation: "Classroom Climates in Chinese and American Elementary
Schools: A Cross-Cultural Study"
Yin, Chih An, Lexington
Major: Metallurgical Engineering
Dissertation: "Defonnation Kinetics in Commercial Ti-50A at Low
Temperatures"
Youman, Mary Mabel, Terre Haute, IN
Major: English
Dissertation: "The Other Side of Harlem: The Middle-Class Novel and
the New Negro Renaissance"
Yung, Betty Lou, Paintsville
Major: Spanish
Dissertations: "Visions of the Submerged City: Buenos Aires in Selected
Works of Mallea, Marechal, and Sabato"
Doctor of Education
Ang, Loreta C., Manila, Philippines
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "Before Cartter, During Cartter, After Cartter: Are There
Significant Differences Among the Three Time Periods in the Pre-
diction of Institutional Ratings of Departments"
Beck, Harry L. (I,Villa Hills
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "The History and Development of the Federal College Work-
Study Program"
Brooks, Charles Michael", Plumtree, NC
Major: Administration
Dissertation: "The Financial Feasibility of a State Insurance Fund For
Kentucky's Public Schools"
Caton, Hilda Rae", Louisville
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "The Development and Evaluation of a Tactile Analog to
the Boehm Test of Basic Concepts"
Cohen, Shelley Rudd, Louisville
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "A Technique for Analyzing the Training Needs of Staff
Members in an Alternative Program"
Fardo, Stephen Wayne, Richmond
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "A Study of Two- and Four-Year Graduates of Industrial
Technology Programs at Eastern Kentucky University and Implica-
tions for Curriculum Improvement"
Franke, Mary Ferguson", Lexington
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "The Effect of the Grammatical Features of their Dialect on
the Reading Comprehension of Speakers of a Nonstandard Black
Dialect of English"
Fryman, Johnnie Gaylor, Morehead
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "Application of the Rasch Simple Logistic Model to a
Mathematics Placement Examination"
Gasper, Theodore Howard, Jr.f!(I, Florence, SC
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between the Career Maturity and the
Occupational Plans of Selected High School Juniors. and the Relation-
ship or Difference of Each to Selected Student Variables"
O'Donnell, William james", Denver, CO
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "Effects of Student and Teacher Cognitive Preferences on
Achievement in Junior High School Mathematics"
Redden, Martha Ross, Lexington
Major: Educational Administration
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Mainstreaming Competencies of Regular
Elementary Teachers"
Scott, Lowell Kendrick, Sulphur Well
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "The Charismization of Routine: A Study of the Relation-
ship Between Tenure and the Charismatic Authority of Kentucky
Public School Superintendents"
Shin, [oong Shiku, Seoul, Korea
Major: Educational Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "A Study of the Relationship Among the Principal's Leader-
ship Style, Teachers' Need-Orientation, and the Degree of Teachers'
Satisfaction with Their Principal's Job Performance"
Smith, Barbara Cenelle", Cincinnati, OR
Major: Higher and Adult Education
Dissertation: "Toward a Theory Base for the Study of Higher Education:
A Methodology Using Citation Patems and Content Analysis to
Identify a Community of Higher Education Specialists and a
Vocabulary in Which They Communicate"
Suzuki, Michael Clenn", Wailuku, Maul, HI
Major: Special Education-Administration
Dissertation: "Cross-National Comparison of Educational Programming
Preferences, Ratings of Severity, and Classification of Learning or
Behavioral Problems"
Thomas, Dorothy Ceraldine", Lexington
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "The Construction of a Criterlon-Heferenced Test to Measure
the Ability of Elementary Teachers to Choose and Interpret Data for
Assessments in Reading"
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Thompson, Mark Emmett", Lexington
Major: Higher and Adult Education
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Entwistle Student Attitudes Inventory
and its Contribution to the Prediction of Academic Achievement with
a Community College Population"
Verble, Margaret Haden, Nashville, TN
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "Research, Literary Response and Teaching: An Inquiry
Into Modes of Thought"
Wolff, John Campbell, [r., Lexington
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "Factors Contributing to the Locution al and Specialty
Distributions of the Graduates of an Emerging College of Medicine"
Doctor of Business Administration
Ahern, John Thomas, jr., Chicago, IL
Major: Accounting
Dissertation: "A Conceptual Framework for Forecast Disclosure"
Awad, Elias M."'''', Deerfield, IL
Major: Management
Dissertation: "An Empirical Study of the Theory of Work Adjustment in
a Large Data Processing Environment"
Capella, Louis Michael e (I, Fairfield, OH
Major: Marketing
Dissertation; "An Empirical Investigation of the Generalizability of Early
Trier Behavioral Characteristics Within a Product Category and the
Affect of Product Newness on Early Trail"
Chung, Han Kyu", [inju, Korea
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation; "Analysis of the Bond Refnnding Problem as a Multiperiod
and Stochastic Decision Process"
Cone, Robert Temple Cole, Richmond, VA
Major: Finance
Dissertation: "An Ex Post Analysis of Foreign Stock Diversification"
Dennis, Herbert Lawrence, Dahlonega, GA
Major: Accounting
Dissertation: "The Effect of General Price-Level Adjustments Upon
Selected Financial Ratios aand Measures"
Eckrich, Donald Walter, Rochester, NY
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Innovation Diffusion as a Developmental Process: An
Investigation of the Tenability of a Study Design"
Hartman, Bart Paul", Racine, WI
Major: Accounting
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Selected Financial Measures Using
Historical Cost and Specified Price Index Adjusted Financial State-
meuts"
Hughes, Ralph Eugene", Maiden, NC
Major: Management
Dissertation: "Leader Behavior, Organizational Climate, Subclimate, and
Job Satisfaction: An Exploration of Their Interrelations and the
Effect of Organizational Level on These Interrelations"
Kehoe, William Joseph, Lexington
Major; Business Administration
Dissertation: "Development of a Determinant Institutional Attribute
Approach to Market Segmentation Applied to the Private Higher
Educational Market"
Tomczyk, Stephen Henry, Detroit, MI
Major: Accounting
Dissertation: "Financial Ratios and the Ability to Pay Wage Increases"
Doctor of Musical Arts
Egbert, Louard Edward, Jr. (1(1, Jackson
Major; Music
Dissertation: "The Opus Musicum of Jacobus Gallus and Performance
Problems of Selected Motets"
Pressley, Ernest Wayne""", Mars Hill, NC
Major: Music
Dissertation: "Musical Wind Instruments in the Moravian Musical
Archives, Salem, North Carolina: A Descriptive Catalogue"
Sharp, Stuart Walter", Georgetown
Major: Music
Dissertation: "The Twilight of French Opera Lyrique. 1880·1900"
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Specialist in Education
Albrecht, Peter James, Frankfort
Coburn, Robert Lee", Ashland
Cornett, Frank Lee", London
Ghosal, Mary Ann", Pippa Passes
Gonzalez, Jose L., Cidra, PR
Lee, Young Ai, Seoul, Korea
Vazquez, Anibal, Cidra, PR
White, Shirley Maye, Albany
Master 01 Arts
Adams, Dorothy R., Lexington
Allaway, Elizabeth Ballard, Ooulais
River, Canada
Allbright, Bruce Galloway III, Edina, MN
Aritan, Mehmet Turkefe", Istanbul,
Turkey
Arnett, Vance Eugene, San Francisco, CA
Babb, Danny Ray, Bowling Green
Babb, Kathleen, Knoxville, TN
Baglan, Thomas Nicholas", Lexington
Balch, Mary Kathryn <I, Tupelo, M5
Benson, Barbara Ann, Cedar Grove, NJ
Berres, Peter Neward, Lexington
Bettez, David James, Lexington
Bishop, Cynthia Graham, Lexington
Blackwood, Dennis Michael, Lexington
Bowling, Nancy Jo, Darien, CT
Boyer, Rhoda Louise""', Newark, OH
Boysen, Cynthia Marie, Hammond, IN
Brammer, Jackie Dale, Maysville
Brines, Steven Fletcher, Rensselaer, IN
Brown, Lewis 1.° 0, Brooklyn, NY
Brown, Suzanne JoyO, Louisville
Bryant, Carol Lynne", Topsfield, MA
Byassee, William Sam, Columbia, TN
Cagle, Nancy" 0, Lexington
Cambron, Sister Jean, Maple Mount
Campbell, Norma Prendergast" 0,
Lexington
Campbell, Stanley Richard, Berea
Cather, Constance Doris, Simsbury, CT
Cetrulo, Christine Schrammoo, Louisville
Clements, Margaret Bose", Andrews, TX
Clevinger, Donna Lynn", Pulaski, VA
Cobb, William Jerry, Raleigh, NC
Cocanougher, Elizabeth Lynn, Lexington
Colson, Julie Eva"", Lexington
Combs, Christopher Swigert, Lexington
Cotherman, Steven R., Laramie, WY
Crews, Catherine Yancey, New Orleans,
LA
Cuadra, Miguel A., Managua, Nicaragua
Cummings, Norman A., Shorewood, WI
Curry, Bryan Timothy, Lexington
Curry, Karen Leigh, Erlanger
Curtis, John Vaughan", Louisville
Daugherty, Deborah A., Washington
Court House, OR
Davis, Charles R." (I, Louisville
Demoran, Elizabeth Nell, Lexington
DeReamer, John H., Lexington
Dexter, Richard Walter, Lexington
Digenis, Helen A., Lexington
Dodd, Julie Em, Oak Ridge, TN
Donnermeyer, Joseph Franciso", Dayton
Driskell, Boyce Norman, Mobile, AL
Duncan, Hubert Crenshaw, Ir.",
Los Angeles, CA
Easton, Kathy Jean, Ashland
English, Alicia Marie"", Louisville
Fraas, Elizabeth Michele, Shelbyville
Fricelli, Donald john", New York, NY
Fuchs, William Lee", Louisville
Gash, Dennis Neil, Lexington
Giaccotto, Carmelo, Hartford, CT
Goetz, Michael Josepho", Ft. Mitchell
Goldsmith, Lynne Downey", Lexington
Gray, Dennis Charles Anthony,
Paramus, NJ
Greer, Nancy Claire, Potomac, MD
Creist, Walter Williams", North
Haven, CT
Griffis, Mary Alice, Lexington
Griffith, Christine Elizabeth, Lexington
Griffith, Marvin Hardy, Lexington
Harper, James Edward", Kingston
Springs, TN
Harrod, Carolyn Elaine, Lexington
Harvey, Prentice Alexander, Glasgow
Hasak, Mary jennifer", Springfield, IL
Hitron, Stanley Joseph, Ir., Louisville
Hogan, Roseann H. 0", Florence
Howard, Melvin David 0, Whitesville
Hudson, Frieda Diane, Lexington
Hukle, Donald Gilbert, Lexington
Hutchinson, Muriel Anne, Versailles
Ikle, Martin Travis, Lexington
Jackson, Mary-Garland" 0, Georgetown
Johnson, Cynthia [oan ", Gregory, SO
Johnson, William Gus, Columbia, SC
Kasdan, John Michael, Louisville
Katzman, Kenneth Douglas", Louisville
Kaye, Michael Stuart, Skokie, IL
Kichline, Timothy James, Bethlehem, PA
Knorr, James Henry, Jr.0, Wichita, KS
Lairson, Thomas Demont, Lexington
Lange, David Richard, Ft. Mitchell
Larson, Gerald DeltonO, Covington
Lawson, Mildred Smoot, Ft. Thomas
Leverenz, Christine Evelyn, Lexington
Leverenz, Theodore Robert, Danville, IL
Lewis, Patricia Reed, Katonah, NY
Limenih, Leule, Ethiopia
Lockhart, David 0., Munroe Falls, OR
Loomer, Thomas Alan", Green Bay, WI
Lyman, James Kelly, Wilmore
Mangis, Martha Elizabeth, Henderson
Mayes, Sandra Lee, Middletown, OH
McCarty, Dennis Joseph, Lexington
McColley, Ruth Frye, Wilmore
McConnell, Victoria Workso, Lexington
McInteer, Patricia Anne", Morgantown,
WV
Meneely, William Ernest, Carbondale, PA
Miday, Katherine Lee, Frankfort
Miller, Sally Grayo", Lexington
Muns, George E.", Richmond
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Nartic, Barbara Jean, Ocala, FL
Nims, William Gregory", Winchester
Notgrass, Raymond Wesley" ",
Columbia, TN
Oliver, David Jensen, Shelbyville, MO
O'Malley, Charlotte Marie, Louisville
O'Neal, Peggy Doss, Smyrna, TN
Pao, Theresa Anne, Dallas, TX
Payne, Minor Kay, Hazard
Peak, Robert Custis, Pittsburgh, PA
Postlewaite, Charlotte Ann"". Owensboro-
Price, Henry Hill, Lexington
Puhr, Barry Walker, Lawrenceburg
Raisman, Arthur Robert, New York, NY
Rankin, Samuel Harrison, Monticello
Ray, Brenda Sue, Charleston, WV
Reed, Sharon Carnes", Stamford, CT
Reeves, Edward Bradleys ", Lexington
Roberts, Pamela Rogers, Lexington
Ross, William Harmon, [r.", Murray
Royce, Roseanna °0, Paris
Sachs, Carolyn Elizabeth, Lexington
Schellingen, Jean Bobert" ", Lexington
Schorr, Diane F." 0, Elizabethtown
Schreck, Linda Susan °0, Ft. Mitchell
Schwed, William Foster II, Louisville
Scott, Joanne V., Kenton, OH
Scully, Steven Thomas"", Auburn, AL
Seymour, James Eldred, Jr."o, Lexington
Shields, Kathy Ellen, Dundee
Shuck, Virginia Kelly" 0, Louisville
Sims, John Randolph", San Antonio, TX
Sims, Patricia LynnOO, Frankfort
Skidmore, Keith Lynn", Lexington
Smith, Marvin Thomas't ", Rome, GA
Smith, Michal Anno, Ashland
Snopel, Paul Stephen 0, Lexington
Solernou, Jose Luis, Miami, FL
Sollie, Donna Lynn, Starkville, MS
Starkey, Paulette S., Lexington
Strang, John V., Kirtland, OR
Sukumalachart, Darawan", Bangkok,
Thailand
Susen, Paul Anthony 00 , Lexington
Sweeney, Michael Richard, Versailles
Tenney, Elizabeth Goodwin, Lexington
Trachte, Kent Charles" 0, Depere, WI
'Walker, Thomas Dean", Bradford, PA
Watkins, Christopher D., Louisville
Wayman, Ann Elizabeth, Somerset
Weckbach, Linda Kay", Covington
\Veil, Esther Kirkland", Lexington
Weinland, Marcia Katie, Elizabethtown
Welling, Martha Alice, Evanston, IL
Widdis, Michael Joseph", Southgate
Wille, Daniel Edward", Chattanooga, TN
Willock, William Charles, [r., Louisville
Wilson, Kathryn Cay, Omaha, NE
Winebrenner, Mary Kay, Franklin
Wtnnch, Joseph StevenO<'>,Louisville
Winter, Kenneth Campbell", Frankfort
Winters, Barbara Kay", Cary, IL
Woods, Martha Marie, Lexington
Wright, Nanette Fitzpatrick, Louisville
Zuber, Richard Allen" ", Aberdeen, MD
Master of Science
Adams, Halbert Eden'' ", Eubank
Allauddin, Mohammad, Lexington
Ammerman, Michael Lee, Cynthiana
Aziz, Gary John, Hagerstown, MD
Barnett, Ralph Anthony, Louisville
Bennett, Sandra Diane, Rochester, NY
Blackman, Jim IkardH, Wichita
Falls, TX
Boughton, Jane Amy, Georgetown
Boyd, Charles H., Lexington
Brown, Robert Steven, Murray
Bullington, Danny Mack, Charleston, AR
Bures, William Oerard" ", Ellicott City,
MD
Calhoun, Ellen Hall, Lexington, NC
Cecil, Stephen Gerard, Owensboro
Chambers, Albert Richard, Lexington
Chou, Kehsing John, Lexington
Chowanaprecha, Prasong " ", Bangkok,
Thailand
Christopher, Thomas Claiborne" ",
Winchester
Clements, Rose Marie, Springfield
Cloyd, Rodney Vernon", Lawrenceburg
Conrad, Louis Monrue III, Falmouth
Covert, Linda Lee, Louisville
Cox, Patricia Reahard"'''', Albuquerque,
NM
Curtis, Stephen Dana, Lexington
Dartt, Richard Myro»"", Harrodsburg
Davie, Alfred Reeves, Hopkinsville
Dawson, James Duncan, Frankfort
DeVries, Brigid L.H, Lexington
Diedrich, Mary Alice, Ludlow
Dolkart, David Ross, Evanston, IL
Draper, Barbara jo", Midland, TX
Dreckman, George Thomas", Louisville
Dumrugs, Bandhit, Khonkaen, Thailand
Easterly, Ronald Penn, Lexington
Etter, Evelyn Mary, Riverton, NJ
Ewing, John Leroy, Jr.0, Lexington
Ferguson, Eugene.Maner, Paris
Findler, Catherine E., Budapest,
Hungary
Foree, John Baird"'''', Campbellsburg
Fox, Stephen Thomas, Lexington
Frasch, Wayne D.CoCo, Lexington
Fu, Wenshiung, Taiwan, China
Funcheon, Gloria Jeanne, Lafayette, IN
Gates, David Weedon, Lexington
Glickman, Gerald Neal"', Youngstown,
OH
Goldberg, Ira B.H, Philadelphia, PA
Coshtasby, Ardeshir" ", Lexington
Gray, Gary Robert", Fredericton, Canada
Greenberg, Jeffrey Ktng" ", Miami, FL
Greenwell, Catherine Elizabeth,
Huntington, "VV
Grunewald, Orlen Curtis", Bonduel, "VI
Gulati, Dushyant Kumar"', New Delhi
Hall, Larry W. 0, Georgetown
Halvorsen, Linda Lee*"', Springfield, VT
Hartle, Catherine AnnCo,Clarion, PA
Havens, Ramona Ann, Williamsburg
Hawke, Bernard Ray, Upton
Hawke, James Edward?", Lexington
Hellmann, Gary Mark, Louisville
Hempel, Hugo Oscar IV"', Lexington
Henning, Carma Ray, Owensboro
Herald, Freddie, Lexington
Hintze, Kathryn Moore, Ashland
Hopkins, john walter", Middletown, OR
Hudepohl, James Ioseph"", Bellevue
Hughes, Susan Coleman, Carrollton
Hurst, Harrell Emerson, Somerset
Kemsawas, Jeriwach ", Thailand
Kenny, Therese", New Rochelle, NY
Kiser, Elizabeth Jane, Clarion, PA
Kiser, Robert Irving, Tyler, TX
Klemesrud, Bruce Hanson", Indianapolis,
IN
Kostas, Jeanne"'''', Bowie, MD
LsMarre, Arthur Gerald, Chicago
Heights, IL
Layton, William Iohn" ", Pine Island, NY
Lenhart, Stephen Wayne", Louisville
Lewis, Thomas Clinton II, Greenville
Lin, Tom Chen-tsia ", Taiwan, China
Lumyong, [ulee", Bangkong, Thailand
MacPherson-Stewart, Johnstone F."',
London, England
Marshall, Thomas C., Lima, OH
Marty, Mary jane", Louisville
McDaniel, William Windsor, Lexington
McFarland, Dennis johnH, Covington
McLaughlin, Michael, Louisville
Mitchell, William Michael, Carrollton
Montgomery, Richard Eugene"'''',
Elizabethtown
Moore, Carlos Edward, Frankfort
Moore, Michael Dale, Huntington, WV
Ng, Yuen-Shaung, Hong Kong, China
Noble, Bernard Chesley II, Hazard
Noland, Melody Kay", Lexington
Norton, Hiram Alfred, [r., Grants
Pass, OR
Oldham, William Joseph, jr., Owensboro
Owens, Lewis Fillmore, Lexington
Phill.ps, Alan Dale", Burna
Phillips, James L., Springfield
Phillips, Rebecca Lee, Prospect
Phillips, William Joe, Benton
Pidgeon, Kenneth G., Pittsburgh
Pierson, Bernard Jean, Vedrin, Belgium
Powers, Stephen John, Lexington
Pratt, David Royce, Pietennaritzburg,
Africa
Radin, Edward James, Johnson City, NY
Ratnapradipa, Paiboon, Khonkaen,
Thailand
Rlchers, David Matthew, Altoona, PA
Roberts, Oliver Wade, Pikeville
Hosero, Oswaldo R."', Venezuela, SA
Ress, Dana Harold, Paducah
Rucbush, Joseph Allen, Greenville, OH
Rutemiller, Robert Anthony, Jr."',
Ft. Mitchell
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Schell, Michael C., Kings Park, NY
Sharkey, Robert M., Putnam Valley, NY I
Shaw, Suzanne Marie, Lexington
Simban, Udom"", Thailand
Sizemore, Robert Carlens ", Ashland
Slomka, Jeffrey Alan", Claremont, CA
Smith, Lynnville Wayne", Waynesburg
Sookhakich, Nareelak, Bangkok, Thailand
Sooksnchok, Chinda Co,Thailand
Spalding, William David"'''', Lebanon
Spears, Jerry Wayne" Co,Scottsville
Spoerl, Robert Edward, Lexington
Stanko, Gary joseph?", Macomb, IL
Stanley, Richie Council""", Claredon, NC
Stocker, Robert Brock, Louisville
Stoll, John Raymond, Green Bay, WI
Stollings, Roger Paul, Ottawa, WV
Stone, Freddie Dale, Owingsville
Stosberg, Rita Lois, Louisville
Strein, John W.H, Lexington
Stroup, Nancy Hayes, Lexington
Stroup, Walter Whitney"'''', Lexington
Swartz, Karen Ruby" ", Holdrege, NE
Thieneman, Michael Dennis, Louisville
Thompson, William Arbie, Lexington
Thomson, Patricia Lynn Carter",
Lexington
Thomson, Steven Frank, Salem, OR
Tobias, Judith Ellen, Oak Ridge, TN
Tucker, Paul Lynn"'''', Cynthiana
Tyler, Donald Dean", Mayfield
Valentine, Roger William, Lexington
Vandervaart, Marjolein Estella"'''',
Raleigh, NC
Wachs, Thomas Charles, Florence
Walker, James Kennerh"", Lexington
Walls, Danny Carl""", Paducah
Westerman, Albert Gene, Muldraugh
Willard, John C.""", Malvern, IA
Williams, Barbara Ann, Lexington
Wilson, Ronald C."", Horse Cave
Winkle, Stephen Alan" ", Louisville
Wolfe, Delmar Roy", College Park, MD
Wunderlin, William joseph" ".
Louisville
Yeh, Yeong-Maw, Taiwan, China
Young, Claudia Taylor, Lexington
Master of Science in Agriculture
Adams, Ervin Lee"'Co,Hopkinsville
Bale, Sharon Alicia, Frankfort
Baute, Richard Gregory, Union
Celik, Necmettin, Erzurum, Turkey
Chareanpanich, Belgium, Thailand
Evans, James A., Barbourville
Kim, Hee-Iin, Seoul, Korea
Richards, Sammakai M., Liberia
Shearer, Michael Terry, Louisville
Shelburne, John Bage, Shepherdsville
Sherman, James Edward" ", Fayetteville,
TN
Woodroof, Edward Pitt III""",
Georgetown
Master of Science in Agricultural
Engineering
Hill, Jerry Dooalds ", Muncie, IN
Mulphruk, Sutin44, Bangkok, Thailand
Overhults, Douglas Clenn" ", Centertown
Rieke, David Michael, Worthington, OH
Vachirakomwatana, Chaiporn, Thailand
Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Carmichael, Gregory R., Marengo, IL
Eckler, James Harryoo, Dry Ridge
Gibson, Luther V., jr., Vine Grove
Ko, Frankie Andrew Shui-Keung, Hong
Kong, China
Murau, Desikacharl, Columbus, IN
Nakano, Fumihikof ", Hyogo-ken, Japan
Schierberg, Gordon Ray", Ft. Mitchell
Simpson, William David, Louisville
Storm, James Matt, Lexington
Vance, J ames Lawrence \)0, Cleveland,
OH
Master of Science in Civil
Engineering
Allen, Terry Owen, Vine Grove
Aparicio, Hugo Rene, Lexington
Bishop, Charles Stanley, Paris
Black, James Evan III, Lexington
Blandford, George Elbert, Elizabethtown
Booth, David Holden't ", Grayson
Bryenton, Donald Lee", Medina, OR
Dolan, Daniel Raymond, Lexington
Downey, Larry Wayne, Frankfort
Gaynor, Ronald Kevin, Owensboro
Guirguis, Mahfouz Bishara, Lexington
Haight, John O'Leary" ", Grayson
House, Gary Wayne, Elizabethtown
Howell, Joe Kirtley, Island
Kamath, Bavlndra R.(/", Cincinnati, OH
Koenig, Mark Edward, Taylor Mill
LaBoon, John Hampton, Penn Laird, VA
Larue, John Enlow, Hodgenville
Lee, David Samuel, Lexington
Leggett, Harold McKinnell, Lexington
Lyons, Austin Earl, Jr., Cynthiana
Servis, David Bradley, Lexington
Smallwood, Robert Cline, Danville
Spradling, Dwight" ", Frenchburg
Tarng, Tom Shinining-Tk, Taipei
Ware, Robert Wayne, Lexington
Whittamore, Willie H., jr., Richmond
Yost, Michael IrvinH, Louisville
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Button, John Reece, Crestwood
Eidson, William P., Ir., Lexington
Feather, Arthur Edward, Paducah
Flurry, Gregory Alan, Lexington
Luerman, Stephen Joseph, Lexington
Pack, Richard Malcolm, Lexington
Pettit, John Wayne~(/, Lexington
Salgado, Jorge H., Concepcion, Chile
Sublette, Jerry Mac, Fulton
Tranjan, Farid Michael, Owensboro
Master of Science in Engineering
Mechanics
Hull, George R, Lexington
McGlaun, James Michael", Lemesa, TX
Wu, Yensen, China
Master of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Brancic, Aleksandra Boris, Novi Sad,
Yugoslavia
Cevallos, Nelson E., Guayaquil, Ecuador
Chelf, Roger Dale, Campbellsville
Deboer, William Morton" ", Glen Rock,
NJ
Gambaro, Stephen Alexander", St. Louis,
MO
Hajjar, Waleed M.~, Chicago, IL
Liu, Ching-Yi Max, Pacific Palisades, CA
Liu, Huan-Chwang, Taiwan, China
Min, Thomas KunlteeU, Seoul, Korea
Trivedi, Cautam, Delhi, India
Wilson, Larry David, Kenova, WV
Wu, Tso-Chung, Koohsiung, Taiwan
Master of Science in Metallurgical
Engineering
Chia, Kuei-Hwa", Taipei, Taiwan
Fischer, John Robert, Cloverport
Godwin, Steve James, Lexington
Hilton, Susan Ann, Louisville
Hopwood, Theodore lIn, Lexington
Keshavan, M. K.", Lexington
Shen, Tse-Hua, Taiwan
Stansbury, Clyde Michael, Louisa
Stokes, Rebecca Jane, Huntsville, AL
Ullal, Harin Shrlnivas"", Bombay, India
Master of Science in Nuclear
Engineering
Bryant, David Noel, Louisville
Duncan, Charles Eugene, Morehead
The, Sin Kwang, Lexington
Master of Arts in Education
Aitkin, Charlene Howard, Lexington
Allen, Claudette (/, Lexington
Allshouse, Dennie Duane" (/, Latrobe, PA
Bailey, Billy Dee", Ewing
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Bailey, Stephen Francis, Lexington
Biliter, James T.(/, Majestic
Bishop, Naomi Jean, Park City
Blythe, Marsha Ann, Richmond
Bortnyik, Kevin William, New Castle, PA
Bossert, Connie Anne", Sparta, NJ
Boucher, Paula Ann", Georgetown
Bounds, Bradford Dee", Frankfort, IL
Bowker, Linda Gayle, Frankfort
Brautigam, Anne Hall", Lexington
Brashear, Laverne Esther" (/, Viper
Brehm, Dana [eel", Salisbury, CT
Bringardner, Pat~icia Weaver", Lexington
Burnam, Emmett Paxton, Winchester
Burnett, Georgia Alfredia, Shopville
Butler, Martha T., Evansville, IN
Butler, Sharon I., Louisville
Campbell, Anne Conyers", Louisville
Cantrell, Mary Colvert, Smithville, TN
Carmony, Judith Gayle, Lynch
Carter, Kathleen Kerler ", Paris
Cavanaugh, Susie Atlene"", Cadiz
Clark, Mary Marlene, Lexington
Clark, Theresa Ann", Owensboro
Close, James Luther't ", Hopkinsville
Cochran, Carol Ann", Shelbyville, IN
Collins, Anne Doke" ", Maysville
Collins, Margaret Coble", Prestonsburg
Collins, Vicki Lynn", Maysville
Combest, Wanda, Louisville
Connell, Josephine Mary", Shelbyville
Cooksey, Judy Carol", Willisburg
Cox, Jane Elizabeth", Owensboro
Culbertson, Diane Frances, Lexington
Curtis, Barbara Cayle" ", Louisville
Cutts, Maxine Clay", Rome, GA
Day, Rita Blair, Lexington
DeBorde, Judith Anno, Lexington
Delap, Mary Margaret, Lexington
Denham, Margaret Scott", Lexington
DeSimone, Antonia Mary" ", Paterson, NJ
DeSpain, Diane Mary", Lexington
Denemark, Eric George, Parkersburg, WV
DiCesare, Gayle, Louisville
Dulin, Elsie Hammons" 0, Lexington
Dunagan, Linda [o", Louisville
Durbin, Donna Marie", Lexington




Ellison, Catherine B."", Lexington
Embry, Deborah Mapp, Chattanooga, TN
Esteves, Sigrid Maria 0, Brazil
Evans, Sharon Mcfhiire'", Mt. Sterling
Fairchild, Nawanna Marie, Baxter
Fallen, Frances Jeannette, Lexington
Fietz, Katherine E., Somerset
Ford, Dorothy Louise, Ferguson
Fore, Betty jo, Louisville
Fortner, Bonnie Marie, Bardwell
Freeman, Nancye Charlene", Cynthiana
Garr, Wanda Faye, Lexington
Cilfedder, Shirley Jean °0, Lexington
Gillespie, David Patrick, Maple Heights,
OH
Gorman, Mary Suzanne, Hazard
Gray, Bonita Lynne", Independence
Green, Rita DaytonOo, Lexington
Greene, Lillis Anne", Greenville, SC
Griffin, Shea Anno, Bardstown
Guise, Andrea Bower" 0, Lexington
Guyton, [ohanne E., Rocky Ford, CO
Haack, Kenneth Allyn", Roark
Hager, Carole Joyce, Lexington
Hale, Lawrence, Jr. 00, Waynesburg
Hall, Joseph Millard, Ashland
Hall, Marylynn, Prestonsburg
Hall, Sharron Hunter", Birmingham, AL
Hamilton, Barbara Anno, Versailles
Hamm, Joann Wikoff, Danville
Hankin, Martha Lois", Lexington
Harbison, Carole Y., Ashland
Harmon, Darlys S.", Louisville
Harris, Sandra Ellison, Louisville
Hayes, Marjorie W."", Frankfort
Hays, Joseph Crant", Shelbyville
Heintzelman, Janet Louiseoo, Lakeville,
IN
Henley, Linda May"", Louisville
Herndon, Lisa Cayle"", Pikeville
Hicks, Shirley Ann, Prestonsburg
Hill, Monica Maria, Loveland, OH
Hodges, Stuart Wesley, Callaway
Horn, Janet Lvnn" ", Irvine
Hoskins, Jewell 0, Lexington
Hudson, Elizabeth Allen" 0, Lexington
Hurko, Elizabeth Maryoo, Louisville
Hurst, Julia Anno, Bardstown
Isaacs, Glenda Kay, Hazard
Johnson, Kathryn Lee, Madisonville
Jones, Brenda Forbush", Louisville
Jones, James Black, Lexington
Jones, Virginia Kay"", Lexington
Judy, Susan Callaway, Lexington
Kalvin, Candace jane" ", Mansfield, MA
Keller, Joyce Fave" ", Lexington
Kelley, William Earl°, Vine Grove
Kelly, Dorothy L.0, Madison, IN
King, Karen Camille, Mayfield
Kopczynski, Barbara joanne", Detroit, MI
Lacefield, Sylvia Brown, Lexington
Lackey, John Poitevent IIIH, Lexington
Lagos, Raul Fernando", Concepcion,
Chile
Lanham, Barbara Enders", Lexington
Lauter, Karen Sue", Wilmore
Lazar, Stephen A.0, South Orange, NJ
Lee, Paul Edward 0, Tazewell, VA
Leverett, Joyce Spalding", Lexington
Lewis, Ruth Anno, Totz
Logan, Sheridan S., Shelbyville
Lowe, Mary Elizabeth, Greensburg, IN
Lundgren, Eric Charleso, Lexington
Lyen, Anna Laura 0, Lexington
Lyne, Margaret Lou, Lexington
Lyons, Jerrylyn ° 0, Paris
Mann, Benjamin J., Jr., Lexington
Marr, Janet H. 0, Lexington
Martin, Rita Royalty" 0, Lexington
Maschmeyer, Margaret Anneoo, Ludlow
Mason, Anita Pearl, Lexington
Mason, Sheila Carmelita °0, Providence
Matthews, Diane Sue" ", Lexington
McAdams, Luann Mae", Lexington
McCane, Melvin Hay", Newport
McFarland, William Howard,
Middletown
McKee, Judith Cayle", Owingsville
McLaughlin, J. Robert", Norristown, PA
Millard, Nancy Adams", Prospect
Miller, Larry Stevens, Owensboro
Miller, Hobert Clifton, Lexington
Monin, Carolyn Anno, Bardstown
Moran, Barbara J.0, Acme, MI
Morris, Joan Elaine, Lexington
Morrison, Brenda, Elizabethtown
Morrow, Connie Black" ° , Russell Springs
Morse, Constance Sue, Louisville
Muir, judy", Richardson, TX
Mulloy, Maurice Owen, Butler
Murphy, Mariangeles Castroviejo",
Somerset
Naegel, Wendy Lee"", Cincinnati, OH
Newland, William Jerry, Lexington
Nichols, Mary LloydH, Shelbyville
Noger, lana Elizabeth ° ° , Louisa
Nutter, Norma [ane", Lexington
Ohlson, Norma Lee, Lexington
Osborne, Patricia Hart", Lexington
Osborne, Susan Beth" 0, Louisville
Partin, Danny Earl" 0, Beattyville
Perry, Cheryl B., Lawrenceburg
Peters, Charles Lee, Jr. 00, Anderson, IN
Peterson, Georgia Lew", Glasgow
Phillips, Peggy Kennedy", Lexington
Pierce, Mary Ann, Midway
Porter, Kathryn Belanger, Lexington
Porter, Sandraoo, Frankfort
Prus, Joseph Stanley" 0, Glen Cove, NY
Qualls, Thomas EugeneOO, Radcliff
Raisor, Raymond Perry, Lexington
Ramey, Jane Lou0, Pikeville
Ray, Rebecca Coleman, Lexington
Reilly, Michael Oren, Louisville
Render, johnetta, Nashville, TN
Reynolds, Rebecca Mochel", Wilmore
Reynolds, Susan Lovaas, Lexington
Riddell, Judy Laneoo, Lexington
Rigsby, Donna Begley, Lexington
Risk, Aniline" 0, Lexington
Roughton, Mica Elizabeth", Morehead
Sallee, Edith H., Lexington
Salmons, Mazola Lynn, Risner
Sample, Pamela Wilford 0, Lexington
Schuler, Phyllis Weberoo, Maysville
Schweder, Nancy, Lexington
Sergent, William Ed 0, Lexington
Sewalls, Carolyn R., Manchester
Sharpe, Gerry Frank, Danville
Shumard, Sherry LynnOO, Lexington
Smith, J tidy Rea"', Memphis, TN
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Smith, Kevin Grinstead, Hopkinsville
Smith, Nancy Lynnv ", Frankfort
Sonderman, Candice Mane" ", Midway
Streable, Sue Carol", Shelbyville
Strickler, Jane Kurath 0, Lagrange, IL
Sturdivant, Linda Lee" 0, Whitley City
Sullivan, John Dennis °, Shepherdsville
Swartzel, Carol Lee", Kettering, OH
Swetnam, Lynn Stewart", Louisville
Tackett, Constance", Prestonsburg
Tate, Linda Merle, Lexington
Terpstra, Patricia Anno, Rochester, IN
Terry, Patricia Ellen, Paintsville
Tipton, Marilyn Gay, Lexington
Townsend, Teresa Anno, Greensboro, NC
Turenne, Elaine Moore, Lexington
VanVeelen, Laurel Poulisse"", Lexington
Varney, Alexis Carol0, Ashland
Veach, Margaret Mckee", Minneapolis,
MN
Voss, Linda Anne, Pittsburgh, PA
Wahl, Maria Denise", Louisville
Walker, Carol Chumbler, Maysville
Walker, Mary Elizabeth", Louisville
Wallace, Julia Ann, Bardstown
Watson, Susan Carol", Lexington
Watts, Ella Louise", Wheelwright
Weimer, Anne Louise", Buckhannon,
WV
Weinberg, Alice Natalie", Lexington
Wentz, Barbara [ean ", Ludlow
Wheeler, Jackie LynnOO,Ashland
Whitton, Catherine Elizabeth 0, Frankfort
Williams, Betty Carol 0, Flat Gap
Williams, Linda Dicken", Frankfort
Wilson, Molly Marie", Hopkinsville
Winesett, Debra Faye °, Louisville
Wink, Albert M., Ir., Frankfort
Wiseman, Lynn David °0, Winchester
Wolczyk, Vicki Ceciloo, Louisville
Worms, Leora 0, Lexington
Wright, Lenore Thelma 0, Louisville
Yingst, Sara Ann, Lexington
Master of Science in Education
Adkins, Gary Douglas", Lexington
Allen, Donald Bruce, Roosevelt, UT
Austin, Linda Lee, Lexington
Berres, Norah Elaine", Lexington
Bish, Jerome Daniel, Los Angeles, CA
Boyd, Susan Christina S ", Lakeview, OR
Bruenderman, Carol Marie" 0, Louisville
Carnes, Fred wme-, Jamestown
Cary, Henry Russelloo, Louisville
Cheatham, Donald Rayo, Campbellsville
Cleaver, Eugene Leeo, Pennsburg, PA
Columbus, Louis Anthony, Chicago, IL
Comley, Laura Sueo, Nicholasville
Couch, Anna Sue, Louisville
Curtis, Nancy Caroloo, Murray
Dahl, Mary Kathleeno, Middlesboro
Davis, Bruce H.H, Monticello
Florence, Gregory Goodin, Bardstown
Gabbard, Barbara Sue", Booneville
Gash, Ada Bruce", Salvisa
Gibson, Donna Havdon" ", Lexington
Gilpin, Daryl Elana, Cave City
Gooch, Peyton Louise" ", Stanford
Gosney, Brenda ~, Alexandria
Gould, James Agard III~, Mt. Pleasant,
MI
Greenberg, Ricky Scott, Lincolnwood, IL
Hadley, Sharon Lee, Frankfort
Halowski, Wendy Annu, Winnipeg,
Manitoba
Harris, Jeanne Lora, Lexington
Hicks, Frank Vernon", Greenup
Holbrook, Lillian Kaye", Campton
Holbrook, Ted A.~, Campton
Hoover, Linda Jackson~, Lexington
Hopper, May Haboush", Lexington
Iversen, Eric David, Lexington
Jankowski, Carol Alice", Oak Park, IL
Kirk, Glen Franklin", Big Elk Creek
Klatskin, Beth, Staten Island, NY
Kuo, Hong-yuen Howard'":", Harbin,
China
Lawrence, Teri B.~, Lexington
Lopera, Egidio" ", Santa Rosa Deosos,
Colombia
Maguire, Michael Leo"", Versailles
Maltz, Andrew David?", Lexington
Martynowicz, Kathleen H., Buffalo, NY
McClellan, James Clayborne, jr.,
Bardstown
McKinstry, Mark Ceorge" ", Lexington
Miller, Sandra james", Ashland
Miller, William Cregory"", Lawrenceburg
Moore, James Hobert", Danville
Moore, Merideth Lee", Bethesda, MD
Nickell, Mary Patricia, Lexington
Packett, Patty Sue", Lexington
Payne, James William 11°0, Bardwell
Pope, Paula JaneH, Ironton, OH
Pope, William Davido, Austin, TX
Purdy, Ann Rea, Owensboro
Quick, Katherine Marie", Lexington
Raleigh, Ralph Olenn", Lexington
Roman, Gary Wayne, Louisville
Shepard, David Alan", Worthington, OH
Singleton, Patricia Elaine, Louisville
Smith, Phoebe Anne, Versailles
Sparks, James Russell, Flat Gap
Staib, Robert Mitchell, Louisville
Stamm, James Dallas, Vanceburg
Steele, Edgar Winfieldo, Tyrone, PA
Sterling, Catherine CurtisO0, Maysville
Sullivan, Karen Shawo, Shepherdsville
Wadsworth, Carolyn ThaxtonO,
Winchester
Walker, Nancy Annu, Bailey Switch
Watts, Donna Justiceo, Louisville
Weiss, Carol Kalishman"'",St. Louis, MO
West, Marilyn Joanneo, Cincinnati, OH
Williams, Barbarosia, Lexington
Wilson, Deborah Anneo, Pasadena, TX
Wilson, Patricia AnnO, College Park, GA
'Wahl, Michael Stepheno, Louisville
Master 01 Science in Accounting
Adkins, James Robert, Lexington
Austin, Kenneth Roy", Columbus, OH
Cord, Henry Graydon, Lexington
Cottell, Philip Gaertner, [r., Smithfield
Hendrickson, Charlie Rayu, Cumberland
Lail, James Donald, Jr. 0, Lexington
Moore, Gregory Louis, Ft. Thomas
Ray, Gerald Edsel, Jr.n, Lexington
Stambaugh, Clyde Thomas", Paintsville
Wadhwa, Iagmohan Singh", New Delhi,
India
Master 01 Science in Library Science
Abbott, Carol Anno, Highland Heights
Allen, Deborah French ", Corry, PA
Austin, Suanne Daniel, Frankfort
Banta, Gratia Jane 0, Lexington
Bastin, Patsy J0, Lexington
Benson, Karl Alvin", Danville
Berkowsky, Jill Sue", New York, NY
Bowers, Allan Dale", Columbus, OH
Bowling, Kathleen Diane", Louisville
Bowling, Mary Elizabeth, Pedro, OH
Broome, Susan Anne", Lexington
Buie, Delinda Stephens", Louisville
Burgett, Mary Lorene", Kenosha, WI
Cardillo, Wayne Richard 0, Fairfield, CT
Carnes, Paul N., Jr.", Buffalo, NY
Chirco, Bonnie Lynn", Sacramento, CA
Christo, George Stephen" ", Charleston,
wv
Clark, Phillip Andrew", Bluefield, WV
Clay, Marilyn Louise", Columbus, OH
Clay, Mattie Elrichard ", Louisville
Collins, John William IIIo, Amhurst, MA
Connick, Kathleen Diane", Cincinnati,
OH
Cooper, Judy Evelyn", Lexington
Culp, Jean Bayer", Corbin
Davis, Charlene Elizabeth 0, Wilmington,
DE
Davis, Dale C.°0, Bowling Green
DeCleene, Clare Frances", Lafayette, IN
DeWitt, Sallie Althaus", Louisville
Dye, Barbara jane", Lexington
Edwards, Doris Carty, Lawrenceburg
Elder, Lindy Lu 0, Sharon, PA
Forth, Mary Franceso, Cincinnati, OH
Frye, Tagalie Lombardj)"', Berea
Gilliam, Susanne Phelpso"', Ft. Mitchell
Gilman, Constance Walton, Richmond
Greene, Charlotte Ann, Lewisburg
Greenwood, Luann, Warren, PA
Gula, Valerie E.0, Youngstown, OH
Guthrie, James DaleO, Murray
Han, Kay Mun, Seoul, Korea
Harleston, Rita Clareo 0, Charleston, SC
Herbert, Dorothy G, Vine Grove




Hoy, Katharine Burleigh", Lexington
Hutcheson, Lillian", Lexington
Hutchison, Prudences ", Columbia
Irvine, Mary Ann, Danville
Jaros, Sonia", Lexington
Jennings, Ressie Orbecoo, Lexington
Kelso, Mark Alan, Cincinnati, OH
Key, Charlet Frisk, West Point
Larson, Robert Keith", Lexington
Lashbrook, John Ernest", Miamisburg,
OH
Logsdon, Paul Malcolms ", Marion, OR
Lowry, Susan Arlene", Columbus, OR
Ma, Chi Theresa", Taiwan, China
Madden, Charlotte, Pippa Passes
Maguire, Edward Faulkner II·, Nitro,
wv
Mansfield, Jerry Wayne", St. Joe, IN
McCabe, Ronald Brian", Clinton, IA
McDaniel, Karen jean", Williamsburg
McGuane, James Leo", New York, NY
Merchant, Rosemary Kathleen",
Lexington
Miles, Gwendolyn Ruth", Louisville
Miller, Carolyn Elizabeth, Louisville
Montgomery, Sherry Barbaraoo, North
Andover, MA
Morgan, Alice Toy" 0, Lexington
Murphey, Paul WarrenH, Lexington
Nichols, Carol Ann, Walton, NY
Oaks, Julie Wynne, Morganfield
O'Neill, Judith Anne", Brattleboro, VT
Patrick, Frieda Marie, Honaker, VA
Paul, Sherry Sue, Elsmere
Pawlik, Irena Maria 00, Dorchester, MA
Pedersen, Sarah Ardeth, Lexington
Potter, Wanda Nello, Central City
Price, Rosa Lea", Richmond
Prosso, Mere", Bridgeton, NJ
Randolph, Virginia, Morehead
Rapp, Britanya Ellen", Richmond
Reese, Virginia D.H, Ft. Mitchell
Richardson, Vickie Lynn °0, Lexington
Riddell, Sue Ellen", Cincinnati, OR
Ryon, Janet T. 0, Washington, DC
Schwartz, Caroline Amelia, Warren, OH
Scott, Rosalind OJ), Louisville
Seidel, Diana Severson" 0, Lexington
Sellers, Jean B.0, Versailles
Sherwood, Bruce Mooreoo, Cincinnati,
OR
Snavely, Judith Kay", Elizabethtown, PA
Spegal, Judith Lynnj), Independence
Stafford, Helen L. Puckett, Cincinnati,
OH
Starkey, Edward David, Lexington
Stewart, Sally Kay, Rockford, IL
Stinson, Melody Jane<>,Cincinnati, OH
Threlkeld, Kay Parker'" 0, Murray
Todd, Bettina Caye"', Hopkinsville
Turner, Kenneth Ray, Cerulean
Veracka, Peter GregoryO, Norwood, MA
Vergamini, Thomas Paul"', Columbus, OH
Wagner, Jill Marie"'''', Columbia, NJ
Waits, Elaine Hulett, Shelbyville
Warren, [o Ann'"", Dana, NC
'Wartman, William Benjamin III~,
Richmond, VA
Williams, Danby Elizabeth~~, Winchester
Zimmer, James Marshall, Lexington
Master of Business Administration
Barnard, Virgil Oates III~, Frankfort
Barnes, Robert Louis" ~, Lexington
Benson, Judy Barnes", Cynthiana
Blevins, Lloyd Cregory", Ashland
Brandenburgh, Kenneth Elwood,
Lexington
Burchett, Ceraldine" ", Olive Hill
Cahill, James PatrickU, Ft. Wright
CastIen, Patricia Arm", Owensboro
Caudill, Gregory Alan, Louisville
Chadha, Dilmohan Singh, Bombay, India
Davy, Paul Cheneu, Richmond
Delatte, Glenn Leo", Meraux, LA
Drury, Lawrence Wayne, Louisville
DuPont, William III, Lexington
Edwards, Robert T. ", Lexington
Erickson, Richard Beau", Flossmoor, IL
Fritz, James S., Lexington
Gash, Ezra Willis", Lawrenceburg
Gault, Stephen Carter, Louisville
Hancock, Donald Edwtn"", Henderson
Harris, Randall Wayne, Chicago, IL
Hill, Donald R, Lexington





Manahan, Robert Harold", Louisville
Mason, Michael Howard", Lexington
McLane, Fred Lewis III~, Ft. Thomas
Murphy, Lorraine Ellen~, Covington
Parker, A. Jose Roberto, San Salvador, SA
Perry, David Louis, Louisville
Perry, William Atterbury", Frankfort
Pittman, Michael Brent" ~, Lexington
Rauther, Marilyn [ean'", Ft. Scott, KS
Roach, Robert Michael~o, Vestal, NY
Rock, Danny F. ~0, Hodgenville
Rollins, Carl P. II"", Lexington
Rosenberger, Geoffrey Harold, Rochester,
NY
Samson, Robert S.~0, Lexington
Szymanski, Conrad Dean, Gilbertsville
Thorup, Christian Cecil, Danville
VanMeter, Maurice RaymondH, Paris
Vogel, Jeffrey Nelson, Louisville
Master of Music
Church, Alice Willard, Paoli, PA
Colegrove, Donna [ean", Williamsburg
Creed, Lois Wilson, Lexington
Farrar, Cathy J.o, Richmond
Harris, Robert Lee", Hebron
House, Mary Lois, Lexington
Illman, Richard G.~, Lexington
McCoy, Ina Ann Walkero, Laurinburg,
NC
Reese, Nancy [ulene, Spartanburg, SC
Smith, Philip, Jr."", Lexington
Stanley, Bill Thaddeus, Jr. 0, Winston,
Salem, NC
Wilkins, Malissa Ruth"". Paducah
Master of Science in Clinical
Nutrition
Asriel, Mary Regina, Paris
Beiraghi, Soraia, Lexington
Childress, Linda Jewel-i!-,Lamb
Cutter, Cynthia Ramsey", Lexington
Earle, Patricia AnnQ, Berry
Foster, Cynthia Ann, Paducah
Griffith, Denise Dahn, Louisville
Hinds, Nancy J.Q, Williamsville, IL
Lowry, Brenda Jane, Owensboro
Mason, Barbara Ann", Lexington
Perry, Rose Wells, Louisa
Sloan, Catherine Welle", Jackson, MS
Stapell, Christine A.~, Buffalo, NY
Tobias, Denise Lynn", Trenton, MI
Van, Iderstine, Laurie", Piscataway, NJ
Weglage, Leah LucilleH, Cincinnati, OH
Welton, Christina Kay, Lexington
Wilson, Debra J., Frankfort
Master of Fine Arts
Agee, Lee Cleveland, Lexington
Hall, Bruce Robert, Dubuque, IA
Kane, Mary K., Yhittier, CA
Majka, Stanley John, Ir."", Berkeley, CA
Messer, Edith Carol, Henderson
Tower, Ann Palmer", Louisville
Wilson, Renee Lynn, Baltimore, MD
Master of Science in Dentistry
Allen, Richard Craig, White Plains
Biddle, Paul LeRoy, Cincinnati, OR
Malchow, Glenn R., Franklin
Resler, Richard John, Winchester
Talbott, James Pence", Lexington
Master of Science in Home
Economics
Breeding, Carolyn Sue, Lexington
Broderick, Gary B., Carlisle
Brown, Janet Mackey" ", Clarksville, MO
Carruba, Rosemary Gooch, Stanford
Ferguson, Dionna Burchett, Prestonsburg
Fritsch, Travis Anne", Louisville
Greathouse, Mary Lynn, Owensboro
Herndon, Marsha JaneQ-i!-,Livermore
Hickey, Glenn Ronald", Hebron
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Klevesahl, Kathy Fay, Shawano, WI
Langenbrunner, Mary Louise, Park Hills
Lemmon, Darla Kay", Falmouth
MacDonald, Elizabeth Ann, Louisville
Marsh, Kathy joyce", Cynthiana
Martin, Christina Alexandria, Lexington
McEuen, Doralice Harriet, Cuyahoga
Falls,OH
Miller, Janice Hose"Q,Quality
Nygren, Nancy Eltaaberh" ", St. Albans,
WV
Packett, Linda Sue, Lexington
Pan, Hsi-Ling, Taipei, Taiwan
Scheldorf, Lucinda Marie, Louisville
Segrest, Margaret Allene", Luverne, AL
Skewes, Martha Rene", Lexington
Slaughter, Carolyn L., Cincinnati, OH
Soltess, Diane R., Cumberland
Sponcil, Majorie Kay, Salem, OH
Swope, Rose Ellen, Winchester
Townley, Kimberly Francis, Rapid City,
SD
Turner, Patricia Ann~~, Jackson
Veatch, Nancy Lea", Lexington
Vogel, Joan Patricia, New Rockford, ND
Waggener, Susan ElizabethH, Lexington
Wang, Mei-Tee, Taiwan, Taichung
Welch, Kathleen Jane, Louisville
Wesley, Myrna McGahanQ, Somerset
Winkler, Darreldean Q, Irvine
Master of Science in Radiological
Health
Beasey, Douglas Buchanan ", Lexington
Lloyd, Kenneth Michael, Louisville
Master of Science in Medical
Radiation
Berner, Barry Michael, Dayton, OH
Givens, Stephen Bruce, Beaver Dam
Master of Science in Medical
Radiation Dosimetry
Schroader, Kathryn J, ". Lexington
Master of Science in Nursing
Anderson, Elaine F., Lynn, MA
Bourne, Olga C.Q ", Lexington
Bryant, Susan R. Q, Lexington
Burnett, Katherine Anne, Louisville
Collins, Janet Martha, Lexington
Donley, Betty Jane, New Castle, PA
Edwards, Sharon Arm", Somerset
Giles, Patricia Ann, Versailles
Goerz, Margaret MacKay'", Lexington
Coodykoontz, Mary Lynne", Paducah
Groshong, Linda Marte?", Methuen, MA
Hunter, Nancy Mattingly", Lexington
Lear, Lynne Marcy", Decatur, GA
Lukas, Margaret Anno, Valley Station
Maurer, JoAnn, Rocky Mountain, NC
Mclntosh, Linda Lea Q;,Lexington
O'Brien, Michele Marie Legris, Mt.
Sterling
Pieratt, Nancy Sisler, Lexington
Randall, Roberta Sue", Salem, OR
Ready, Fra Na(JQ;,Nocona, TX
Reeves, Carla Marianne" Q;,Fremont, CA
Rehm, Nancy Evansf ", Louisville
Rice, Patricia Ann, Lexington
Robinson, Mary Kathryn Q;,Lexington
Rouse, Deborah P.(J, Cincinnati, OH
Wika, Judith Chulicku, Fair Oaks, CA
Wolfe, Margaret Jeanu, Lexington
Wyatt, Deede", Wausau, WI
Wyatt, Mary Helen", Lexington
Zuidama, Deborah Ann", Versailles
~asler of Social VVork
Barbara, Suzanne M., Ft. Thomas
Bell, Carey Annette, Harlan
Bell, Leora Annette, Louisville
Blackburn, Fonetta Akers, Dana
Booker, Claudia Beatrice", Franklin, TN
Branson, Gene Newland?", Winchester
Brock, Karen Lee, Lexington
Carter, Glenn Curtis, Hopkinsville
Clark, Lee Ann lH, Bowling Green
Cook, Kathleen Cooper, Lexington
Crawford, Donna Susan ')(J, Somerset
Cummings, Randy Melvtn"", Bakersfield,
CA
Dirnberger, Bernard johns ", Lexington
Doss, Dianne Moore, Frankfort
Duff, James Kenneth, Ft. Thomas
Dunkin, Steven Ray, Peebles, OH
Finney, Melissa Lee, St. Johnsbury, VT
Flynn, Lynn Joanna, Lexington
Frazier, Raymond GrantQ;(J,Morehead
Goff, Mary Jane, Jackson
Goff, Slayrean, Jackson
Goldstein, Ronald Lee, Norfolk, VA
Greene, Sharon Lee, Lexington
Grovac, Theodora Aileen(JQ;,Lexington
Grove, Terry E.", Harrodsburg
Hall, Candace Dean, Midway
Hambright, Wayne E., Blacksburg, SC
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Harrod, Barbara JeanQ;Q;,Frankfort
Harwood, Barbara Jean, Henderson
Hoskins, Dorothy Irene, Danville
Johnson, Peter Fred, Lexington
Jones, Samuel Orlando, jr., Washington,
NC
Kubale, Travis L., Danville
Lamprey, Headlee, Lexington
Lim, Linda J., Honolulu, Hawaii
Miller, Marvin Eugene, Plainfield, IL
Moore, Barbara Stewart, Lexington
Osburg, Sister Claire, Melbourne
Osmalov, Caroline Middleton", Salem,
VA
Osmalov, Michael jeffrey", Richmond,
VA
Shannon, Penny Lou, Irvine
Simpson, Thomas Bruce, [r., Lexington
Slaughter, Doraine" ", Lexington
Smith, Deborah jane", Pikeville
Townsend, Sharron Faye, Slaughters
Trapp, Theresa AnnQ;(J,Covington
Veit, Stanley PaulH, Monroeville, IN
Wilson, David George<,>(J,Wilmore
Young, Deborah Yelton, St. Albans, WV
College of Law
Dean: George W. Hardy III
Juris Doctor
Abshire, Arthur Allen, Lexington
Allen, Carla Whitaker, Cave City
Archer, Hugh Nelson, Frankfort
Armistead, Margaret Popp, Prestonsburg
Avots, Ivar Edward, Bowling Green
Barr, William Garrett III'''''", Owensboro
Bastian, David Mark, Lexington
Baugh, Marcia Camille" 0-, Glendale
Bell, Roy J. III''''', New Castle
Benton, Patricia Shipman, Lexington
Bishop, Robert Whitsitt, Lexington
Blair, Larry Samuel, Martinsville, VA
Bolt, Deborah Lee, Liberty
Bouvier, Joseph Thaddeus, Owensboro
Bowling, Arthur James, Catlettsburg
Bray, Pamela Wimberg, Louisville
Bromley, Wayne Leon, Jr., Louisa
Burr, Richard Hudson III, Lexington
Button, Robert Allen (I; (1;, Louisville
Campbell, Richard Howard, Jf.H,
Danville
Carter, Horace Ntcholson"", Moreland
Center, Rosemary Faith, Campton
Cisney, Lucien Thomas, Greenville
Clark, Bruce Frederickoo, Bowling
Green
Clark, Patricia Diane, Murray
Clem, Marvin Earl, Irvine
Cleveland, Larry Wayne, Williamstown
Cooper, David Howard, Louisville
Craft, Joseph Walton III, Hazard
Croley, Russell Lowell, [r., Barbourville
Cullen, Helen Regina, Lexington
Davis, John Jewellflfl, Lexington
Davis, Michael Clinton, Central City
Dean, William Stephen, Lewisport
Deye, Richard Joseph, Covington
Dill, Gordon John <II<II, Dayton
Dills, Steven W., Louisville
Duncllfle, Neil Edward, Lexington
Dye, Carolyn Anne, Louisville
Edwards, Carl Dean, Ashland
Elam, Pamela Lynn't ", Ashland
Elste, Gay Martha, Indianapolis, IN
Esterle, Mak Dennis, Louisville
Flynn, Bill Howard"", West Paducah
Francis, Cabell D. II<II <II, Stanford
Franklin, Bryce Dale, Lexington
Freeburger, Sandra Dawn, Henderson
Gallion, William JosephH, Ashland
Gibson, James Calvin, Jr.H, Monticello
Gillig, John gtephenson"", Lexington
Glastetter, Mark Dexter, Sharon, PA
Gold, Steven Douglas, Henderson
Goodman, Charles Austin IlIH, Glasgow
Goodpaster, Shennan, Owingsville
Gosnell, Linda Ann, Louisville
Graham, Jane Josephine, Lexington
Hagan, Charles Anthony, Philpot
Haller, Laura Kristie, Lexington
Hamm, Phillip Alvin, Maysville
Harrington, Davil Lynn, Mayfield
Hart, William Guy, Jr.H, Stanford
Hayse, David Franklin, Louisville
Heaton, Richard Leahy, San Diego, CA
Held, Peter Hay" <II, Brandenburg
Henley, Dale Warrenoo, Louisville
Heyburn, John Gilpin, Louisville
Hicks, Daniel Carter, Hopkinsville
Horton, Gwendolyn, Louisville
Hoskins, William Austin III, Lexington
Hudson, Joseph DouglasOO, Lexington
Hunt, Richard Melvin, Canada
Hutton, Mary LaBach, Lexington
Johnson, Gary Edward, Ligon
Johnson, Henry Stuart, Louisville
Johnson, Jerry Logan, Owensboro
Karp, Frederick Dale", Royal Oak, MI
Kasdan, Martin Zachary, jr., Louisville
Kelley, Joseph Herbert, Owensboro
Ketron, James Thomas, Ashland
Lambert, Carol McKinney, Minneapolis,
MN
LaRocca, F. Craig, Ventnor, NJ
Lavender, Timothy Doyle, Revelo
Lowe, Cathy Coleenu, Louisville
Macaluso, Christine Ann, Springville, NY
Marshall, Elizabeth, Lexington
Martin, David Kenyon, Lexington
May, Walter wells"", Prestonsburg
McAfee, Anne Wigginton, Mt.
Washington
McClellan, Fonda Venise, Ls Crange
McDaniel, Rodney, Summerville, GA
Merrigan, Thomas Tucker, Greenfield
Messer, Roderick, Barbourville
Miller, Herbert Allan, jr., Danville
Miller, John Arthur, Frankfort
Moore, James Henry III, Ashland
Murphy, Richard Vanderburgh,
Lexington
Nitchie, Patricia Anne Marie, Mountain
Top, PA
Nooning, Edgar Arthur IIIH, Lexington
Olinger, David Youncy, jr., Berea
Paisley, Lewis Grant, Lexington
Paitsel, James Dillard, [r., Lexington
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Palumbo, Cuy Leslie, Whitesburg
Peck, Larry Cregg, Elizabethtown
Petty, Gary Carl, Covington
Picklesimer, Max Douglas, Russell
Pogue, Timothy Hick, Ft. Thomas
Pratt, David Fesler, Lexington
Preston, John David, Allen
Purdom, Peggy Elizabeth, Harrodsburg
Quinn, Harry BoydH, Princeton
Raine, Carl Randall, Jeffersontown
Raines, Murry Albert, Bandana
Ransel, Katherine Patricia, Lexington
Reeder, Marjorie Jones, Mt. Olivet
Reinhardt, James Randall", Pewee Valley
Ridings, Marcia Milby, London
Roberts, Wendell Scott, Owingsville
Ross, Patrick Anthony, Erlanger
Ruberg, Donald Joseph, Ft. Wright
Samani, Ann Elizabeth, Des Moines, IA
Santana, Joshua Ebel" ", Lexington
Sauer, Kay Ellen, Ann Arbor, MI
Scorsone, Ernesto Mario, Lexington
Sellars, Terry Keith, Henderson
Settles, Barry Stuart, Lebanon
Shain, Carolyn Faye, Coxs Creek
Shelton, William Joseph<ll<ll,Bardstown
Sherman, Robert Stephen, Louisville
Skillern, Mark Wright" <II, Bowling Green
Slahta, Steven Davtd"", Jeffersontown
Smith, Eric Steven" fI, Lexington
Sower, Phyllis A., Frankfort
Stage, Cary L., Lexington
Staib, Catherine Curry, Cincinnati, OH
Stevens, Carroll Douglas, Owensboro
Stewart, John William, Louisville
Sturgill, Ann Dubuisson, Lexington'
Sutherland Ba+2ta Juno, T cyjpgt9H'
Sword, Larry Franklin <II fI, Drayton
Plains, MI
Thierstein, Joan, Frankfort
Thomas, Rick Joseph <II<II, Paris
Thornton, Gerald Ahern, Lexington
Tucker, Leon Wilbert<ll<II, Lexington
VanBooven, Paul C., Hopkinsville
VonDerau, Ralph Harry"", Barbourville
Waddell, Wayne Alan, Louisville
Wanat, Susan W., Lexington
Watson, Thomas Henry"", Oak Park, IL
Weiner, Barbara Carol, Lexington
Weiner, Bruce Benjamin, New Castle, PA
Westerfield, Rebecca jeanv", Owensboro
White, Donnie Howard", Lexington
Wilson, Mildred Gail, Jamestown
ljVggdard, Ronald LQQ, I:{@p!i@[sse
Yates, Raymond Michael, Fulton
Yonts, Larry Brent?", Greenville
College of Medicine
Dean: D. Kay Clawson
Doctor of Medicine
Algier, Carol Ann, Richmond
Arnold, Daniel Louis, Newport
Austin, James Leslie, Lawton, OK
Baker, Richard Wayne, Louisville
Bale, Phillip Wickenden, Elizabethtown
Beattie, Charles, Louisville
Boyd, Carl Richard, Louisville
Bright, Katherine Letcher, Danville
Burchett, Barry Layne, Olive Hill
Butcher, Lawrence King, Paintsville
Byron, Deborah Hayes, Owingsville
Caudill, George Hayden, Carcassonne
Collins, Micheal John, Bowling Green
Colombani, Paul Michael, Lynn, MA
Conrad, Roberta Lee, Lexington
Cutrer, William Richard, Westfield, NJ
Daub, Steve Alan, Louisville
Davenport, Robert Carlton, Paris
Davis, James Stephen, Lexington
Deak, Steven Thomas, Wallingford, CT
Duncan, K. Paul, Anchorage
Eastham, Mary Lee, Ashland
England, Gary Thomas, Horse Cave
Fields, Karl Bertrand, Jenkins
Fine, JoDavid, Louisville
Fisher, Lee Howard, Minot, ND
Freas, Carol Diane, Franklin
Fuller, Elzer Thompse, jr., Feds Creek
Ceil, John D., Covington
Ceil, Kenneth P., Covington
Cilley, Lowell Dean, Wabash, IN
Gleiner, J. Arthur, Rochester, NY
Gould, Richard Alan, Louisville
Grider, Roger Dean, Russell Springs
Guiler, James Michael, Owingsville
Haines, Carol S., Denver, CO
Hedrick, Jerry L., Lexington
Henderson, Andrew Hunter III, South
Williamson
Hissam, James Edwin, Louisville
Humphrey, Martha Robb, Louisville
Humphrey, Ronald Lawrence, Vine Grove
Hunter, Paul David, Pine Bluff, AR
Jefferis, Tamar Virginia, Lexington
Jones, Jerry Edward, Winchester
Kelly, David John, Akron, OH
Leiner, Deborah, Brookfield, WI
Loudermilk, Frank Hastings, Jr.,
Louisville
Maddox, Daniel E., Ashland
Martin, Catherine Anne, Lexington
McAlister, Terrence Ross, Jr., Ashland
McCreary, Richard Byron, Lexington
McGuire, Susan Kay, Paducah
McKenzie, Richard Douglas, Ocala, FL
Medina, William Douglas, Louisville
Montgomery, Earl Wayne, Auburn
Moore, Andrew Maurice II, Lexington
Moran, Daniel John, Cincinnati, OH
Moscoe, Jay Edward, Richmond
Moses, Bernard C, Rockholds
O'Bryan, William Martin, Owensboro
Orr, Charles Michael, Paducah
Owen, James Colvin, Livermore
Pigg, James Robert, Seeo
Piziek, Veronica Kelly, Madlley, MA
Powers, Richard Edward, Boston, MA
Hauh, Donald Francis, Park Hills
Reeder, Phillip Hayward, West Chester,
OR
Roberts, Lon Edward, [r., Mt. Sterling
Rodman, James Mulligan, Greenville
Rogers, Edwin Lewis, Columbia
Romano, Michael Thomas, [r., Lexington
Royse, Stephen Perry, Eminence
Rush, Daniel Scott, Fern Creek
Salmon, James L, [r., Madisonville
Schultetus, Raymond Richard, St. Anne,
IL
Schumacher, Mark Patrick, Reno, NV
Schwarz, Edward R., Louisville
Scully, Kevin Thomas, Louisville
Shadle, Douglas James, Ellensburg, WA
Shidal, William Duane, jr., Paducah
Skaggs, Rodney Allen, Owensboro
Sperling, Arnold Lawrence, West
Newton, MA
Spires, Susan Elliott, Gallatin, TN
Stahr, William David, Mayfield
Stephens, Michael Forrest, Kenova, WV
Sweet, Richard Alexander, Ashland
Taylor, Jerry Lee, Louisville
Trover, Philip L. c., Earlington
Turner, Bobby Ray, Hazard
Vannier, Michael Walter, San Rafael, CA
Ward, Philip Everett, Clinton
Webb, Pamela JoyceOO, Russell
Westerfield, Byron Thomas, Hartford
Wheeler, Dwight Edward, Louisville
Wightman, Ernest Thomas, [r., Lexington
Williams, Karen, Cynthiana
Wilson, Donald Ray, Maysville
Wong, John, Los Angeles, CA
Woodring, John Howell, Louisville
Date of graduation for College of Medicine, June 5, 1976
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College of Dentistry
Dean: Merrill W. Packer
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Albritton, James Edmund, Jr., Mayfield
Anderson, George A., Maysville
Beadle, Ralph Dean, Lexington
Blankenship. Carlos Dean, Weeksburg
Blevins, Walter, Jr., West Liberty
Boian, Jerry Lee, Lexington
Bothwell, Mark William, Louisville
Bowers, Joseph Hampton, Louisville
Bowles, Robert Dennis, Madisonville
Bryant, Arthur William, Stearns
Burdette, Bryan Hall, Lawrenceburg
Castle, James R., Paintsville
Castle, Richard Lee, Elkhorn City
Clemons, Mary C., Dry Ridge
Combest, William Bruce, Louisville
Cooper, Lindsey Wade, Sr,oo, Louisville
Deleon, Eladio, [r., Tampa, FL
Elliott, David Michael, Louisville
Embry, James Byron, Owensboro
Forgess, Billy Augusta II, Lexington
Fortino, Linda Michele, East Lansing,
MI
Foster, Billy Birk, Greer, SC
Gholston, Lamont Ray, Louisville
Gilpin, Jerry Allen, Fairplay
Halcomb, Winston Calvin II, Richmond
Halpin, Mark Edward, Bellevue
Haney, Charlotte Ann, Lexington
Haskett, Jay Douglas, Henderson
Hill, Buford Ronald, Lexington
Hodge, Mark Wessler, Bowling Green
Hollingsworth, Robert H., Lexington
Howard, Charles Daniel, [r., Grayson
Johnson, Donald K., Owensboro
Johnson, Felix Icseph"", Lebanon
Jones, Charlotte Kay, Owensboro
Kerley, Thomas Raymond, Paducah
Kluemper, Mary Joan, Park Hills
Kopczyk, Anthony John, Lexington
Loy, Glenn Barry, Columbia
Maddox, James Ouybert, Owensboro
Mattison, Gordon Dwight, Sr., Frankfort
Mayes, Jerry G., Letcher
McClendon, Holly Wilson, Mayfield
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McElfresh, Monte G., Foster
Miles, Bowen Douglas, Salt Lake City,
UT
Muncy, Robert Bruce, [r., Hazard
Powers, Robert RickmanOf', Ft. Mitchell
Salyer, William Lynn<)<),Paintsville
Schulte, John Marku, Ft. Mitchell
Shaffer, Barry Chester, Ashland
Stahr, Gregory Vernon, Mayfield
Stansbury, C. Michael, Louisa
Stroud, Larry Haynes, Fern Creek
Tackett, Roger Lee, McDowell
Turner, Deborah Rede, Lexington
Wagner, Robert Linton, Flatwoods
Welch, Michael Stephen, Lexington
Williams, Donald Gene, Scottsville
Willis, David Owen, Cincinnati, OR
Wittwer, William Lynn, Crestwood
Wong, Paul Hiongluang, Lexington
York, Anrrew Kirk BU, Louisa
Yozwiak, Raymond Anthony, Youngstown
Zeh, James Steven, Louisville
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean: Art Gallaher
Bachelor of Arts
Abney, Anita Joann, Beaver Dam
Adams, James Granville, [r., Hopkinsville
Adams, Lester Ivan, Louisville
Adams, Sid Stephen, Hazard
Adams, William Franklin, Jr. (I ", Somerset
Adler, David W., Lexington
Albertini, Peter John, [r., Lexington
Alberktson, Philip Richard, Covington
Alexander, Jim Marshal, Scottsville
Allen, 10 Briggs, Burlington
Allen, Robert Crook, Richmond
Allen, Sharon Lee, Kettering, OH
Allphin, Cynthia Lynn, Walton
Amburgey, Judith Ann, Bypro
Amidon, Mary Joyce, Erie, PA
Anderson, Karen jean'":", Lexington
Anderson, William Bayard, Lexington
Andrews, Donna Mae, Pompano Beach,
FL
Anfous, Doris", Jerusalem
Area, Mary Cox" (/, Lexington
Arnold, Jess Leroy, [r., Louisville
Bailey, Michael Ray, Lexington
Balko, Thomas Ceorge" ", Lexington
Ballard, Patrick Lee, Bloomfield
Balles, Sharon Lynn, Louisville
Barbour, Stephen Michael, Rockford, IL
Barkley, Ann Lane", Paris
Barlow, Ann Kimberly, Lexington
Barnard, Phillip Hyde, Lexington
Barnard, Robin Shackleton, Louisville
Barrickman, William Bruce", Glasgow
Baumgartner, Ernest H., Ashland
Beadle, Janet Lucille, Derwood, MD
Beasley-Little, [ulieanne", Lexington
Beck, Rodney Alan, Jr. 0" 1'1-, Louisville
Becker, Maureen Francesl'l-O",Lexington
Bennett, James Edward, Elizabethtown
Bennett, Karl Michael", Valley Station
Berry, Eugene Edwin, [r., Owensboro
Berti, Gail Marie, Louisville
Beyer, Kathleen Frances", Louisville
Bishop, Barbara Jeanne, Lexington
Blandford, Darrell Cerard'", Owensboro
Blazy, Diane Edith, Lexington
Booth, Deborah Ann, Elizabethtown
Borden, Wanda Lee, Fort Worth, TX





Bratton, Thomas Matthew, Louisville
Brizendine, Cindy Jo, Franklin
Brookins, Michael Marko, Louisville
Brown, Anthony Norman'[", Gurnee, IL
Brown, Charles Timothy", Ludlow
Brumfield, Nancy Lee, Lexington
Bruno, Maria G., Milford, MA
Bryan, Edward Francis IVoo, Louisville
Buecker, Donald JosephOO-,Ft. Mitchell
Bugg, Brenda Kay, Warrensville, NC
Burch, Susan Fava, Georgetown
Burke, Barbara Mary, Greentown, PA
Burket, Deborah Sue, Elizabethtown
Burks, James Albert III, Hopkinsville
Burrell, John W., Battletown
Burton, Karin Ursula, Heilbrown
Butler, Ann Tablott" 1'1-, Millersburg
Byall, Lynne Ann, Rocky River, OR
Cagle, Barbara Lee, Lexington
Cameron, John Wallace, [r., Louisville
Campbell, Karen Sue"", Lexington
Canale, Marietta D. 1'1- 1'1-, Memphis, TN
Canty, Mary Christine(1-0, Versailles
Carden, Stephen Denton, Lexington
Carl, Samuel Brownlow, Owensboro
Carnes, Linda Ellen, Richmond
Carr, Mary Louise, Lexington
Carroll, Linda Ann 1'1- 0, Lexington
Carroll, Mary Patricia, Louisville
Carroll, William Douglas, Paducah
Carson, Nolan Wendell, Cincinnati, OH
Cartee, Rita Lynn, Olive Hill
Carter, Ricky Dean II1I'I-, Winchester
Casey, Dinah Kathleen", Columbus, OH
Casper, Barbara Darlene, Morehead
Castelli, Stephani Anna Maria, Lexington
Chambliss, William Holt, Sturgis
Chandler, Pamela Kay, Robards
Chapman, Michael Lee, Paducah
Cisney, Barbara GailH, Birmingham, AL
Clark, Cynthia Diane, Danville
Clark, Jill Elaineo, Paducah
Clark, Kathy [ean", Frankfort
Clark, Michael August, Louisville
Clay, Mary Virginia, Ashland
Cohn, Sanford Deanf ", Louisville
Cole, Evelyn Carol, Henderson
Cole, John William", Harrodsburg
Coleman, Jerry McKinnley, Lebanon
Junction
Coleman, Mary Margaret", Louisville
Collier, Wayne Frederick, Lexington
Collins, William Howard, London
Combest, Gail Jeanette, Lexington
Combs, V. Marte", Oak Ridge, TN
Conlee, Malcolm Miller, Richmond
Conley, Patrick Carter, Carlisle
Connelly, Mary Melinda, Ashland
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Cook, John Christopher, Mayfield
Coomes, Marian Ruth, Owensboro
Corey, John An-tho.oyH, Paducah
Cornn, Elizabeth Ann, Lexington
Cotton, John Mather", Ft. Mitchell
Cowdrey, Ann Janice, Groose lIe, MI
Coyte, Myrtha Kay, Louisville
Creagh, Carol Ann" ", Louisville
Cropper, Carolyn Marie, Maysville
Crowley, Patricia AnnH, Lexington
Crutcher, Daniel Louis, Lexington
Currens, Debra Ann, Lexington
Daniel, Jamie Jo, Paintsville
DaVega, Geneva Pool, Lexington
Davis, Bonnie Lou", Shenandoah, VA
Davis, Dee IIIH, Hazard
Davis, Jeffrey Kephart, Louisville
Dean, James Franklin, Louisville
Deaton, Dale Wilson, New Carlisle, OR
Deaton, Randy Thomas, Newport
Decker, James Deward 1'1- (1-,Lexington
Deyo, Robert Charles IIH, Muldraugh
Dickinson, Raymond King", Lexington
Dodson, Harold Hugh'' ", Nashville, TN
Dorris, William Eakes, Louisville
Doss, Debra Ann, Frankfort
Drumm, Yvonne Lacroix, New Orleans,
LA
Duffy, Mary Biagi, Shelbyville
Duke, Donald Houston, Hopkinsville
Duncan, Charles Bruce, Hazard
Dunn, Loretta Lynn, Owensboro
DuPont, Sonia Roberta, Orlando, FL
Duvall, Rosemary, Owensboro
Dwyer, Sharon Gay, Owensboro
Egger, Douglas A., [r., Louisville
Ehret, Barry Lee, Covington
Elliott, Deborah Vance, Cincinnati, OR
Elliott, James Laniero, Lexington
Elliott, Robin Sue, Louisville
Ellis, Normandi, Frankfort
Elms, Elena Gail, Kevil
Elswick, William Sanders", Pikeville
Embry, Dennis Eugene, Louisville
Emrick, William Phillip", Ashland
Engle, M. Susan, Richmond
Ernest Robert Wayne, Louisville
Erwin, William Dorsey IIIH, Lexington
Estabrook, Susan Gail, Louisville
Evans, Danny Lynn", London
Evans, Donald Lee, Key West, FL
Evenson, Rene M., Paducah
Fahringer, Robert Russell, [r.,
Springfield, IL
Fairbanks, Margaret Mary, Covington
Fields, Gregory AllenH, Louisville
Findley, Gail Della, Barrington, IL
Flanary, Walker Graham, Suffern, NY
Fledderman, Anne Marie", Cincinnati,
OR
Foley, Monty Nelson, Cynthiana
Forbis, Barry LeoH, Paducah
Ford, Donna Kay, Hopkinsville
Foster, Jan Laurine, Peoria, IL
Foster, Wendy Allen, Warsaw, NY
Franke, Elizabeth Ellen, Lexington
Frederick, Patricia Ann, Carnegie, PA
Fruge, Kent Haynes" ", Owensboro
Fuqua, Linda [o", Frankfort
Furlong, Michael David ~", Louisville
Gabbard, Terry Lee, Covington
Gall, Mark Allen, Edgewood
Galloway, Lynn Ann, Ashland
Gamblin, Michael wayne?",
. Madisonville
Cardes, Elizabeth Ann, Metairie, LA
Garling, Norman Terry, Louisville
Garrison, Ronald Edward, Louisville
Gehringer, Martha June", Ashland
Gentry, Mark Edwardv ", Lexington
Gibson, Mary Roberta, Hardinsburg
Gibson, Ralph Douglas, Monticello
Giffen, Douglas Martin, Louisville
Gillihan, Phillip Michael, Benton
Gilmore, Joyce Y,~, Lexington
Goers, Cary Arthur", Louisville
Goldman, Caryn Amy, Skokie, IL
Cordon, Mona Sue, Owensboro
Gower, Barbara Carol, Louisville
Graef, Richard Earl, Louisville
Graham, Elizabeth Ann, Lexington
Graham, Jean Anne, Lexington
Graham, William David, Madisonville
Grammer, Michael Douglas, Louisville
Grant, James \VighamH, Louisville
Graves, John McAlister, Talcum
Gray, Emily Stone, Frankfort
Green, Michael Kavanaugh, Lexington
Greenwell, Karen [o, Owensboro
Greenwell, Norbert Joseph, [r.,
Owensboro
Greer, Karen Holmes, Lexington
Gregory, John Wintford, Jr.H,
Coopersville
Griffin, Ronald Raymond ", St. Anne, IL
Grodin, Debra S., Lexington
Guagliardo, Michele Anne, Lexington
Gwynn, Carol Ann~", Caledonia, NY
Hahn, Alison Kathleen", Jeffersontown
Haigh, Mary Cash", Dekalb, IL
Hale, Barbara Sue" ", Prestonsburg
Hale, Eleanor Janis~~, Lexington
Hall, Susan Patrice" ", Somerset
Hammock, Stephanie Anne, Huntington,
NY
Hamperian, Roger Keith ~, Williamstown,
WV
Haney, Marlene Noble", Whick
Hardin, John Oliver, Lexington
Harper, Ruth McKee, Florence, MS
Harris, Jane Stratton, Lacrosse, FL
Harris, Terry Ray, Lexington
Hatcher, David JudsonH, Lexington
Hatley, Donna Lee, Paducah
Hawkins, Brenda Kay, East View
Hayden, Pamela Kae, Owensboro
Hayes, Stephen Lloyd, Henderson
Heaphy, Thomas Vincent't ", Louisville
Heavrin, Denis Paul, Louisville
Heleringer, Nancy Marie, Louisville
Hemmer, Donald Michael, Ft. Mitchell
Henderson, Russell Albert, Wakefield,
MA
Hendricks, John Wade, London
Henkel, Christian John, Crestwood
Henry, Bruce Hill, Camp Hill, PA
Henry, Gary Ttlton" ", Winchester
Henry, George Edward II, Louisville
Henry, Janet Linda, Jeffersontown
Henson, Patricia Yvonne, Vine Grove
Herbert, Mindy Anne, Grove City, OH
Hester, Robert Woods, Lexington
Hicks, James RobertH, Monticello
Hisle, Karen [o, Lexington
Hoagland, Margaret Pterce" ", Louisville
Hodge, Rebecca Suzanne, Louisville
Holt, Carol Sue" ~, Lexington
Holwerk, David Hunter" ", Lexington
Howard, Kerry StuartH, Lovington, NM
Hunt, Rex Lee"", Frankfort
Hunter, Patricia Anne, Louisville
Husar, Patrick David", Lorain, OR
Ingram, Patricia Ann, Lexington
Jackson, Susan M., Louisville
Jarrell, Michael Stephen", Huntington,
WV
Jensen, Steven Wayne~~, Lexington
Jett, Alan L., Danville
Johnson, Edith Lynn", Deerfield, IL
Johnson, Kathryne Ellen", Sandwich, IL
Jones, Benjamin Joseph, Campbellsville
Jones, Melinda Ann, Louisville
Jones, Timothy Dean f ", Frankfort
Jordan, Susan Catherine, Olive Hill
Kangisser, Steven Iay", Beachwood, OH
Karp, Robin Reuel ~, El Paso, TX
Knsacavage, Kenneth Stephen, Lexington
Kastner, Susan Kathleen" ", Louisville
Keam, Peter Thompson, Ft. Mitchell
Keeley, Clay McCall, Louisville
Keiper, Keith Rick, Lexington
Keister, Robin Everett~l), Scott Depot,
WV
Kellerman, Robert William, St. Matthews
Kellev, Russell Alan, Palatine, IL
Kemper, Karen Selby, Ashland
Kennally, Kathleen Ann, Memphis, TN
Kennedy, Martha K., Frankfort
Kidwell, Judith Ann, Lexington
King, Malcolm Aubrey", Ashland
Kinney, Sandra Louise, Lexington
Kleckner, Mark Alanu, Edgewood
Knecht, Philip Wylie, Lexington
Koehler, Paul Alan~~, Louisville
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Krewson, Pamela Joan, Maceo
Kruer, Catherine Ann, Ft. Thomas
Kucukcetin, Asuman, Croftan, MD
Kunze, Janet Lee, Owensboro
Kyser, John G" Louisville
Lacy, Bradley David, Radcliff
Lafleche, Catherine M., Lexington
Landregan, Stephanie Virginian,
Dallas, TX
Langheim, Sheila Joyce Ann, Ft. Thomas
Lasley, Jacqueline Kay, Louisville
Lawrence, George Michael, Paducah
Lear, Marjorie CaroI4!;>, Lexington
Ledek, Ronald Edward", New York, NY
Lee, Carolyn Alice, Toledo, OR
Lee, James Michael, Louisville
Leonicio, Maria Herminia ~~,
Elizabethtown
Lewis, Beth Ann, Lexington
Littlejohn, James Robert, Paducah
Livingston, Gary Raymond, Lexington
Lofton, Rodger Wayne, Paducah
Lorenz, Patricia Jean, Canonsburg, PA
Lowe, Brenda Gail, Nicholasville
Lucke, Jamie Day, Morehead
Lueker, William Kent, Marion, IL
Lynch, Philip Iohn", Lexington
Lyons, Colleen e~, Hyden
Macemon, Janet Jngles ", Lexington
Macemon, Richard Gilmore", Versailles
MacKay, Pamela Ellen, Lexington
Maggard, Richard Dean, Lexington
Mahan, Ann Fields" I), Fulton
Makitten, Douglas Stephen, Schenectady,
NY
Mallemee, Stuart Wayne, Minerva, OH
Mann, Carol Finn, Lexington
Mann, Karen Kantner", Ft. Lauderdale,
FL
Manser, Rebecca Lynn, Johnson City, TN
Mark, Richard Hoblnson", Mt. Sterling
Marple, Karen Lynn, Huntington, WV
Marshall, Joyce J., Louisville
Martin, Jack Meredith, Louisville
Martin, James Brent", Louisville
Martin, Nancy Lou, Lexington
Martin, Richard Alan, Louisville
Martin, Richard B.!;> I), Lexington
Martin, Richard Calvin, Cynthiana
Mason, Carey Antony", Louisville
Massengale, Roger Lee", Lexington
Matchett, Caren Lane, Bethel Park, PA
McCarty, Gregory Dennis, Louisville
McClelland, Karen Hose", Lexington
McComas, Dix II~ ", Louisville
McCool, J. Christopher, Owensboro
McCormick, George Edward, jr.,
Somerset
McCubbio, SarahH, Hodgenville
McCulley, Sandra Lee, Lexington
McFarlane, James Burton, Williamson,
WV
McGee, Kathleen Ann, Ft. Thomas




Mcl-largue, Patricia LynnH, Lexington
McKay, Julie Karen, Berkeley Heights,
NJ
McKiernan, Dennis Michael 0-, Louisville
McKinstry, John Rothrock, Jr.~\
Lexington
Menk, Toni Marie, Lexington
Metry, James Albert, Louisville
Miller, Andrea Ott, Louisville
Miller, James Thompson, Lexington
Miller, John Henry, Ft. Thomas
Miller, Mary Elizabeth, Pikeville
Miller, Ramona Fa ye'i ", Louisville
Miller, Teresa Lee, Frankfort
Miller, Thomas Evan, Versailles
Miller, William Bradford 0, Bardwell
Mink, Sarah Jane, Lexington
Miskell, Jane G.0, Louisville
Mitchell, Susan Gay, Ft. Knox
Monroe, Darlene Huth'"", Southgate
Moore, Gary Daleoo, Falmouth
Moore, Mary Catherine, Jacksonville, AL
Moore, Roger Elwood, Lexington
Moore, Sara Scott, Glasgow
Moore, Tommy David, Ashland
Morris, Catherine Elizabeth, Louisville
Morris, Vicky Lynn, Owensboro
Mounts, Johnny Harve, Whitesburg
Mudd, Dana Marie, Louisville
Muench, Barbara Ann, Florence
Murphy, Dianna D., Lexington
Murray, Brenda Louise", Lexington
Mutchler, Patrick Douglas, Ft. Thomas
Myers, Ursela H., Lexington
Needleman, Perry Lewis, Bardstown
Neichter, William Louisoo, Louisville
Nelson, Karen Jean, Elgin, lL
Nickell, Gary Joe, Lebanon, OH
Nickell, Judy Anno, Louisville
Nickelson, Mary Russell, Winder, GA
Niemeyer, Lawrence William, Ft. Thomas
Nolan, John Francisco, Carneys Point,
NJ
Olsen, Paul Edward, Jr.oo, Lexington
O'Neil, Eileen Alice, Louisville
O'Neill, Patricia Linne, Louisville
Osborne, Marshall Douglas, Prestonsburg
Otalora, Cuillermo" ", Lexington
Owen, Larry James, Calhoun
Owen, Martha Jean, Owensboro
Parker, R. Thad, Lexington
Patch, Anne Kendrick, Lexington
Patterson, William Rayo 0, Louisville
Payne, Sandra Hope, Brandenburg
Pearson, Marta Varee", Lexington
Peck, Jennifer Letgb" ", Huntington, WV
Pelle, Russell S. II, Fern Creek
Peninger, George A., Louisville
Pennington, Leslie Carol"", Lexington
Peyton, Marcus Lynn, Lexington
Phillips, Gregory Coorad"", Lexington
Pittard, Robin Leslie 00 , Paducah
Porter, Claud F'illmore'":", Madisonville
Porter, Roy Edwardoo, Grayson
Posante, V. Lynne, Owensboro
Powell, Mitchell Wayne" 0, Russell
Springs
Preston, Joseph Wombwell", Lexington
Preston, Susan Carol, Lexington
Priest, Amy Lynn °0, Louisville
Pritchett, Mark Stoll, Paducah
Pumphrey, Mark Edwin":", Somerset
Ragsdale, Forrest Wales e0, Ashland
Rains, Dona Carol" ", Mayfield
Haisle, Philip L., [r., Louisville
Rankin, Nancy Jooo, Burgin
Ray, Jennings Hugh, Fiskburg
Ray, Thomas Allison, Jr.°0, Lexington
Redd, Hiler Iones" ", Cadiz
Redwine, Angela Denise, Covington
Rees, James Brennan, Ft. Mitchell
Reynolds, Joyce Lynn, Allen
Rhodes, John Davison, Louisville
Riccardo, Jill Riley, Chicago, IL
Richmond, Matthew Vincente 0,
Wauwatosa, WI
Riddell, Margaret Lane, Lexington
Ridner, Robert Gary, Livonia, Ml
Riggs, Nicholas William, Louisville
Riley, Peggy Cornette, Lexington
Ringe, Donald A., [r., Lexington
Ripley, Janice Marion, Lexington
Ripley, Vicki LynneOO, Rockford, OH
Rix, Jonathan Alan, Port Jervis, NY
Roberts, Edward Porter, [r., Madisonville
Roberts, Pauline Edith, Somerset
Rogers, Jackie Gayle, Lawrenceburg
Rogers, Mary Kaye, Campbellsville
Rogers, William Robert, Elizabethtown
Rood, Pamela Dawn, Huntington, WV
Rosenberg, Georgeann Victoria, New
City, NY
Ross, Jeanne Catherine, Lexington
Routenberg, Sam S., Hustonville
Rowell, Robert Anthony, Louisville
Ruehling, Kathryn Louise, Lexington
Ruttenberg, Barbara Anno 0, Lexington
Salcido, Maria Luisa 00, Lexington
Samuels, Mary ElizabethOO, Oak Ridge,
TN
Schaars, David Harold 0, Louisville
Schroder, Linda Marian, Mendham, NJ
Schroeder, Judy Marie" 0, Louisville
Schueler, Robert Lee, Princeton
Scott, Thomas Dudley, Jr.oo, Louisville
Sears, Hobert Lee, Somerset
Sebastian, Ruth Ann, Lexington
Sessa, Cale Francesca, Pittsburgh, PA
Shanahan, Dennis CraigO, Lexington
Shannon, William Patrick, Louisville
Shawler, Cay Frances, Coxs Creek
Shelburne, Stewart Thomas" 0, Louisville
Shelton, Megan Ann, Maysville
Shrader, Kenneth Ray, Jr., Lexington
Simms, Richard Derltn, Springfield
Simpson, Thomas Bruce, Ir.", Lexington
Sine, Dale Christy, Louisville
Singleton, Leta Sue, Middletown, OH
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Slaughter, David Lee", Covington
Slusher, Bruce Wayne, Lexington
Smith, Cathy Ann, Lexington
Smith, Ethelda Estelle", Louisville
Smith, Judith Ann, Lexington
Smith, Markalan Thomas, Stevens Point,
WI
Smith, Randall Neal, Lexington
Smith, Stephen Blair" 0, Ashland
Smith, Steven Lewis" 0, Louisville
Snider, Raymond Eli, Taylorsville
Snyder, Larry woodson", Harrodsburg
Spradlin, Susan Denise" 0, Ashland
Staats, Kathryn Elisabeth 0, Deerfield, lL
Stafford, Gregory Clifton °0, Lexington
Staley, Jerry Wayne, Florence
Stansbury, James RobertH, London
Stapleton, Charles Robert, Ashland
Steier, Linda MarieH, Louisville
Stephens, Leslie Anno, Louisville
Stevens, Raymond Martin, Pleasanton,
CA
Stevenson, Cathy 'Joan °0, Lexington
Stigers, Stephen WinstonOo, Lexington
Stites, Nora Ellenoo, Princeton
Stivers, Susan Mae, Paducah
Strong, William Richard, [r., Cynthiana
Sucher, Alphonse A....", Jamestown, NY
SWift, Stephen KaneH, Lexington
Tanner, Mary L., Ashland
Taylor, Richard Withers, Cynthiana
Taylor, Stephen Lance, Frankfort
Taylor, Warren Anthony, Frakes
Thomas, Joyce CarolynOO, Lexington
Thompson, Neil Carl, Bloomfield
Tompkins, Mark Steven, Henderson
Tonini, Mary Denise", Louisville
Townsend, Robert jackson", Lima, OH
Trammell, Connie Rose, Lexington
Trisler, Frank Stewart, Harrodsburg
True, Joseph Patrick" 0, Frankfort
Tully, Lizbeth Ann, Louisville
Turner, Jeffrey Stephen, Owensboro
Vanmeter, Barbara Jean, Elizabethtown
Varner, Sharon L.0o, Mt. Sterling
Vaughan, "Villiam Gunning, Lexington
Vaught, Janice Kay", Lockland, OH
Viscl, Marion Bernadette", Hamden, CT
Vogel, John Robert, Anchorage
Wallingford, Dana Vincent, Vanceburg
Wallingford, Joseph Whitney, Maysville
Ward, David Heath, Louisville
Warford, Reginald Garfield, Drakesboro
"Varner, Jillena Ann, Nicholasville
Warren, Glenda Maureen, Danville
Washington, Stephen TaylorO, Paris
Watkins, Joy Hahn" ", Washington, DC
Watkins, Myria, Pine Mountain
Watson, Brenda Joyce, Ft. Knox
Watson, Mark Temple, Detroit, Ml
"Vatz, John P., Dayton, OH
Webb, David Randall, Catlettsburg
Weddle, Thomas Marion, [r., Liberty
Wehby, Michael Daniel", Ft. Thomas
Weinfurtner, Kenneth C., Ashland
Wellman, Dean Thomas, Glen Ellyn, IL
Wells, Lisa Karen~~, Paris
Wells, Michael Earl, Covington
West, William Byron, Owensboro
Wheeler, Thomas A., Louisville
Whitaker, Geneva Bradley, Radcliff
White, Joann, Covington
White, Lillian Joan, Alexandria, VA
White, Linda Carol, Morganfield
Whitehead, Dana Patrice, Louisville
Whitlow, Faye Ann"'''', Hodgenville
Wiggins, Rhonda Marie", Ft. Thomas
Wilkie, Kim Martin", Lexington
Wilkin, Candace Rose, Pataskala, OR
Williams, Leslie Joseph, Lexington
Williams, Melinda Mae, Russell Springs
Willinger, Diane Marie, Louisville
Wilson, Jeffrey Alan, Lexington
Wilson, Michael Lee, Lexington
Wilson, Stephen Carroll" ", Lexington
Wilson, Susan Rae", Lexington
Wolfe, Charles Dewey"", Lexington
Wolfe, Kathryn Elaine, Riverside, CT
Woods, Edward Hamilton", Lexington
Woods, Jane Cole", Ashland
Wyatt, Eileen jessie", Hopkinsville
Yopp, Lloyd G."', Louisville
Young, Rebecca, Louisville
Young, Robin Dale, Hawesville
Young, V. Wayne""", Lexington
Zehnder, Phyllis Lee, Wilmington, OH
Ziemer, Paula LynnU, Baltimore, MD
Zoroya, GreggH, Lexington
Bochelor of Science
Algood, Chester Bennett, Henderson
Anderson, James Darrell", Louisville
Anggelis, Chris Nick" ~, Winchester
Auvil, Sandra Jean, Nicholasville
Babcock, Wendy Marie, Valparaiso, IN
Back, Wayne Douglas, Jackson
Ballard, Robert Dale" ". Lexington
Banks, Roger Sterling", Lexington
Barbara, Thomas Michael, Ft. Thomas
Barker, Mark Turner" ", Hindman
Baumer, William Frank, jr., Paducah
Bennett, Darryl Alan, Florence
Bergsieker, Jack Floyd", Cleveland, OH
Bertram, Robert Alvin, Lexington
Blair, Earl David, Rineyville
Borders, Janet Lynn, Louisville
Bradley, Regina Ann, Greenup
Brashear, Robert Byron, Leatherwood
Breeding, Lyle Gary, Monticello
Brickey, David Robert, Elizabethtown
Brown, John Roy'""', Tipp City, OH
Bryan, Ann Jay"'''', Frankfort
Bryan, Mark Edwin, Louisville
Burchett, Sammie Preston, Olive Hill
Byrne, Steve E., Union
Caldwell, Adrienne Huheey", Lexington
Casey, John Patrick"'''', Pittsburgh, PA
Catron, Charles Wayne, Lexington
Caudill, Charles Abel, Frankfort
Caudill, John Lee, Mt. Sterling
Caudill, John Toltver" ", Frankfort
Chan, Rosanna Ching-her" "', Hong Kong
Chowning Margaret Ann, Lexington
Christian, Michael Allen, Ashland
Clay, Jane Buchanan"'''', Frankfort
Cocke, Michael Richard, Paducah
Conlan, James Kenneth, jr., Hopkinsville
Cook, Ronald James, Louisville
Cooper, Waller \V. III, Evansville, IN
Cormey, Ben Gabriel?", Richmond
Cotton, Douglas Van, Lawrenceburg
Crecelius, Jeffrey L., Louisville
Crouch, Julia Cray", Lexington
Cummings, Gerald Rtddlev", Paducah
Cuppels, Robert Alan", Coventry, RI
Daffron, Juanita Susan, Benton
Dalton, Steven Allen, Lexngton
DeMaria, David Paul, Covington
Doak, Elizabeth Mussetter " ", Huntsville,
AL
Drake, Robert Graham, Jr., Somerset
Duff, Reva Carol, Hueysville
Duncan, James Kennerh" ", Paducah
Dupont, Mary Catherine, Elizabethtown
Duvall, Michael Lonard, Louisville
Dwyer, Don", Maysville
Edwards, Robert wnue, Prestonsburg
Eli, Randall Cody, [r., Ashland
Elliott, Steven James, Louisville
Eubank, John Hadden", Mt. Sterling
Fisher, Janet DonnaGG, Prospect
Fitzhugh, David Lee, Owensboro
Ford, Gerald Thomas, Campbellsville
Forrester, Rebecca L., Arlington
Fulmer, Susan Elizabeth G G, Lexington
Funkhouser, Lloyd Harlan"",
Elizabethtown
Gay, Tamara Lou, Chillicothe, OH
Glockner, James Martin, Ashland
Goldberg, Harold Edward, Lexington
Gorman, William Louis, Ft. Mitchell
Greenlee, Thomas Howard, Maysville
Griffes, William Arthur, Jr. GO, Louisville
Grindles, Clifton Byrdlong, Louisville
Gussler, Charles Gordon, Ashland
Halladay, James Robert, Ashland
Hammel, Sherry Sue, Lexington
Hammonds, Joyce Marie, Paducah
Harris, Jean Christian, LaCrosse, FL
Hast, William Frederick, Owensboro
Htlb, John Myron, Louisville
Holmes, Valerie Frances, Ashland
Howell, James Blanton, Louisville
Howell, Sheila Ann", Owensboro
Humphrey, James Mark", Louisville
Hurt, Andrew David, Hazard
Hyde, Robert Louis" G, Louisville
Jenkins, David Curry"; Richmond
(Awarded posthumously)
Johnson, John Edward, Elkton
Johnson, John Richard, Pikeville
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Johnston, Lois Jane, Parkersburg, WV
Jones, Diana Lynn, Lexington
Jones, Kenneth Bruce", Adolphus
Jones, Kenny Hay", Lexington
Joseph, Diana Anne, Huntington, WV
Kamber, Mark Joseph, Louisville
Keisker, Kristie Lynn, Louisville
Kerwin, Kevin Joseph, Ashland
Key, Alexander Franklin, [r., West Point
Kirkpatrick, Delores Kay, Covington
Knight, Stephen Lee, Louisville
Kuehn, Richard Gale, Paducah
Lanz, Alwyn Hay", Elizabethtown
Lawler, Gerald Stuart, Millington, NJ
Levinson, Linda Caron, Philadelphia, PA
Lewis, Phyllis Ann, Lexington
Litzinger, Gary Alan, Birmingham, AL
Lovejoy, Steven Arnett, Huntington, WV
Lowry, Thomas Andrew, Charleston, WV
Luckert, William Lawrence, Louisville
Magura, Clara Theresa"'''', Prestonsburg
Marshall, Sally Ann" G, Louisville
Martin, William Redmond, Union
McCollum, Jeffrey Lynn, Pikeville
McDaniel, Paul Anderson",
Elizabethtown
McDannold, Terry Anthony, Covington
McDonie, Billie Sue, Lexington
Midkiff, David Valva, Lexington
Milburn, Carol Ann, Lexington
Miller, Diana Lee", Paducah
Neal, Janet Ann, Louisville
Nelson, Deborah Susan, Jeffersontown
Newsome, Mary Helen, Martin
Nicholson, Frank HerbertGO, Knoxville,
TN
Noss, Glenn Richard, Paducah
Oliver, James Russell, Hazard
Owens, Mark Lane, Fulton
Parker, Pamela Elaine, Charleston, WV
Parrott, Adanne Hancock", Versailles
Parrott, Mark Lee, Versailles
Parsons, Gregory Arthur", Ashland
Porter, Jane Anne"'''', Henderson
Porter, Lawrence Alton, Lexington
Prater, Herbert Douglas, Prestonsburg
Prtddle, Brian Keith, Paducah
Puterbaugh, Edward Dantel"",
Hopkinsville
Radcliffe, Brian John, Lexington
Ratliff, Peggy Lee, Elkhorn City
Rawlins, John Haigh", Kensington, MD
Rhodes, David Kendrick, Louisville
Hiestra, Jorge Casanova, Ashland
Rieves, Frank Karl, Owensboro
Rizzo, Anthony PhilipO-O,Ft. Thomas
Roberts, Martha, Hazard
Roberts, Sandra Lucille, Shelbyville
Robertson, Michael joseph", Lexington
Rohleder, David Francis, Louisville
Ross, Ben Gatewood, Lexington
Rowe, Larry Albert, Louisville
Huh, Robert, Jr., Kettering, OH




Schmidt, Jay John, Cold Spring
Schmitz, Harry William 00, Ft. Mitchell
Schulte, William Joseph, Lakeside Park
Schwan, Kristine Martha, Cincinnati, OH
Schweller, Theresa Ann" ", Dayton, OR
Shepard, Clinton Lewis", Xenia, OH
Sizemore, Frank Raymond, Louisville
Slucher, Catherine Liene, Louisville
Smith, Regina Lee"' .., Owensboro
Soard, Jerry Neil, Van Lear
Soileau, Trasimond Daniel, Owensboro
Solley, James Wtlltam"", Springfield, IL
Spies, William Andrew"''', Louisville
Steiner, Sue Ellen, Kettering, OR
Steinlage, Jeannine Louise, Louisville
Stewart, Berry Lee" ", Carrollton
Stiles, Barbara Lynn, Cecilia
Stoess, Vicky Louisef ", Princeton, WV
Sturgill, Duell Lee, Flat Gap
Sumner, Debra Lynn, Nashville, TN
Swan, James Steele, Erie, PA
Teller, Madelyn Beth, Matawan, NJ
Thomas, Anita joyce" "', Chattanooga,
TN
Thomas, Cecilia Lynn, Paris
Thorn, Janice Ellen, Dayton, OR
Threadgill, Paul F. '"", Middlesboro
Todd, Thomas Allen, Lexington
Tunstill, Stephen L., Lexington
Tunstill, Vicki Lee, Newport News, VA
Uhlenbrock, Robert John, Ft. Thomas
Vann, Jeffrey Lynn, Mayfield
Vari, Richard Charles, Cumberland
Volk, Kurt Robert, Louisville
Waterhous, David Vincent, Louisville
Waugh, Russell H. III, Lexington
Weiser, Harry Carl, Augusta, GA
Wheeler, Charles Phillip, Ashland
Whitehead, Gary Dewain"''', Lexington
Wilson, James Russell, Somerset
Wilson, Ronald Rhea, Paducah
Wilson, Steven Kurtis, Henderson
Wiseman, Eve Jessica, Lexington
Wolcott, James Darwin, Ft. Mitchell
Woolley, David Kaelson, Paducah
Wylie, Yvonne Lee"", Upper St. Clair,
PA
Wyse, Mark Allen""", Ashland
Bachelor of General Studies
Adkins, Dan Hesson", Jackson
Amon, John Rodger"'''', Louisville
Anderson, Debra Lenore"''', Louisville
Andrew, Barbara Ann, Louisville
Arnold, George Martin, Frankfort
Arvin, August Virgil, Lexington
Asbury, Sarah Carolyn, Lexington
Austin, C. Bradford, Wickliffe
Bailey, W. Clark III"', Harlan
Baird, Sandra Susan", Louisville
Bare, George Anthony, Louisville
Barnett, Ron Lee, Lexington
Barnicott, Edwin F., Jr. C!',Radcliff
Battcher, John Albert, Louisville
Baughman, Linda Youtsey, Ft. Wayne,
IN
Bean, Robert Joseph, Louisville
Bennett, Jarvis Lloyd, Jackson, MS
Billingsley, Cynthia Iean"", Richmond;
VA
Blane, Evelyn Claire"'''', Hopkinsville
Bleidt, Bradford Chester, Charleston, WV
Boggess, Karen Alta, Lexington
Bolin, Mary Susan", Frankfort
Boone, Thomas S,", Louisville
Bowman, Kenneth Lee, Louisville
Bradley, Gorman Junior, Drift
Brakefield, James Penleyoo, Lexington
Bright, Lloyd Douglas, Lexington
Brower, Kristine Yvonne", Lexington
Browne, James Norris, Ashland
Bruce, Karlos Daniel", Louisville
Buchanan, Joseph Clifford, jr.,
Prestonsburg
Buck, Royce Wayne", Mayfield
Bugay, Henry Miller", Owensboro
Burke, Betty Lou" ", Somerset
Burlew, Warren Bradley, Lexington
Byers, Mary Kay, Princeton, IN
Cartwright, Larry Steven, Madisonville
Chandler, Douglas Frank""", Dayton, OR
Chewning, Samuel Jackson, jr.,
Lexington
Clark, Eugene Hiawatha II"', Manchester
Clark, Steven Lee", Birmingham, AL
Clevidence, Kenneth F" Lexington
Cobb, William Phelps, Lexington
Cochran, Linda Lee""', Hustonville
Coffey, Betsy Bramlett"", Frankfort
Collins, Byron Lee, Lexington
Combs, James Arnold, Lexington
Combs, William Edward" "', Ashland
Conkright, James Michael", Owensboro
Conti, Judith, Lexington
Cornett, Steve G."'''', Lexington
Cotterill, Charles T" Maysville
Counts, William F., Grayson
Cowley, John Patrick, Louisville
Crace, Michael L., Paintsville
Cunningham, Timothy James, Plantation,
FL
Dabney, McKinley Elwood, Jr."',
Lexington
Daugherty, James Martin, Union
Dempsey, Mark Edward, Ashland
Dixon, Richard Darryl, Ashland
Dooling, Patricia LouiseC!'''',Watertown,
NY
Drutz, Mark William, Louisville
Due, Thomas Mark, Independence
Dyas, Barry Charles", Covington
Dyer, Guy David", Winstown
Eastridge, Kay Keables" ", Louisville
Eckstein, Michael Lehman, New Orleans,
LA
Edmiston, Randall Boss", Collinsville, IL
Emmons, Stephen Monroe, Louisville
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Englert, Deborah Marie, Louisville
Evans, James Lucas", Ft. Thomas
Feathers, Terry Wayne, Louisville
Finley, Larry Hugh", Manchester
Flowers, Robert Lynn, Summer Shade
Franklin, James Frederick, jr., Louisa
Friedman, Jane, Lexington
Fritsch, Lynn Helen, Louisville
Fritz, Charles L., jr." ", Maysville
Fulbright, Hachael Rebecca C!',Morehead
Gilbert, Elizabeth McKee, Lawrenceburg
Gilbert, Theresa Colleen 4, Lexington
Giuseffi, Gerard Jerome, West Milford
Coeing, Karen Elaine, Louisville
Gravitt, Wayne PorterC!',Louisville
Groshong, Tedd Douglas" ", Incline
Village, NV
Hadley, Bart Maxie, Columbia
Hall, James Franklin Ill!(>,Lexington
Hamilton, Barbara Ann, Lewisburg
Hamilton, James Byron, Allen
Hamilton, John Thomas", Winchester
Hammonds, Jerla Ann, Paducah
Harris, Sally Bowman", Dallas, TX
Hart, Jan Michael" "', Owensboro
Hays, Peggy J., Hopkinsville
Haywood, Michael Artbur ", Ashland
Heider, Bruce Donald" ", Ft. Thomas
Heirnerdinger, Sally Ashley", Louisville
Hein, Joanne Ruth, Louisville
Hill, Larry Dean, West Liberty
Hitch, Dwight Hobart", Wilmore
Honeychuck, Joann Margarita R,.... ,
Lexington
Howard, Marion Clark" ", Campbellsville
Howard, Mary Patrice, Lebanon
Hudson, Barbara Ann, Hartford
Hudson, Marsha Lee" ", Hillsboro, OH
Hulbert, Anne Elizabeth, Bethesda, MD
Hunter, David Bryan", Louisville
Hurst, Charles Jude, Louisville
Hurt, Stephen Douglas, Burkesville
Jackson, Alan Wendell, Independence
Jackson, Michael Franklin""", Lexington
Jacob, Deborah Ruth, Cincinnati, OH
Jefferson, Gayle PowelP'(:I, Lexington
Johnson, Michael Grayson, Hindman
Johnson, Richard Vincent" "', Louisville
Jones, Charles Earl"'''', Owensboro
Jones, Peter W" Huntington, WV
Jones, Susan Margaret, Charleston, WV
Kielkopf, Larry Allen, Louisville
Kimbro, Kenneth C" Louisville
Kimmel, Michael Joseph, Louisville
Kinner, John Albert"''', Greenup
Klein, Howard William", Louisville
Lackey, Marcus Hughes, [r., Circleville,
OH
Lawson, Phillip Ricky, Louisville
Leathers, Patsy Kay, Frankfort
Leonard, Gary Edward, Lorton, VA
Logsdon, John Thomas, Radcliff
Luckett, Peter Michael", Russellville
Luger, Carol Ann, Lubbock, TX
Maier, Ann T., Covington
Malone, Michael Day, Yellow Springs,
OR
Marcum, Gregory Len, Williamson, WV
Martin, George Wesley III, Clay
Martz, Ronald Byron", South Shore
Mayfield, Nathan Calvtn'' ", Louisville
McCall, John JeffreyH, Lexington
McDaniel, James Allen, Midway
McDonald, Kenneth Gerald, Leitchfield
McGinnis, James Michael, Lexington
McKiernan, Peggy Ann, Ft. Thomas
McMeekin, James Oldham, Lima, OH
McMurry, William Fletcher, Paducah
Meagher, Anthony Michael, Louisville
Meinze, Mark Alan, Lexington
Mesplay, Deborah Lynne", Owensboro
Miller, Philip Galt, Louisville
'Moberly, Archie Lee", Lexington
Moffett, Glenn Davis, Lexington
Moore, Jeffrey Lowe, Louisville
Murphy, Dennis Kavin, Lexington
Nash, Connie Lynn, Westminster, CA
Nelms, Michael Wayne, Chattanooga, TN
Neyer, Ann Elizabeth" ", Ashland
Nickell, Thomas Reese III, Paducah
O'Nan, John Wayne, Radcliff
Owens, Roger Kirk" ", Ewing
Paley, Michael EricH, Paris
Parrish, Barney Michael, Lexington
Parsons, Robin Lynn, Charleston, WV
Perry, Bennie David(/(!, Lexington
Plain, Thomas Layton", Louisville
Porter, Stephen Warren", Flatwoods
Radden, Carl Thomas, Jr., Lexington
Rawlings, Gary Don ", Danville
Reasor, Mary Colleen, Louisville
Ridge, John Steven, Louisville
Ripley, Jeri joanne", Lexington
Roberto, Mark Salvatore, Georgetown
Rogers, William Andrew" (!, Miami, FL
Ruch, James Francis, Louisville
Rutherford, William Emmett", Ashland
Sanders, William Arnold, Jr.(!(!, Maysville
Sanderson, Mark Rockne", Paducah
Sawyer, William Edward(!(!, Louisville
Saylor, Paula Lynn, Harlan
Schaaf, Henry Johnu, Louisville
Schosser, James Arthur", Benham
Schwartz, Jeffrey Marshal, Louisville
Seidezman, Joel Craig "", Lexington
Shanklin, David Shelbv" ", Lexington
Shanks, Margaret Ruth, Ashland
Sharpe, Kathleen Mary, Flossmoor, IL
Shaw, William Judson, Prospect
Sherbourne, Valerie Ruth, Santa Cruz,
CA
Shores, William K e(!, Brandenburg
Siegel, Jules Murray, Maplewood, NJ
Simpson, James Smith, Monticello
Singh, Bhupender" (!, Lexington
Smiley, David Alan" " , Prospect
Smith, Charles Louis, Frankfort
Smith, Howard Kramer, Stamping
Ground
Smith, Linda Marchand, Henderson
Solomon, Francis S., Cynthiana
Soucy, Colin Keith, Louisville
Stefanovich, Stefan Dale, Setauket, NY
Steiner, Laurel Anne, Louisville
Stephens, Mary Alma, Verona
Stermer, Anthony K(!(!, Science Hill
Stewart, Bobby Perkins, jr.", Somerset
Straub, William Crant" (!, Dunellen, NJ
Tatterson, John Wesley, Akron, OR
Thiel, Thomas Albert, Lexington
Thompson, James Robert (!, Morganfield
Thorp, Fred Lillick, Seaman, OH
True, Victoria Beauchamp, Adairville
Tumbrink, [o Ellen, Carrollton
Vermillion, Kenneth Joseph, Corbin
Versaw, Margaret Janice, Lexington
Wachs, William Warren, Lexington
Walker, Victoria, Columbia
Walton, John Maxey II, Alexandria, VA
Wanger, Gregory Price, Fairfield, OR
Weeks, Sandra Louise, Annandale, VA
Wells, George Keith, West Van Lear
Whalen, Charles Eldridge, Florence
Williams, David Michael, Clarkson
Wood, Stockton Bower, Maysville
Wright, Kim Wesley, Lexington
Zakem, Joel David(/(!, Newport
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Bachelor of Music
Boggs, Steven Parker, Loyall
Colbert, Joseph Robin, Oxon Hill, MD
Kossodo, Christine Maria, White Plains,
NY
Martin, Rebecca Gene, Lexington
Murphy, Gordon Chittenden, Lexington
Otis, Mollye Ann, Portsmouth, OH
Scott, Gregory Randall (!", Pikeville
Sivis, Larry Bruce, Nicholasville
Thornbury, Gwendolyn Rae, Ashland
I
Bachelor of Music in Music
Education
Angel, Lorrain Wilson, Nancy
Baker, Bobbie Suzanne, Atlanta, GA
Boggs, Debra Annu, Bel Air, MD
Boyd, William Stewart, Madisonville
Campbell, Dorothy Jean(!(!, Louisville
Eakin, Wesley Fay, Washington, PA
Eary, Claire Marie, Lexington
Foltz, Kenneth Lee(!, Ft. Thomas
Gardner, John Robert, Covington
Garrison, Joan Gail, Kettering, OH
Graham, Luann Elizabeth, Salisbury, NC
Hogue, Ann Stuart, Cumberland
Kelly, Susie Jane, Nicholasville
Loper, William Ernest, Lebanon
Martin, Rhonda Huth'", Dodge City, KS
McDonald, Karen Leigh, Fairfax, VA
Meadows, Kenneth Alfred, Jr., Wheeling,
WV
Midkiff, Phillip Sydney", Walnut Ridge,
AR
Moberly, Paula Ruth, Nicholasville
Peavler, Vicki Lynn, Harrodsburg
Roth, Ronald Rodman, Jr. (!", Bridgeport,
OR
Shockey, Bruce Edward, Florence
Snider, Lu.Arm", Bloomfield
Walther, Carol Rae, Cincinnati, OH






Dean: Charles Elmer Barnhart
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
Adamson, Albert Melton, Morganfield
Akridge, Darold Jay, Hodgenville
Alexander, Charles Gerard, Henderson
Amoni, David" 0, Westbury, NY
Appleman, Barry L., Augusta
Arms, Randall Hay", Oceanside, NY
Ashby, John Timothy, Oak Grove
Baker, Kandace Kay, Anderson, IN
Balles, John August, Ashland
Barnard, Randie Glenn, Beaver Dam
Baute, John Michael" 0, Lebanon
Black, Robert Franklin, Taylorsville
Blackburn, Dennis Lee, Berea
Blaisdell, AmyH, Lexington
Bohn, Joseph Allen", Lexington
Booher, Barney Kimoo, Burkesville
Bowling, Robert David, Catlettsburg
Boyle, Jeffrey Bryan I> ", Ft. Mitchell
Breeze, David Leroy, Lexington
Brown, Ann Ashby, Garden City, NY
Brown, David Pryce, Clay
Brown, Gerald Douglas, Harrodsburg
Bryant, Larry Wilson e l>, LaGrange
Burdette, Winston Ross, Danville
Bush, John Darnell, Augusta
Buxton, Susan Lynne, Lexington
Cain, Stephen Millsoo, Louisville
Cantrill, George Dennis °, Lexington
Caudill, Tom Edgar, Mt. Sterling
Chandler, Gary Wayne, Stanford
Charters, Thomas A., Springfield, OR
Chester, Kathleen Vaughan, Lexington
Clarke, Susan AnitaOf!, Dushore, PA
Claxon, Joseph Luces"", Florence
Clements, Patrick Joseph, Springfield
Cleveland, David Roger, Lexington
Collins, George Edward, Jr. Of!, Paris
Collins, Larry Douglas" "", Blackey
Collins, Marilyn L., Lawrenceburg
Cooper, Christine B.", Logansport, IN
Cooper, James D., Cecelia
Copeland, Pamela Sueu, Versailles
Critser, Margaret Elizebeth, Winchester
Damrn, Svenerik BertilOf!, Brottby,
Sweden
Danhauer, Stephen C., Owensboro
Darnell, Steven Wayne, Paducah
Davis, Gary Eugene, Madisonville
Davis, Tommy Joe, Stanford
Denham, John Hees"", Maysville
Dillon, Danny Ray, Ewing
Dollemnayer, Deborah Lynn, Versailles
Drogan, Kathleen Mary, Roselle, NJ
Duncan, Fred Mason 00, Bagdad
Dunn, Charlene Elena" 0, Park Hills
Dykes, Michael Dee, Glensfork
Easley, Billy Lucasu, Stamping Ground
Evenden, Jill DianeOf!, Roanoke
Fannin, Larry Hex", Ashland
Faulconer, William J., Danville
Fischer, William Joseph, Covington
Fonarow, Barry Chester" 0 , Englewood,
OR
Forsythe, Lisa Gail, Yorktown Heights,
NY
Friesen, Melinda Jeanu, Lexington
Froedge, Ronnie Brooks'":", Hopkinsville
Fuchs, Valerie Ann, Huntington, NY
Gaffney, Bobby LynnU, Lancaster
Garthee, Wayne Vinson, Raceland
Gazur, Kathryn Anne, Cleveland, OR
Gerros, Terry Carl, Union
Glenn, Barbara P.!!!!", Dayton, OR
Glenn, Donald ScottO0, Centerville, OH
Goitein, Debra Ann, Titusville, NJ
Gray, Evelyn F., Trenton
Greathouse, Thomas Buckley.
Georgetown
Grubbs, Billy Smiley, Lebanon
Gubas, James Michael, Sapulpa, OK
Hahn, Richard Gerold, Glen Ellyn, IL
Halker, Mary Susan"", Lexington
Harpring, Kevin A., Louisville
Harr, Kenneth Carl, Lexington
Herrmann, Adria Lee" ", Cincinnati, OR
Hicks, Lucy Beth?", Winchester
Hill, Horace Edgar, Smithfield
Hobbs, David Charles, Mayfield
Holbrook, James Lee!!!!, Lexington
Howard, Julian Joseph III, Lexington
Huffman, Robert Marion, [r., Versailles
Ishmael, Valerie Taylor, Lexington
Jacobson, James J., Lexington
Johnson, Charles S., Henderson
Johnson, Edward Marvin, Clarkson
Johnson, Robert Louis, Irvington
Johnson, William Wickliffe, Henderson
Johnston, Sandra K., Greenville
Jones, Coletta June, Gallipolis, OH
Jurek, Margaret Anne, Frankfort
Kapp, Frederick Thomas, Louisville
Kegley, Michael Josef, Morehead
Kemp, James Walker, Lexington
King, Deborah Carey, Coxs Creek
King, Michael Aloysius, Brandenburg
Kookendoffer, Elizabeth Ann, Sharpsburg
Kruse, Katherine Louise", Crestwood
Ladd, Gregory Douglas", Lexington
Ladd, William Donnlds ", Morganfield
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Larkin, Deborah Anne, Lexington
Leach, Denton Porter", Hartford
LeMaster, Sherry R0, Lexington
Long, Katherine Eltzaberh"", Detroit, MI
Lynn, Richard Keith, Liberty
Maddux, Thomas Louis!!!!, Salem
Marcum, Timothy WadeO!!, Hodgenville
Mattingly, Daniel Leonard"", Lebanon
McCauley, Reiland, Lexington
McDaniel, Danny Neal, Mt. Sterling
McDowell, Donald L., Jr., Frankfort
McGlone, James D., Olive Hill
McKenney, Jerry John, Sturgis
McKnight, Deborah Catl" ", Richmond
Meacham, Rodman Tandv"", Sturgis
Merchant, William Harvey!!!!, Bagdad
Miles, John Wilson, Bagdad
Modrich, Beverly Ann, Oak Brook, IL
Montgomery, Daryl Edwin, Lancaster
Moran, John Michael, Flemingsburg
Morgan, Donald Lee, Hodgenville
Mynhier, Deborah Jeanu", Lexington
Nevils, Ann Tyler, Louisville
Parrott, Thomas Robert, [r., Louisville
Pascale, judv"", Plantation, FL
Patterson, Karla Sue, Naperville, IL
Peasley, Elda Lavernne, Sebree
Peel, David Michael, Lexington
Pfoff, Debra Faith, Dayton, OR
Raczkowski, Susan Emily"", Louisville
Radford, Roger Windell, Burkesville
Ramsey, Mary Lynn, Lexington
Rice, Donald Ray II, Crestwood
Richardson, Gerald Alan, Monticello
Roby, Leslie Frank!!!!, Louisville
Rock, Jimmy Dale, Hodgenville
Rowe, Martha Frances!!!!, Mt. Airy, NC
Royalty, Tony Stewart", Willisburg
Schiemann, Alan Douglas!!!!, Louisville
Schmidt, Gary Dean", Walton
Shearer, Gordon Ray, Monticello
Shinkle, Monte Leo!!!!, Verona
Shuffett, Rollin Michael, Greensburg
Shyjka, Jenny Lynn, Mayfield
Smith, Denise Anne, Versailles
Smith, George Clark, Lexington
Smith, John Emerson", Smithfield
Snyder, Martha Jane, Cincinnati, OH
Spencer, John Tracyv", Mt. Sterling
Stenberg, Larry David, Louisville
Stephenson, David Lee, Jr., Fern Creek
Sterling, Wayne Sherwood!!O, Salisbury,
MD
Stone, Marion Lnwrence" ", Nashville,
TN
Straight, Mary Ann, Columbus, OH
Stringer, Kenneth Lee, Sacramento
Sturdivant, Barry?", Hindman
Suchy, Michael Edward, Lexington
Summers, Randall Louis" 0, Ashland
Taylor, Roger Garrett, Smithfield
Thomas, James Richard, Nicholasville
Thomason, William Russell, Jr.,
Georgetown
Thompson, Michael Joseph, Bardstown
Timmons, Glenn Mark(>(>,Lexington
Triplett, Beverly G.°0, Danville
Underwood, William Vanarsdale,
Shelbyville
VanSlyke, Laura Joy, Louisville
Washer, Dennis Ray, Elizabethtown
Wathen, Charles L., [r., Boston
Watson, Cline DouglasH, Risner
Wesley, James Thomas, London
Williams, Glenn Marvin, Georgetown
Williams, [orga Mabel, Owensboro
Wilson, James Marshall"", Winchester
Wilson, Max Kenneth, Hickman
Wilson, Toni Alice, Falmouth
Wolford, Richard Thorp, Louisville
Wright, William Davis", Paris
Bachelor of Science in Forestry
Back, David Wayne", Jackson
Clore, Thomas Howard, Crestwood
Eigel, Robert Anthony, Louisville
Ellingsworth, Freddie Ray, Louisville
Emerson, Ivan Gary, Russell Springs
Freeland, Albert Waverly",
Elizabethtown
Crace, John Francis, Cincinnati, OH
Hardin, Gregory Lee" ", Louisville
Hubbs, Bernd George, Normal, IL
Immel, Mark Joseph, Campbellsville
Johnson, Joseph Bartholomew":", New
Haven
Krutina, Danny Lumir, Radcliff
Kump, Janet Ailene, Minerva, OH
Lyons, Keith Lawrence, Louisville
Magrino, Jonathan, Cincinnati, OH
Meader, Phillip EdwardH, North Bend,
OR
Moorhead, David Jeffrey, Louisville
Niehaus, David Charles, Owensboro
Redmon, John Richey, Middlesboro
Rightmyer, Richard Dee, Harrodsburg
Rosser, James Cordon?", Lexington
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Rosser, Norma Cady, Lexington
Sanders, William Loudon, Lexington
Schaefer, Robert William, Louisville
Schambach, Gary John, Ft. Thomas
Springer, Everett P.0, Louisville
Wade, CyreniusH, Russell Springs
York, Howard Denham, Harlan
I
Bachelor of Science in Landscape
Architecture
Dwyer, Patrick Alan, Elizabethtown
Faulkner, Ralph Frederick, Louisville
Fugate, Michael Lee, Louisville
Gardner, William Cummings, [r.,
Maysville
Gray, Jerrold Franklin, Lincoln Park, NJ
Ham, Montie Jay, Paducah
Henkel, William Leslie, Lexington
Horman, Mark Eric, Lexington
Horner, Jack Leo, jr., Lexington
Mallory, Charles Joseph, Lexington
Miller, Leo Anthony III, Louisville
Soper, Richard Patrick, Erlanger
College of Engineering
Acting Dean: Roger Eichhorn
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural
Engineering
Benock, Gerald Thomas" ", Battletown
Carpenter, Rodney Willis, Shelbyville
Goggin, Walter Lee, Danville
Hazle, Terry Wayne, Hodgenville
Juett, Jon Mark, Owenton
Key, Steven Craig, Barlow
Mynear, Douglas Keith <H>, Carlisle
Sizemore, Stanley Wade, London
Bachelor of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Aguirre, Augusto Francisco, Lancaster
Bensing, Daniel Lee, Louisville
Blevens, Kimberly Thomas, Louisville
Cantrell, James E., Russell
Evans, Joel Franklin, Louisville
Flannery, David Allen, Monroe, OH
Gilliam, Steven Dale s ", Richmond, VA
Goldsberry, Philip Gene, Lexington
Grant, Jeffrey Chapman flo <), Louisville
Hills, Jerry Lee, Louisville
Justice, William Henry, Ashland
Mensah, Yaws ", Kumasi, Ghana
Morrison, Lowen Robert, [r., Ashland
Partin, Lee Reynolds, Nicholasville
Patton, Bradley Davison, Fordsville
Sharp, David [ohn" ", Paducah
Simpson, William Thomas, Louisville
Sparks, Dennis Eugene, Greensburg
Sparks, Randy Sue" 0, Grayson
Thomas, Ronald Lee, Rush
Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering
Bailey, Paul David, Louisville
Barclay, Michael McCartyOO, Louisville
Barnwell, William Lee, Beaver Dam
Beyke, John Caroll 0, Whitesville
Biggerstaff, Keith Leroy", Louisville
Bingham, Bobby joe"", Ledbetter
Bingham, Ralph Leeoo, Hazard
Blythe, Anthony Alans ", Ashland
Branson, Terry Kenneth, Cumberland
Burns, Ray Edwin, Harlan
Burton, James Lilburn, Somerset
Campbell, John Mark, Hazard
Campbell, Robert Hill, jr., Louisville
Carter, Coleman David, [r., Hopkinsville
Coleman, Ruth Anita, Lexington
Collins, Colin Clay", Lexington
Crim, William Keith, Winchester
Davis, Kenneth Wayne, Port Royal
Delap, Richard Charles, Lexington
Ebelhar, Ronald josephs ", Owensboro
Emerson, James Davrd"", Murray
Estes, David Edward, Danville
Fannin, Robert Dale" ", Sandy Hook
Galloway, Luther Marion, Jr.oo,
Moreland
Gray, Ira McDonald, Stamping Ground
Haaga, Mathew Arthur, Middletown
Harrison, Robert Michael, Erlanger
Hayes, Edward Vernon, Flatwoods
Herman, David Colbert, Greensburg
Holt, John RobertOO, Somerset
Iulg, Warren Arthuroo, Akron, NY
King, Larry Jay, Somerset
Krebs, Karl Damianoo, Louisville
Lewis, Robert Clay, Frankfort
Lucas, Phillip, Jenkins
Maggard, Danny Stephen, Hazard
McIntosh, Rickey Darrellu, Paducah
McNulty, Edmund Cregory"", Lexington
Middleton, Claude Scott", Louisville
Montague, Phillip Oregory" 0, Ashland
Morris, William Lee, Dawson Springs
Munson, William Edwardu, Frankfort
Nawaby, Syrus Shirazi", Tehran, Iran
Osborne, William Russelloo,
Elizabethtown
Owens, Billy Duane, Richmond
Phipps, William, Ingram
Potter, William M.0, Prestonsburg
Pratt, Michael Wiley"", Georgetown
Pride, Robert Bayne, Jr."oo, Madisonville
Raymer, Gary M., Leitchfield
Renuad, Harold Russell, Louisville
Rice, Gary Lee°0, Lexington
Rogers, Ronald Edwin °0, Princeton
Rowland, Joe H., jr., Lexington
Ryan, D. Michael":", Covington
Sampson, William Mtller" ", Harlan
Schenck, Rikki D. 0, Louisville
Shahrvini, Bahram, Tehran
Sharpe, Gary WayneOO, Campbellsville
Siler, William Kenneth, Beaver Dam
Skrypek, Robert A., Greenfield, MA
Smiley, John Frederick", Prestonsburg
Smith, Benjamin Pressley" ", Lexington
Sowards, Gary Gordon, Pikeville
Tackett, Randy L., Virgie
Taylor, Kenneth Dale, Columbia
Urquiola, Javier Antonio, Bolivia
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Vieira, Gabriel Hibeiro'":", Brasicia,
Brazil
Virgin, Marvin Lynn, Grayson
Walker, Dwight Edwin °0, Hopkinsville
Williams, Chester F., Madisonville
Willis, Walter Thomas, Ashland
Wolfe, Christopher Blair, Jenkins
Wright, Roy Stephen", Harrodsburg
Zimmerman, John Cline, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Argo, George Haviland no 0, Cynthiana
Baeverstad, Harold Louis, Jr. °0-,
Rockford, IL
Blake, Gary Engenes ", Mt. Sterling
Bowman, Donald Alieno °, Lexington
Bradford, William Ted, Vanceburg
Brock, Paul Davidoo, Lexington
Brock, Shelby Dean °0, Lexington
Butler, Robert Russell, Horse Cave
Combs, Adrian Brent" ", Hazard
Cooper, Tripelo Michael" ", Russell
Springs
Day, Arthur Russell, Maysville
Delph, Ronnie Lee" 0, McRoberts
Estes, Terry Eugene, Winchester
Feather, Stanley Smith, Jr.oo,
Campbellsville
Gibbs, Byron Harry, Morgantown
Goerz, Jerry Walter 0, Lexington
Gollar, Edward Louis III, Ft. Mitchell
Gordon, Robert Bennett, Owensboro
Corman, Richard Charles, Louisville
Guffey, David Jamesoo, Albany
Hagan, Frederick wtlltnms ", New
Haven
Harris, Steven Jeffrey, Frankfort
Howard, Ted Allens ", Murray
Jackson, Ralph 00, Salyersville
Johnson, Glenn Steven, Lexington
Kiteck, Paul Duke, Berea
Knight, Michael William ~0, Harrodsburg
Lusby, Terry Clay, Cold Spring
Lutz, Daniel Louis'":", Ironton, OH
Marefat, Daryoush" ", Tehran
McCann, Jamesoo, Shelbyville
Miller, Robert Owen, Lexington
Misuinas, Peter Leonards ", Irvine
Mcradshahi, Ali Akbar, Teran, Iran
Murphy, Tom A" Louisville
Newton, David Michaeloo, Louisville
Noonan, James Michael, Louisville
Pace, Richard Edwin III<), Pembroke
Pemberton, Robert Rankin" <), Lexington
Perry, Richard Allen"", Lexington
Poe, Gregory Dwaine, Benton
Preston, Ora Davld" ", West Van Lear
Rediford, johnny", Paintsville
Reese, Carl Richard, Danville
Reesor, Kenneth Eugene", Elizabethtown
Saghaian, Sayed Mortazo, Iran
Shafer, Paul Douglas, Taylor Mill
Sicard, James Robert, Hopkinsville
Smith, Darrel Wayne", Elkton
Smith, James ClayH, Cynthiana
Smith, Pressley McClelland, Lexington
Spencer, Dervin", Garrett
Stroud, Charles Eugene, Paducah
Thoney, Roger Neil, Highland Heights
Travis, Hal Cene" 0, Mayfield
Varsakelis, Peter" , Lexington
Yazdanian, Mohammad, Teheran, Iran
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Behymer, Louann, Lexington
Burch, Herbert Klauso <),Mesa, AZ





Gordon, James, Vine Grove
Haggard, Robert Arthur Ill" ", Lexington
Hale, David Leeoo, Catlettsburg
Hand, Linda Susan, Lexington
Haugen, Ronald A.<)<),Milwaukee, WI
Herrmann, David, Covington
Hestand, Cecil Albert, Jr., Louisville
Horrall, Paul Douglas <)0, Louisville
Howell, Katie Staggs°<), Lexington
Huellemeier, John MichaelO<>,Ft. Wright
Humphries, Andrew Clavert, Frankfort
Jordan, Mark Rickman, Lexington
Kelly, John CarltonH, Lexington
Kirk, Phillip TrentO 0, Lexington
Kring, Jerry Dale<)o, Frankfort
LaFalce, Peter Ronald, Jr., Lexington
Lantz, Susan Ann, Louisville
Latham, Philip Bruce", Lexington
McClellan, James Wendell, Hickman
McIntosh, Thomas Davis, Lexington
Newman, Jeffrey L., Union
Nicholls, Donald Howell, Greenup
O'Neill, Jeff S., Dayton, OH
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Palmer, Jeffrey L.<),Lexington
Patton, Randy Lee, Ashland
Rader, Terry Edwardu, Paris
Rankin, Paul David, Stanford
Rhea, John Edward, Shepherdsville
Samuels, David wtlltam'' ",
Shepherdsville
Scheldorf, Gary Owen, Louisville
Schweiger, Rudolph James, Prospect
Slone, William Odes, Grayson
Smith, Donald Ray, Leitchfield
Wagner, John Francis III, Louisville
Whitaker, Ted William, Hopkinsville
White, Timothy JooO<>,Lexington
Wilkins, Kenneth Lee"", Vine Grove
Wilson, James W., Lexington
Youger, Thomas William, Covington
Young, William Scott" 0, Lexington
Bachelor of Science in Metallurgical
Engineering
Buckley, Russell C., Lexington
Jahromi, Massoud Ghasvarian, Esfahan,
Iran
Sandefur, James Curtis<)o, Beaver Dam
Stacy, Alan Douglas, Middletown
College of Education
Dean: George W. Denemark
Bachelor of Arts in Education
Adkins, Donald Lee", Catlettsburg
Ahrens, Karen Dianne, Louisville
Allen, Darrell Stephen 0 </I, London
Allen, Debra Ann (/, Lexington
Allen, Evelyn Rose, Lexington
Allen, Richard Martin", Loveland, OR
Anderson, Tim, Middletown
Angelucci, Carolyn F " Lexington
Antrobus, Mary Baker, Lexington
Armstrong, Billie Lynn", New Orleans,
LA
Armstrong, John Chambers, Louisville
Arnzen, Jerry L., Paducah
Ashburn, Richard J " Kokomo, IN
Ashby, Margaret Moore, Hopkinsville
Ashby, Mary Phyllis, Louisville
Ashcraft, Terry Anne II' ", Lexington
Atkins, Barry Ray, Lexington
Aubrey, Connie Jane, Lexington
Bailey, Lesley Ann, Portsmouth, OR
Baker, Deborah Kay, Harlan
Ball, Hensley Michael" (/, Harlan
Baker, Penelope Jane, Lexington
Barry, Jacqueline Ann", Hannibal, NY
Barton, Karen Marie, Berea
Bartos, William David, Jr., Amherst, OR
Baugh, Katherine Jean, Somerset
Baumgardner, James Dtmmtcks ",
Paducah
Bell, Ann Elizabeth °0, Louisville
Bennett, Sharon Yarbrough", Lexington
Berger, Nancy Elizabeth, Lexington
Berry, Patsy J. Gullett, Lexington
Bickett, Mary Beth 00, Rumsey
Bielecki, Janet Mary, Clark, NJ
Billingsley, Vicki Dare, Louisville
Billups, Thomas Clark, Flatwoods
Bishop, Kathy"", Louisville
Bisno, Lawrence Louis, Louisville
Blakeman, Janet Lees ", Lexington
Blanchett, Marzie Susan, Louisville
Blevins, Betty Lou, Harlan
Blum, Karen MarieC!o, Lexington
Boone, Kathleen Louise, Maysville
Boster, Joe McKinlay, Providence
Bowles, Karla Darcy, Maysville
Bowling, Linda jo"", Jackson
Boyd, Mary Kathleen, Lexington
Boyd, Nancy Wasson, Lexington
Boyd, Rhonda, Harold
Bradshaw, Marie Elaine, Lexington
Brand, Susan, Louisville
Bratcher, Sarah", Louisville
Broberg, Mary Louise, Carrollton
Brock, Delma Dwan, Mt. Olivet
Bromley, Jane Ransome, Riverton, NJ
Brooks, Maureen R., Cranston, RI
Brown, Elizabeth Markell", Wheeling,
WV
Brown, Michael Dale<lo, London
Bryson, Bonnie Fay" ", South Shore
Buckingham, Karen Anne, Louisville
Burch, Carolyn Jean, Kettering, OR
Burden, Cherri M., Paris
Burke, Melinda Jane, Lexington
Burkholder, Sherry Hope, Olive Hill
Burns, Pamela Dean" ", Eminence
Bussell, Linda jean", Maysville
Caines, Janelle Leigh, Ashland
Carey, Sue Ann, Ironton, OH
Carter, Diane Elizabeth, Paducah
Carver, Vivien Colleen °0, Scottsville
Cassell, Michael Wayne", Ashland
Cassie, Nancy Ann, Lima, OH
Cassity, Michael Larry, Ft. Campbell
Chalkley, Karen Marte" 0, Louisville
Chappell, Judy Lynn, Louisville
Chesnut, Susan Louisa, London
Christensen, Gail Mahoney", Lexington
Church, James Marvin, Ashland
Clark, Bryn Allynu, Charlotte, NC
Clark, Lewis Steven, Ashland
Clark, Randy Christopher, Dayton, OR
Clarkson, Janice Kaye, Somerset
Clements, Sharon Helen, Morganfield
Cline, Edwina Lynn", Shepherdsville
Cole, Elizabeth Anne, Louisville
Coleman, Lon Frederick, Ashland
Combs, Johnny H., Cincinnati, OH
Combs, Patricia Denise, Hazard
Combs, Victoria Hose", Lexington
Conley, Deborah Sue, Paintsville
Constable, Antonia Ringel, Winchester
Cart, June Fox "", Lexington
Cotterill, Ann Lynne, Lexington
Courtney, Patricia Margaret, Louisville
Crail, Beverly Jean °0, Covington
Crum, Cathy Sue, Cynthiana
Curd, Cary William, Nashville, TN
Curry, Gayla Denise, Louisville
Dalton, Beverly Joan, Louisville
Dalzell, Donna Hopkinsoo, Lexington
Damrell, Ada Fields, Lexington
Davit, Paola Elfzabeth" ", Lexington
Dawson, Paul Adrian <:>0, Grand Rapids,
MI
Dean, Carolyn Louise, Louisville
Demery, Judy Huth", Lexington
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Derrickson, Richard Alan 0, Lexington
Derringer, Sara Anno, Liberty
Dewitt, James Edward", Louisville
DeYoung, Randi Beth, Danville
Dizney, Suzanne" 0, Wilmore
Doane, Mary Anne, Richmond
Donahue, Phyllis Anne, Ft. Mitchell
Donley, Patrick Eugene, Toledo, OR
Duncan, Donna Caroloo, Buffalo
Dunn, Mary Helen, Fulton
Durall, Cynthia Callender, Greenville
Durbin, Larry Pierce", Radcliff
Dusch, Danny Joe, Louisville
Dye, Carol Robertson °0, Hopkinsville
Eckler, Donald Thomas, Carrollton
Edwards, Gail Marie" 0, Lexington
Edwards, Lisa Karen, Elizabethtown
Eggers, Lori Ann, Louisville
Elam, Gayle Welchoo, Lexington
Ellis, Cynthia Anne" 0, Charleston, WV
Elswick, Sherry Lynn", Ashland
Elswick, Vickie Diane Maggards ",
Wurtland
Emanuel, Michael John, Levittown, PA
Fain, Roger Keith, Nicholasville
Fanuzzi, Angela R., Lexington
Farmer, Thomas Michael, Cincinnati, OR
Feher, Susan MintonOo, Lynch
Ferguson, John Robert, Louisville
Ferrer, Mary Susan, Heidelberg
Figgs, Gregory Lee"", Lexington
Flaim, Laurel Ann, Owensboro
Fleck, Dennis Hobert", Louisville
Florence, [evetta Hoe", Bardstown
Flurry, Mary Christine't ", Jacksonville,
AR
Foster, Joseph Michael°c!, Churchville,
MD
Francis, Lucy Ellen, Hopkinsville
Frasure, Kathryn Ann, Ashland
Friley, Diana Susan 0, Catlettsburg
Friley, Shana Lynn, Ashland
Furnish, Jan Tussey, Cynthiana
Gaither, Ninette G. co, Maysville
Garcia, Carol Ann, Laporte, IN
Carner, EloiseC!o, Lexington
Garrison, Vance jasen" ", London
Gerth, Charles Marvin", Louisville
Ghabrial, Karlin Upton°c!, Lexington
Giannini, Denise RaeH, Louisville
Gilbert, Kevin Paul, Waynesville, OR
Gilbreath, John David", Carthage, MO
Gill, Candy Lynn, Ashland
Gillis, Elmer Bryant, Jr. °0, Lexington
Goin, Arthur Franklin, Frankfort
Ooss. Deborah Dene, Covington
Graff, Karen Lee, Nicholasville
Cramig, Janet Elizabeth, Louisville
Creifenkamp, Sally Anno 0, Maysville
Gross, Shelia Ann, Jackson
Hagan, josiphine Ann'"", New Haven
Hager, Debra Lynn, Brandenburg
Halatek, Darlene Gaye, Lexington
Hale, Michael Copeland, Harlan
Hall, Dorothy Patrice", Nicholasville
Hall, Phyllis J., Stanton
Hamilton, Patricia Cail ", Vine Grove
Hamm, Susan Ross, Louisville
Hammond, Herbert Stephenu,
Lexington
Handke, Jill Anne", Hinsdale, IL
Hardesty, Susan Leslie, Philpot
Hardigree, Doris Sue, Lexington
Hardin, Sheila Stine", Willisburg
Hardymon, Debra Sue", Tollsboro
Harmon, Robert Vance, Hueysville
Harris, Larry Ennis, Louisville
Harris, Sue Ellen, Richmond
Hart, Gregory Brian, Erlanger
Hatcher, Jean Allison, Harrodsburg
Haymond, Barbara Yancey", Warsaw
Haynes, Glenda Marie, Bardstown
Heathman, Mary Beth, Versailles
(Awarded posthumously)
Heighter, Darnetta Loritha, Radcliff
Henry, Betsy Binkley, Lexington
Hess, Kimberly", Columbus, OH
Hester, Joseph Edward, Williamstown
Hicks, Katherine Anno, Lexington
Hill, Nanci Jeanu, Ft. Mitchell
Hill, Sheree Lee, Louisville
Hillenmeyer, Margaret [ane", Lexington
Hodgson, Janet ].00, Lexington
Holbrook, Barbara Carey, Morehead
Holder, Terrell Halleck", Louisville
Holman, Belinda Joy King", Maysville
Holt, Jerry A."", Versailles
Horn, Donna Gail, Mentor, OH
Horton, Carroll L" Grayson
Hoskins, Rita Kaye, Hustonville
Howard, Debbie Cail", Lexington
Howard, jerone, Elizabethtown
Howard, Linda joyce"", Morehead
Howard, Mary Sue Anne, Columbus, OH
Howell, Victoria Anne, Elizabethtown
Hughes, Karen Huth"", Lexington
Husted, Tamara Dianne, Louisville
Hymes, Sarah Jane, Findlay, OH
Isenberg, Susan Fran, Louisville
Isenhour, Linda Anne", Lexington
Jacobs, Lynann, Circleville, OH
Jefferson, Kathryn Christine" 0,
Huntington, WV
Jennings, Camille Pterce" ", Georgetown
Jerde, Lynn Marte" ", Milwaukee, WI
Jervis, Jeri Lynn, Dayton, OH
Jewell, Gregory Wayne, Louisville
Johnson, Michael Dean, Lexington
Johnson, Robert Michael, Lexington
Johnston, Kathleen Marie, Lexington
Jones, Jan Irene, Huntsville, AL
Jones, Jane RobertsOO, Cincinnati, OR
Jones, Karen janene, Port Clinton, OH
Jones, Lisa Lou", Flemingsburg
June, Jackie Lynne", West Bloomfield,
MI
Kalember, Valerie Allan, Louisville
Kane, Cheryl Elizabeth, Lexington
Keys, Leslie Scott, Lexington
Kays, Mary Horton", Portsmouth, OR
Keeney, Glenda Jane, Nancy
Kegley, Vicki Ann, Ashland
Kelly, Catherine Carter, Georgetown
Kelsch, Joseph Vaughn, Augusta
Kemp, Michelle Ann, Medfield, MA
Keown, Cayla june" ", Dawson Springs
Kessinger, Kendall Lee" ", Lexington
King, Kenneth Daniel, Louisville
Kissman, Richard Alan, Erie, PA
Klensch, Nancy Sues ", Ft. Mitchell
Klinker, Claudia Mary, Lexington
Koch, Kyna Deniseoo, Georgetown
Kocio, Georgia Ann, Ashland
Kostelnik, Thomas J,"(I;O,United, PA
Kramer, Jacq ue Lynne, Ashland
Kroggel, Diane Lynn °0, Brandenburg
Kruse, Cynthia Suzanne, Cincinnati, OR
Kurtz, Michelle Beth, Milan, OH
Lantz, Linda Carol, Louisville
Lateer, Ann Louise, Western Springs, IL
Lavender, Cathy Annoo, Lexington
Layman, Bonnie Sue", Brentwood, TN
Lear, Cassie Lee, Lexington
Leblanc, Leslie Ann, Falls Church, VA
Ledford, Linda Ellen, Lexington
Lee, Billie WebsterOO, Lexington
Lee, Nancy", Owensboro
LeMaster, Frank Preston"", Lexington
Lemmon, Wade L.0o, Lexington
Lewis, Brenda Ann, Louisville
Lewis, Ernest Cuy" 0, Elizabethtown
Lewis, Marietta, Pineville
Liebman, Sarah Joann, Frankfort
Lifer, Linda Lou", Perrysville, OR
Little, David William, Ft. Thomas
Lohmeier, Robert Hansoo, Rock Island,
IL
Lowry, Mary Crtttenden" ", Mayfield
Maglinger, Terri GlynOO, Owensboro
Markert, Janice Kaye, Princeton
Marks, Vicky Lee, Lexington
Marquardt, Stephen Lee, Lexington
Marshall, Ruth Ann"", Grayson
Martin, Janet LynnOO, Bloomfield
Martin, Leslie Susan e0, Charleston, WV
Martin, Thomas Garnette, [r., Lexington
Martin, Wendy Lee, Louisville
Marx, Alfred Michaeloo, Louisville
Mastrclia, Mark Francis, Prospect
Mattingly, Joseph Benedict 111°,
Bardstown
McCaw, James Edward s ", Lexington
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McCloskey, Maureen Anne, Lakewood,
OH
McCloud, Bernita Clarice, Worthington
McCrary, Mary Jone, Brandenburg
McCurdy, Patricia Lynn"",
Elizabethtown
McDonald, Kathy Delmere, Louisville
McFarlan, Elizabeth Harvey, Ft. Thomas
McGraw, Gregory Allan":", Independence
McLaughlin, Glen-Ellyn H, Eminence
McNabb, Donna Kave"", Lexington
McNamara, Thomas Michael, Arlington
Heights, IL
Meadows, Diana Carole, Maysville
Meenach, Debra Dena, Grayson
Meredith, Marina Cay", Louisville
Merville, Diana Lvnn"", Parkersburg,
WV
Messmer, Rosemary Palmer, Lexington
Meyer, Stacie Anne, Kettering, OR
Miller, Harold Lee, Owensboro
Miller, Mary Ann, Versailles
Minor, Edgar Milton, [r., Lexington
Minor, Roxanne S.°0, Lexington
Miracle, Walter, Louisville
Monske, Cathy Lynn, Lexington
Montague, Mary Ann, Versailles
Moodie, Lorraine [ean", Lexington
Moore, Molly Ann, Louisville
Morgan, Mark Parmley, Lexington
Morgan, William Francis", Harlan
Morris, Judy B.", Louisville
Mosley, Richard Kent", Louisville
Mounce, Pamela Sue, Louisville
Mucic, Marianne Lmda" ", Lexington
Myers, Sandra Ann, Bardstown
Nails, Wesley King, Loyall
Nash, Gretchen Elizabeth, Barrington, IL
Neal, Vicki Kay, Owensboro
Nestheide, Clare Marie, Erlanger
Neukranz, Elizabeth Ann, Deerfield, IL
Nichols, Ruby Dianna, Paintsville
Nicoletti, Stephen Ronald 0, Lexington
O'Bannon, Ellen Douglas, Louisville
Oehler, Janet Marie, Louisville
Oliver, Charlene H., Williamson, WV
Oliver, Mary Carlisle, Lexington
Orme, Mary Hoggay, Lexington
Palmer, Debora Diane, San Diego, CA
Parker, Steve Robert" 0, Paris
Parker, William Watt, Russell
Parsons, Nancy Ellenoo, Ashland
Payne, Roberta Farris, Winchester
Peat, Linda Ogden, Louisville
Pedersen, Lennea Roseo, Ft. Wright
Pennington, Deanna, Ashland
Perguson, Linda Denise, Radcliff
Perry , Teresa Joan, Ashland
Peterson, Marie Monzell °0, Lebanon
Petro, Allo"", Lexington
Petry, Pattie Marie, Louisville
Phipps, Sara Leeoo, Frankfort
Ploetner, Vicki Lynn, Louisville
Porter, Ronald Lee, Lexington
(
Powell, William Carroll, Louisville
Proffit, Lola Anno, Lexington
Pyles, Nancye Carol, Maysville
Ralston, Mary Linda 00, Cold Spring
Ranieri, Eileen G., New York, NY
Hansler, Barbara Anne", Erlanger
Rapier, Margaret Elizabeth, Paintsville
Raser, Ann KathrynU, Lexington
Ray, Debra Jean<><>,Louisville
Rayburn, Terri Ellswood"", Charleston,
WV
Read, Thomas Leigh 11100, Louisville
Reeves, Andra K., Louisville
Reinhardt, Robin Ness, South Shore
Reister, Joseph Dougherty"", Lexington
Renfroe, Suzanne, Louisville
Rettig, Julia Ann", Lakeside Park
Rexroat, Pamela", Russell Springs
Reynolds, Gary Lynn, Lexington
Rhodes, Nancy Ann", Louisville
Rice, Vanda Laura, Manchester
Riley, Patrick James, Schenectady, NY
Riney, Carol Marte?", Owensboro
Risner, Karen J., White Mills
Robbins, Mary Anne", Louisville
Roberts, Joseph William", Tacoma, WA
Roetteis, Rose Marie TheobaldH,
Paducah
Romero, Raquel°o, Lexington
Ross, Vicki Elaine, Owensboro
Rowland, Patricia Porter", Elizabethtown
Sammons, Larry Wayne, Lexington
Sandefer, Stephanie KayO, Park Forest,
IL
Sanders, Renee", Carrollton
Satterlee, Linda Kaye, Louisville
Schaick, Nancy Lee, Owensboro
Scherrer, Patricia Susan, Ft. Thomas
Schiavone, Mary Ellen", Lexington
Schmidt, Janet Louise, Chicago Heights,
IL
Schmucker, Thelma P., Lexington
Schnurr, Michael john", Louisville
Schraeder, Fred Barnett, Loyall
Schroeder, Victoria, Memphis
Schuster, Katherine Ivy, Frankfort
Seese, Ann Winter, Bryn Mawr, PA
Seiferheld, Debra Melster "", Anchorage
Sellers, Jill Baylor", Versailles
Shafer, Inez Richardson, Lexington
Sharkey, Patricia AnnO<>,Peekskill, NY
Shemwell, Hegeno Doris"", Lexington
Shouse, Marilyn Lou, Morganfield
Shrewsbury, Claire Elizabeth 0"',
Princeton
Sine, Carolyn Lough, Louisville
Sledd, Barbara MarieO<>,Louisville
Sloan, Ann Taylor, Dayton, OH
Smith, Charles vernon", Charlottesville,
VA
Smith, Dale Leroy II", Louisville
Smith, Deborah Dick"', Bardstown
Smith, George John, London
Smith, Jane Mcr'orkle"", Whitesville,
WV
Smith, Susan Kathryn, New Canaan, CT
Smith, Wilham Joseph, Dalton, NY
Snow, Thomas Leev", Lexington
Snyder, Sheila Hope" ", Lewisport
Snyder, Sue Ann, Lexington
Sparks, Vicki Lynn, Graham
Sponheimer, Paul Frederick, Jr.oOo,
Seymour, CT
Stacy, Roger Cene", Ewing
Stanley, Richard Delmaru, Central City
Starkey, Robert Scott, Valley Station
Starns, Diana I.", Lexington
Stauble, Deborah Ann, Louisville
St. Clair, Marsha AnnO<>,Louisville
Stein, Ted Lynn, Lexington
Steinmetz, Kathryn Lalron", Ashland
Stephens, Katherine A.Oo00, Louisville
Stevens, Leslie Kay", Owensboro
Stites, Sheridan K., Lexington
Stivers, Susan Ott, Millersburg
Stout, Nancy RiddleO<>,Carrollton




Stroube, Katharine Kaiser, Lexington
Studdard, Timothy, Louisville
Sullivan, Patricia Marie, Louisville
Surmont, Pamela Marieoo, Lexington
Sweatt, Bobbie jean"", Evarts
Takacs, Ingrid Coeburnoo, Cumberland
Tandy, Janet Lucille", Louisville
Tarleton, Karen D. "', Dayton
Terry, Zetta Meade, Dema
Thomas, Danny Omer, Albany
Thomas, Mark Stephen, Hodgenville
Thompson, Ann Catherine, Louisville
Thompson, Mark Allen, Nicholasville
Thompson, Robert Michael", Louisville
Thompson, Susan Cora, Ashland
Tobbe, Mary SueO<>,Louisville
Todd, Nellie Spurlin", Lexington
Toleman, Ruth Elaine, Lexington
Tolliver, Susan Clark", Anchorage
Townes, Rachel Ann, Danville
Travis, Cynthia Diane", Louisville
Trew, Cynthia LynnU, Lexington
Valente, Betty Diane", Hopkinsville
Vanarsdall, Debra Joe, Burgin
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Vanderwerp, Jane ElizabethOO, Louisville
VanHoose, James Alan, Greenup
Vaughan, Cuvanne" ", Lexington
Vaught, John Robert, Louisville
Viehman, Mary c., Pittsburgh, PA
Vollmar, Joyce Marie<:tOo,Louisville
Wade, Kenton Lynn?", Lexington
Wagers, Samuel Parkes, Lexington
Wagner, Donna LouiseOo"',Covington
Wagoner, Rose Eleanor" ", Bardstown
Wahlbrink, Mary Ann, Ft. Thomas
Waits, Betsy Rowland, Lexington
Walker, Jessica Preston, Paintsville
Wallace, Mary Carolyn, Munfordville
Walsh, Barbara Carole", Ft. Mitchell
Walter, Peggy Susan, Louisville
Ward, Harriet Susan, Owensboro
Ware, Christopher Joseph, Louisville
Ware, Denise Ramsey, Trenton
Watson, Barbara Louiseoo, Lexington
Webb, Mia Anderson, Santa Monica, CA
Webb, Patricia Rimmer, Lexington
vVebb, Teresa Hopeu, Paducah
Wehrheim, Lynne Karen, Lakewood, OH
Weitzel, Margaret Elizabeth, Lexington
Welker, Diana L., Louisville
Weller, Gwen Alice, Jeffersontown
Wesley, Vickie Oomm" ", Somerset
Whaley, Robin Lucille, Lexington
Wheeler, Leslie KayH, Ashland
Whipple, Judith Howes"'<:t,Lexington
Whitaker, Marcella Jane, Hi Hat
Whitaker, Margaret Robinson 0 °,
Lexington
White, Brenda Lee, Louisville
White, John Samuel, Lexington
Whitmer, Gary Wayne, Hopkinsville
Whitsitt, Debi A.Oo0, Huntingburg, IN
Whitt, Cynthia Anne, Ashland
Wilder, Philip Dean, Palos Verdes, CA
Williamson, Janet Crey" "', Fulton
Williamson, Leslie Kay, Dayton, OH
Willinger, Laura Bohmer, Louisville
Willingham, Terry Gale"'o, Louisville
Wills, Mary Allen, Burkesville
Wilmes, Mary Victoria", Louisville
Wilson, Deborah Welch, Maysville
Windham, Linda GwenO<>,Louisville
Wise, Carol Lynn, Louisville
Wiser, DeAngelo Nathemel"", Liberty
Wolf, Janis MarieH, Cincinnati, OH
Wolter, Diane G, Muncie, IN
Woodyard, Valissa Aubrey, Lexington
Wright, Myra Ellison, Millersburg
Yater, Sarah Elizabeth, Macon, GA
Yeast, Lyndell Janice, Harrodsburg
Dean: W. W. Ecton
College of Business and Economics
Bachelor of Business Administration
Acheson, Kevin James, Painesville, OH
Adams, Dan Martin" 0, Louisville
Adams, Steven Duane, Winchester
Addington, Wallace Michael 0, Ashland
Altobellis, Joseph Thomas, Louisville
Anderson, Francis William", Elkhorn
City
Anderson, John Irvin", Burlington
Anderson, Pamela Jean, Elkhorn City
Andress, Edward J., Erlanger
Arbra, David Franklin 0, Louisville
Arth, Philip Wendell, West Lafayette, IN
Arthur, Glenn Douglas, Covington
Asbury, Charles Dale, Pittsburgh, PA
Augsburg, Frederick William, Lexington
Barber, Jerry Michael, Ashland
Barnett, Bradley Graham, Louisville
Barrios, Rudy, Lapaz, Bolivia
Barry, Joseph Patrickoo, New Haven
Barry, Susan Lee, Louisville
Bashore, Patrick C., Harrisburg, PA
Bauer, Michael Stuart, Louisville
Baugh, David Franklin, Lexington
Bell, Ronald Keith 0, Lexington
Bianca, Joseph Edmond, Paducah
Birnbaum, Robert Paul" 0, Louisville
Blenke, John Steven 00, Lexington
Blount, Kenneth Everett, Lexington
Bohanon, Bruce Mitchell, Valley Station
Boice, David John, Louisville
Booth, Glen Craig, Winnipeg
Borg, Thomas Daniel", Lexington
Bowling, David Wayneoo, Lexington
Boyd, Gregory Smith, LaCenter
Brading, James David, Louisville
Brammer, Joseph Allen, Monticello
Brandon, Chesley Edward III, Louisville
Branson, Ben Porter, [r., Lexngton
Breeden, George Robert, Lexington
Bruton, Charles Louis, Jr. 00, Radcliff
Bullock, Donald Ray, London
Burlew, Barry Lee, Lexington
Burns, Daryl Alfred, Alexandria
Byron, Peter Wayland", Owingsville
Campbell, James Carlock, [r., Greenville
Campo, Lucia Lynn, New Monmouth, NJ
Cartwright, Robert Louis IIIo ", Ashland
Cavallo, Paul Anthony"", New York, NY
Clampet, Daniel E.OoOo,Hopkinsville
Clark, Christopher Dale, Vine Grove
Clark, Roger Lee, Ewing
Coffey, Timothy Owen" ", Louisville
Colles, Raymond Bernard"",
Elizabethtown
Collins, Robert Owen, [r., Louisville
Cooper, Don Jackson ", Jamestown
Cornett, Donald Wesley, Harlan
Cummings, James Thomas, Ft. Mitchell
Cvitkovich, Carl Anthony", Lexington
Daly, Sheila joanne", Ft. Mitchell
Daniell, David Averell ":", Pittsburgh, PA
Davis, William Michael", Cadiz
DeBusk, Joey Bobert" ", Middlesboro
Denny, James Hudson, Louisville
Dolecki, Joseph, Dayton, OH
Doll, James Patrick, Frankfort
Dorsey, Owen Earl", Elizabethtown
Douglas, Charles Lee, Jr., Ashland
Dozier, Raymond Lee", Madisonville
Duchon, Mary Anne Therese, Glen
Ellyn, IL
Dumont, Michael Leo, Owensboro
Duncan, Jerry Wayne, Hartford
Dunn, Michael E.H, Louisville
Dunnington, Ronald Gean, Monticello
Dye, Bruce WayneU, Louisville
Ebelhar, Larry c., Owensboro
Edwards, Harkness IIIOo,Lexington
Eichhorn, Stacy, Lexington
Elam, Gregory Lynn 0, Lexington
Elarn, Richard Joseph, Hazard
Estes, Nancy Gene, Hustonville
Evans, David Neal, Kettering, OH
Falkenstine, James Carlus, Jr. Oo,Paris
Faris, Albert Lee, Maysville
Farmer, Clara Denise, Pikeville
Farris, Charles William, Lexington
Ferguson, Lowell Edwin":", Albany
Finneran, William Joseph IIIOo,Lexington
Fisher, James Harold II, Louisville
Fisher, Samuel Kelly, Midway
Fitzgerald, James Richard, Cranston, RI
Flinchum, Dirk Mitchell, Hazard
Florence, Darrell Cleveland ", Lexington
Foster, Jeffrey Michael, Calvert City
Franklin, Wallace G., [r., Dallas, TX
Friend, Joe JettU, Pikeville
Frith, Dorothy Parke, Lexington
Fly, Stephen", Fulton
Garrett, John Thomas, Paducah
Gearheart, Michael Nedo, Lexington
George, Dennis Michael, Lebanon
Gerald, Victor Edward, Scottsville
Gettler, John Francis, Jr.O#, Lexington
Gibson, Gwynn Ellen, Lexington
Gilbert, Hal Myers, Paducah
Gilbert, Joseph Clay III, Frankfort
Glick, Dann Howard, Louisville
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Goff, Ivory Lynn, Lexington
Goodin, Robert L., [r., Lebanon
Gould, George Jay, Paducah
Graft, Joseph EdwardoOo, Louisville
Graham, Charles wayne" ", Bloomfield
Grant, Gary Burton" 0, Bellefontaine, OH
Gray, Sandra C., Lexington
Green, Gary Lee, Cincinnati, OH
Grigsby, Deborah Ann"", Jackson
Grisanti, Vincent David, Louisville
Hall, James Leslie, Ashland
Hampton, Malcolm William ", Vine Grove
Hancock, James Reid, Louisville
Harrell, Dale Franklin, Boston
Hartlage, Mark Mantle" Oo,Elizabethtown
Hay, Gary Danu, Lexington
Haynes, George Everett, Danielsville, GA
Herkamp, William Joseph, Maysville
Hertzer, Charles Hamilton, Somerset
Higgins, Robert Edward, Freeport, IL
Hopper, Ronald Stephen, Russell Springs
Hoskins, George Arthur, Lexington
Houtz, James Ronald", Winchester
Hudson, Keith Gregory" ", Sassafras
Hurst, Irvin Heman # ", Louisville
Jarvis, Graden Richard, Prestonsburg
Jenkins, David Michael, Louisville
Johnson, Mark Andrew, Pittsburgh, PA
Jonas, Craig Michael, Russell
Jones, Ann Cheryl, Madisonville
Jones, Diana FultonOoOo,Versailles
Jones, Donald Eugene, Kevil
Jones, Harry Wertz, Jr.Oo,Lexington
Jouett, Richard Hallo, Lexington
Karutz, Wallace Stanley, jr., Brooklyn,
NY
Kelsch, Steven Douglas, Augusta
Kennedy, Robert W., Somerset
Keyser, Edward Allen, Morganville, NJ
King, Robert Anthony, Louisville
Kinkel, Steven Glenn, Lexington
Kologe, John Stanley III, Louisville
Kramer, Raymond Strand, [r., Owensboro
Krlsmer, Roberta Louise, Houston, TX
Lacroix, Lynn Lillian, New Orleans, LA
LaMaster, Lawrence Nuetzel, Louisville
Langford, Stephen Patrick", Ft. Wright
Lanham, Joseph ScottU, Springfield
Lanter, Anne Robin, Louisville
Lanter, Jeanne Carol, Louisville
Leavell, William ClintonOoo,Louisville
Leet, Logan Luxon, Lexington
Lenney, William Edwardoo, Lexington
Lewis, William Charles, Burnside
Lipke, William Anthony" Oo,Southgate
Lowe, Charles Robert, Ashland
Lucas, Patrick Neil, Scottsburg, IN
Lynch, Dennis Henry, Ashland
Malone, Kirk Edwin"", Louisville
Manley, David Ira"", Highland Heights
Mann, Thomas Bryce?", Erlanger
Martin, Bruce Alan", Winchester
Mattingly, Edward AllenlloO, Clay
McCord, Gary Clyde, Ewing
McCoy, Dennis Craig, Louisville
McDaniel, Darryl Reid, Mt. Sterling
McGrew, Stanley Richard, Lexington
McKinley, Joseph H" [r., Owensboro
Meng, Steven Crutcher", Ghent
Meredith, Edward Michael"", Louisville
Merritt, Marc RichardH, Lynch
Metz, Sally Anne" 0, Louisville
Metzger, Ted Norton, Jr." 0, Louisville
Meyer, Christopher J ames, Dayton, OR
Miller, Carl Edward, Hazard
Miller, Robert Hahn, Delaware, OH
Moerlein, Robert John, Jr.H, Lexington
Moody, Glenn Thomas, Tateville
Moore, John Thomas, Lexington
Moore, Russell Dixon", White Plains
Moore, Wilham Tate<l-",Lexington
Mortis, Kenneth Mason", Corydon
Mudd, Michael Ivo, Lexington
Mullinax, Teresa Holt, Paducah
Murgtta, Steven Wayne" ", Michigan
City, IN
Neubauer, Eldred Louis", Owensboro
Neumayer, Scott Allen, Louisville
Nuzum, Frederick Merrill, Marietta, OH
Oates, Robert Warren, Louisville
Olash, Carolyn Ann, Louisville
Paluzi, Margaret Rose, Bergin
Papania, William Joseph, Lexington
Patterson, Percy Earl, Lexington
Pearse, Thomas Daniel, Lexington
Phillips, Thomas McRoberts II, Lexington
Pohler, Bernard James"", Louisville
Potts, John Floyd", Lexington
Potts, Lawrence Edward, [r., Lexington
Raith, Peter Allen, Louisville
Rasmussen, Leland J.", Lexington
Raybourn, Melinda Lee", Versailles
Reel, Philip Van, Owensboro
Riley, Patrick Charles", Leaf River, IL
Robbie, Richard James, Columbia, SC
Roberts, Dave [oseph", Ft. Thomas
Robertson, Danny Ray, Louisville
Robertson, Walter Scott, Lexington
Rode, James Patrick, Owensboro
Roe, Chester Bertt"", Lexington
Rone, Thomas Scott<l-",Stanley
Rose, Michael Uhlan, Louisville
Rowan, Patrick Frederick, Erlanger
Rubenstein, Richard Marc, Louisville
Ruschell, Ralph A., Lexington
Russell, David Brower, Louisville
Ryan, Michael R.", Ft. Thomas
Ryan, Robert Santen, Paris
Sallee, Hubert Bernard, Lexington
Saunders, Darrell Lane, Anchorage
Schaffer, Joan Lee" ", Metropolis, IL
Scherrer, Timothy William, Ft. Thomas
Schott, David Roy" <l-,London
Schrader, John Page, Lexington
Scott, Jeffrey Thomas, Louisville
Scott, John Raymond, Frankfort
Scott, Rick Lee, Louisville
Shanklin, Charles Robert", Paducah
Shipp, Frank Legrand, Nicholasville
Shuler, Mark Allenoo, Louisville
Simpson, Charles Begley, [r., Hazard
Singleton, Claude Randall, Lexington
Skaggs, Johnny Ray, Madisonville
Skelton, Kathleen Mary, Florence
Skogman, Drew J., Cedar Rapids, IA
Slone, Virgil, David
Smith, Patricia Lynn", Winchester
Smith, Westeray Thomas, Barbourville
Sneed, Charles Daniel, Madisonville
Spalding, John Bowman, Lexington
Spillman, Randy Woodrow, Lexington
Stephens, Allen Ray"", Bardstown
Stewart, Anthony Haskell" -0', Ashland
Stewart, Daniel Edward, Ashland
Stoecker, Charles Edward<l-O,Louisville
Stone, Gary KeithU, Carlisle
Stout, Jerome Vincent, Lexington
Strange, Larry Robert, Bardstown
Stucker, Janice Sue", Lawrenceburg
Suffoletta, Albert Btcbard" ", Georgetown
Tarter, James Fred", Lexington
Taylor, Marion Redwood, Lexington
Taylor, Mark Duane, Decatur, IL
Templeman, Bradley Gordon,
Libertyville, IL
Terreo, Richard Stephen, Ashland
Thompson, George Mitchell", Lebanon
Thompson, Sheila Ward, Amarillo, TX
Tinsley, William Scott, Glen Ellyn, IL
Toler, Ronald Wayne, Lewisport
Trisler, Ruth Anne"", Harrodsburg
Tuggle, Max Cordon"", Somerset
Vetter, Jay Augustus III" 0, Louisville
Voige, John Howardu, Ft. Thomas
Walker, Gary Douglas", Worthington
Waskey, David Stuart, Louisville
Watson, James Wingo, Lexington
Watts, Timothy Scheible, Louisville
Webb, Frazier Gayu, Lexington
Weber, Gregory Stephen", Louisville
Weber, Stephen Alan, Ft. Thomas
Wesley, Dale Thomas", Somerset
Wheeler, Joe Stewart III, Russellville
Whitesell, David Leross, Louisville
Williams, James Coke<l--O',Nicholasville
Williams, Tyson Crant'' ", Louisville
Winfree, Leonard Trent" 0, Lexington
Wingate, Peggy Anne, Mt. Sterling
Winter, Gustavo "E., Lapaz, Bolivia
Witty, John Lewis", Hopkinsville
Wright, James Webster", Lexington
Zopfi, Wendell Arnolds ", Winchester
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Bachelor of Science in Accounting
Abell, Charles Chester" <l-,Lebanon
Adkins, Lonald Ray, Somerset
Albright, John Charles, Danville
Aulbach, Diane Marie, Louisville
Bailey, Melanie, Frankfort
Barber, Esby KeithU, Lexington
Barrett, Roger Gibson, Frankfort
Bass, Richard Harty, Lexington
Beck, Carl David, Lexington
Beckley, Orville Eugene, Lexington
Berling, Charles Joseph, Ft. Mitchell
Bertram, Bonnie Floyd, Lexington
Besten, Michael J.0, Lexington
Bibb, Ginger Faye, Sacramento
Binford, Robert Scott, Louisville
Blalock, William Harold II" ", Dayton,
OH
Bontrager, Oregory R.°0, Mt. Pleasant, IA
Boyd, Donna Reesor, Elizabethtown
Broughton, Ross James, [r., Corbin
Browning, William Ira, Greenville
Broyles, Hazel Sue, Fern Creek
Brumagen, Anthony WayneOO, Louisville
Bryant, Jan David, Liberty
Buckmaster, Leland johnv ", Henderson
Burd, Paul Stephenson, Nashville, TN
Burns, John Fredrik, Owensboro
Burress, Rosalind Hogan, Louisville
Campbell, [oanie Marie, Owensboro
Catlett, James Marlowe, Frankfort
Caudill, Brian Lee, Louisville
Cheak, David Lee, Lawrenceburg
Christian, James David", Lexington
Clark, Danny Roger" 0, Lexington
Collier, Greg C.-O',Ft. Thomas
Collier, John Chadrick, Lexington
Coomes, John Beam, [r., Bardstown
Cox, Edward Lee, jr., Lexington
Cross, Mary Katherineo", Brandenburg
Curry, Janet Gail, Lexington
Damron, Robert Raney, Stanford
Dawson, Gary W., Shepherdsville
Day, Kenneth Wayne, Lexington
Dean, Larry Glenn, Danville
Dennis, Darrell Roger, Lexington
Dolan, Lynne Dreyer, Riverside, RI
Donahue, Patricia Humphress",
Jeffersontown
Doyle, Susan Cracraft" 0, Germantown
Drake, George Lee, Ir., Stanton
Drescher, Don Reeder, Louisville
Dunlap, David William, Versailles
Dunne, David Cordon" ", Louisville
Ekers, Sheila Dawn, Ashland
Elliott, John Christopher", Mayfield
Ely, Robin Anne, Lexington
Fannin, Phyllis R., West Liberty
Finlay, John Thomasoo, Richmond
Flanagan, Hilary Mary, Sarasota, FL
Fraser, Kevin Francis, Lexington
Garrett, Patrick Joseph, Owensboro
Gill, Mary Anne, Lexington
Gill, Michael Eugene, Frankfort
Glass, Stephen Wade, Georgetown
Goerman, Henry Scot, Ft. Thomas
Goodman, Talmadge Dewitt III, Ashland
Graves, Joe Scott", Hopkinsville
Greenwell, James Clayton"", Lebanon
Greenwell, John Martin, Morganfield
Greenwell, Michael, Lebanon
Griffith, Ronald Russell, Ashland
Gross, Gary Lloyd 0-0-, Covington
Hall, James Overton, Benton
Hammons, Mary Carlisle, Franklin
Hargrove, Charles Edward It 0", Louisville
Hart, Lewis Roberts III, Lexington
Hartley, John Cooper, Versailles
Hatch, Kim Maria, Louisville
Henry, Jane Emily"", Louisville
Herndon, Gayle Welsh, Richmond
Higgins, Patricia Lynn, Lexington
Hilgeford, Mark Lee, Ft. Mitchell
Hoben, Margaret Hicks, Jeffersonville, IN
Holbrook, Tommy Garrett, Lexington
Hughes, David Wayne, Henderson
Hulak, Zachary A.lt, Louisville
Hulett, David William, Georgetown
Hurley, Floyd EllsworthH, Paris
Jarvis, Susan Kay, Prestonsburg
Johns, George Freburt"", Louisville
Johnson, Stephen Ray, Lexington
Justice, [ohn Frederick" It, Catlettsburg
Kalember, Robert James, Jr., Louisville
Kanies, Gayle Anne, Tucson, AZ
Kersey, Deborah Sue, Louisville
King, Joseph Lynn, Lexington
King, Kathy Ann", Whitley City
Knott, James Larry", Paducah
Kuhler, Loretta S., Pep, TX
Lacy, Sarah J., Lexington
Lamance, Robert Allen, Elizabethtown
Larue, James Alexander, Hodgenville
Lau, Frederick Lawrence II, Louisville
Laughlin, Sherrtlvn" ", Lexington
Lee, Larry Thomas", Owensboro
Lewis, Sandra Kay, Lexington
Long, Herbert Williamu, Lexington
Ludwick, Bradley Allen, Louisville
Lynch, Jack Dale, Ashland
Lycns, Gary Lynn, Lexington
MacDonald, Mark Thomes" 0, Lexington
Magbnger, Danny Keith 0-0-, Owensboro
Magruder, Lawrence Gene, Louisville
Mahaffey, Charles Kimber, Danville
Mallory, Gary Alan, Maysville
Mansbery, David Ian, Brecksville, OH
Marcuccilll, Joseph Brinke, Lexington
Marshall, Kathleen Redmonoo, Bowling
Green
Marshall, Robert Anthony, Henderson
Martin, James Hubert, Lexington
McAdams, Gene Mtchael"", Pewee
Valley
McDaniel, George Otto IHlt, Findlay, OR
McGinnis, Randy Wayne, South
Williamson
Meenach, Danny Steven, Grayson
Millican, Hobroy, Jr.O-O-,Paducah
Mitchell, Walter Bradfield, Louisville
Montgomery, Emilie Alston, New
Orleans, LA
Montgomery, James Alan, West Liberty
Moore, David Lee, Lexington
Moore, Joseph LynnU, Junction City
Moore, Lloyd Clyde, Lexington
Morgan, Michael Lee, Lexington
Moriarty, Danny Ray, Henderson
Morris, Mark Littell, Ft. Myers, FL
Morrison, Gregory Alan"", Louisville
Moseley, David Walker, Owensboro
Nash, Lenore Janeltlt, Lexington
Nash, Patsy, Leitchfield
North, Thomas Earl, Louisville
Norvell, Lynn Wyatt, New Castle
O'Bryan, Kenneth Joseph, Kettering, 01-1
O'Laughlin, Michael Hovis, Lexington
Oliver, Diana Lee, Georgetown
Owens, John Robert, Lexington
Owens, William Herbert, [r., Paducah
Paige, Glenn, Frankfort
Patterson, Gregory John, Ft. Mitchell
Peterworth, Daniel Lee, Louisville
Petrie, Harold Dwane, Owensboro
Phillips, Mark Dudley", Louisville
Plummer, Mark Jude, Lexington
Poe, Joe Elmer, Louisville
Poll, Bradley Jay, Nicholasville
Popp, Charles Edward", Lexington
Poynter, Gary Bruce, Cincinnati, OH
Purdon, John J., Maysville
Rankin, Freddie DateH, Burgin
Rashid, Bahadur Ali, Louisville
Ray, Helen Allison, Lexington
Ray, Raymond Michael, Dayton, OH
Rigsby, Lewis Alford, Jr.H, Lexington
Riley, Margaret Ellas ", Owensboro
Roberts, Louis Porter, [r., Winchester
Roederer, Paul Douglas, Henderson
Rogers, Carl Hagins, jr., Lexington
Routt, James Robert, Louisville
Ruch, William Stack, Louisville
Rupe, Michael Stephen, Lexington
Shane, Jewell Lewis, Danville
Shearer, Sally Statons ", Winchester
Sheets, Norma jean" It, Standing Stone,
PA
ShifRer, Janet EllenH, Ashland
Shropshire, Robert Carricklt", Lexington
Sidley, Kenneth EdwardltO, Cold Springs
Sievers, Mark Stanley, Frankfort
Slsk, Eugene Lee, Jr.H, Hopkinsville
Six, James Lynn, Cynthiana
Slone, David Michael, Pikeville
Smith, David Lynn, Harlan
Smith, Jeffrey Michael, Dayton, OH
Snelling, Barry WayneU, Lexington
Snyder, Randy Alan, Lexington
Sonsteby, Charles Michael, Stuart, FL
Sorrells, Thomas Carmon" It, Beaver Dam
Sparks, Barbara Joan, Lexington
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Stafford, Dennis Randolph 00, Louisville
Starks, Michael Lee", Paducah
Starr, Cynthia LouiseOlt, Erie, PA
Stephens, Gary Lee", Ft. Thomas
Stevenson, Charles Alan, Nancy
Stich, Carl Joseph, Lexington
Stinnett, Billy Wayne, Lexington
Stocksdale, Steve Alan, Lima, OH
Stone, Ryan Jay, Lexington
Stone, Samuel JaYoo, Henderson
Strohmeier, Thomas Weber,
Huntingburg, IN
Sullivan, Virginia Ann", Lexington
Thomas, Edward Elmer" It, Park Hills
Thomas, Mark Kellar, Lexington
Thomas, Mary jo" ", Elizabethtown
Thompson, Jeffrey Eugene, Hebron
Thompson, Wanda Jean, Lexington
Vaught, Barbara Ann, Butler
Vessels, Stephen Tad, Louisville
Vittitow, Mary Prince", Lexington
Vonderheide, Joel Keith", Catlettsburg
Wade, Wayne Carson, Maysville
Wagner, Sandra Anne, Lexington
Waldner, Eric BruceH, Frankfort
Walker, Stephen Ray, Lexington
Walsh, Deborah Ann, Louisville
Watts, Ronald CraigH, Paducah
Wehrle, John Bernard III, Lexington
Whelan, Rose Marie, Howardstown
Widmer, Gretchen James, Flossmoor, IL
Williams, James Harrison, Jr., Flatwoods
Williams, Steve Jackson, Jamestown
Winesett, Cynthia Anne"", Louisville
Wohlhueter, Rae Ellen, Geneva, IL
Wright, John Harrylt-o, Ft. Thomas
Wynkoop, Randall Lee, Findlay, OH
Yates, David Alan, Louisville
Yeary, Mark Darwin, Harlan
Zimmerman, Dennis Wayne, Erlanger
Bachelor of Science in Business and
Economics
Brown, Robert Norris, Louisville
Butcher, Michael Gene, Lexington
Cantalupo, John Ralph, Pittsburgh, PA
Clifton, Eric Vincent, Lexington
Conley, David Michael, Louisville
Gilliam, Susan Cramer, Wise, VA
Harralson, James Gilbert, Owensboro
Hillenmeyer, David Haydon, Lexington
Holmes, David Franklin, [r., Louisville
Jones, Josiah Ashurst, North Middletown
Kurre, John Timothy, Owensboro
Lamb, Douglas Martin, Louisville
Lanham, John Harris II, Lexington
Loschiavo, Mark Paul, Edgewood
Rice, John Richard, Russell
Schuh, Gregory John, Cold Spring
Shelly, Michael J., Ashland
Shober, Robert William", Louisville
Sullivan, Mark Douglaslt", Louisville
Tabler, Gary Alan, Louisville
Wallace, Philip Lowry", Louisville
College of Pharmacy
Dean: Joseph Vincent Swintosky
Doctor 01 Pharmacy
Cady, William Joseph, Benkelman, NE
Cloyd, James Cokely III, Jeffersonville,
IN
Grant, Kathryn Laraine, Sequim, WA
Mancuso, Donna Rose, Louisville
Palagi, Peter Andrew, Pawtucket, RI
Parrott, Keith Adrian, Coeur d'Alene, ID
Vrabel, Rayburn Brian, Niles, MI
Bachelor 01 Science in Pharmacy
Adams, Barney Boyd" ", Paducah
Addington, Betty Jane, Lexington
Anderson, Rosemary Clarke", Ashland
Antis, Mark David, South Shore
Bach, Euvona Sue", Winchester
Bramlet, Mary Jane, Eldorado, IL
Bronner, Robert Haymonds ", Louisville
Browning, Pamela S.(/-0, London
Bryan, Nathan Hay"", Ft. Mitchell
Burke, John D. "", Brodhead
Butler, Glen Davrd"", Symsonia
Canup, Ronald Dennis" ", Paducah
Carey, Susan Countzler, Greenville
Carr, Allen Patton, Harlan
Clark, William Edmond, Owensboro
Cochran, Rosemarie Chaptn" ", Radcliff
Conkwright, Charles Terry", Dundee
Daffron, Stephen Denton, Monticello
Davis, Marshall Woodrow, Paducah
Delaney, Gregory Lee, Covington
Douglas, Glenas Earl, Jr.~"',
Williamsburg
Dunaway, James Elvin, Henderson
Emberger, Mary Ann, Russellville
Faulkner, Brenda Gailu, Stanton
Flowers, Susan R., Corbin
Francis, Clarence Alan"'~, Hindman
Gibson, Gary Leeo-o-,Barbourville
Glover, Thomas P.u, Crofton
Gower, Terrye Lyndon", Henderson
Gregory, Kristie Carol, Paducah
Guion, David Alexander, Russellville
Guion, Mary Stickler, Drift
Hargrove, Patricia Anno-o-,Louisville
Harper, Chadwick Ray, London
Hayden, Nancy J., Paducah
Henderson, Kathleen Ann, Auburn
Hopkins, Diana Lynn, Lexington
Howard, Marilyn Joan, Harlan
Howard, Robert Neil, Salyersville
Hume, Laura Susan"'''', Owensboro
Irving, Roger Grafton, El Centro, CA
Johnson, Kenneth Albert, Louisville
Jones, Walter Dennisv ", Bowling Green
Keller, Michael Lee, Dawson Springs
Kelley, John vannda" ", Monticello
Knoop, John WayneU, Louisville
Kolb, Mary Porter, Mayfield
Langham, David Vincent, Paducah
Lykins, Francis Brent, Ashland
Major, Robert BoydH, Hopkinsville
Manley, Cinda Justice, Mt. Sterling
Mattingly, Danny Freeman, Springfield
Mayer, Philip Ray, Ashland
Mayo, Stephen Dorphas, Ashland
McDonald, Bruce Nelson, Danville
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Medley, Glenn Norris, Louisville
Meeks, Beverly Lee'" ", Paducah
Mills, Michael Randall 0- 0-, Owensboro
Mink, Kelly Wayne, London
Moore, Joe Thomaso-"', Louisville
Mudd, Leslie Bowlingo-o-,Louisville
Mullen, Richard Lee, Paducah
Newby, Willie F., Jr.n, Louisville
Nicks, James Lawrenceo-o-, Bowling
Green
Northern, Susan Bach" ", Jackson
Pace, Robert Edward 0- ", Paducah
Payne, Russell Irvin" ", Philpot
Piltz, George William, Roselle, NJ
Potts, Steven Robert, Owensboro
Riley, Stewart King"'''', Elkton
Rogers, Georgia Lee, Ashland
Roy, James Dale?", Danville
Sansom, Cheryl Atkinson, Falmouth
Sharp, Margaret Teresa, Winchester
Shay, Thomas Robert Christopher",
Ashland
Shively, Thomas Michael, Owensboro
Smith, Deborah Susan, Bardstown
Smith, Debra Ann, Owensboro
Smith, James Thomas, Louisville
Spalding, James Owen, Lexington
Stephens, James Thomas III'" ". Clinton
Stewart, Judy Caryl, Winchester
Swift, Sarah Ann, Winchester
Uthe, Theresa Louise, Lexington
Wantland, Janet Lynn", Louisville
Webb, Michael Richard, Lexington
West, Ralph Samuel, South Shore
Whitt, Elizabeth Peeler", Madisonville
College of Nursing
Dean: Marion E. McKenna
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Adams, Karen Jeanl>O, Brodhead
Austin, Joan Barr, Owensboro
Bankemper, Gail Ann, Park Hills
Bartley, Chaille Loutse" ", Chagrin Falls,
OH
Barton, Barbara Lynn, Corbin
Barton, Melanie Anne, Louisville
Basanta, Carla Marie, Lexington
Becker, Mary Paula, Louisville
Black, Pamela Joan, Covington
Bowker, Gloria Gene, Laredo, TX
Bowman, Kathleen Sherman, Derwood,
MD
Breslin, Elizabeth Iane" ", Maysville
Brown, Sydne Michelle, Ashland
Buckmaster, Jean Marie, Henderson
Burns, junise Francine, Louisville
Caldwell, Grace Elizabeth, Hillside, NJ
Cambron, Pamela Jean, Loretto
Chambers, Carin Colette, Omaha, NE
Chromik, Kathleen Ann, Erie, PA
Clemons, Teresa Marie, Dry Ridge
Corum, Rebecca Ruth, Louisville
Cotton, Martha Ann, Taylorsville
Curran, Betsy Ann, Lebanon
Davidson, Deborah Ann, Louisville
Davin, Marybeth Kennamer, Lexington
DeFilippo, Janice S., Lexington
Dorsey, Marian Elaine, Flemingsburg
Duncan, Susan Lynn, Eddyville
Durham, Ann Hoagland, Greensburg
Emrick, Jacquelyn Lee, Perrysburg, OH
Fenwick, Jeanne Frances, Dayton, OH
Franks, Gailoo, Hazard
Gadbois, Donna June, Lexington
Ciauque, Kathleen Ann, Mt. Gilead, OH
Gibbs, Alice Elizabeth, Somerset
Glasscock, Sheryl Lynn, Louisville
Goodin, Ann Louise, Lebanon
Gordon, Rosemary, Cincinnati, OH
Gowen, Janet Helen °0, Louisville
Graves, Glenna Laura, Lexington
Green, Mary Louise, Lexington
Greene, Anne Pike, Louisville
Greene, Jan Allison, Toledo, OH
Grubbs, Vicki Lynn, Louisville
Cruer, jacquelyn't ", Hamilton, OH
Hailey, Karen Jooo, Ft. Thomas
Hatfield, Rae Carol, Leitchfield
Helmer, Patti Anne, Florence
Hodges, Susan Marie, Columbus, OR
Hopkins, Marianne, Yardley, PA
Hughes, Ann Middleton, Louisville
Jackson, Janice Sturgeon, Paris
Johanson, Kathleen M., Louisville
Katz, Bobette, Louisville
Kearns, Jeanne Marie, Springfield, OH
Keenon, Corinne Rollins, Lexington
Kern, Bridget, Aurora, IN
Kleinschmidt, Ann Marie, Louisville
Krejchik, Elizabeth Ann, Elmhurst, IL
Krolikoski, Richard Michael, Meriden,
CT
Lazear, Angelica Ann, Wanamassa, NJ
Legris, Claudia Louise, Mt. Sterling
Lewis, Mary Rose, Lexington
Lonneman, Barbara Ellen, Cold Spring
Luerman, Julia Ann, Louisville
Madden, Linda Jean, Loyall
Maloney, Patty Ryan, Madisonville
Maner, Bernice Smart't " , Lexington
Martin, Mona LeeO"O",Lexington
McChesney, Jan Elizabeth, Dawson
Springs
McClelland, Melinda Lee, Louisville
McConnell, Ann Craig, Kingsport, TN
McDermott, Margaret Ann, Boca Raton,
FL
McDonald, Cathy Marie, Bromley
McFadden, Carole Rae, London
McGowan, Jeanne Ann, Owensboro
Means, Donna Gale °0, Liberty
Melvin, Margaret Leigh, Ashland
Miller, Patricia Raeann, Versailles
Morris, Lou Etta, Harrodsburg
Morris, Virginia Raeu, Lebanon
Morrow, Antoinetta Devona, Louisville
Mudd, Deborah Jean, Clarksville, IN
Neal, Sarah Anne, Kenova, WV
Nickell, Sandra Lee, Lexington
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Parker, Barbara Anno 0, Louisville
Perraut, Mary Jane, Bethesda, MD
Perry, Cheryl Fae, Louisville
Polis, Nikki Sue, Columbus, OR
Prewitt, Sherry Robin, Ashland
Rachford, Jeanne G, Bellevue
Rice, Julia K., Harlan
Richardson, Deborah Anne, Lexington
Riddle, Laura Dempsey, Lexington
Robertson, Mary F., Louisville
Robertson, Paula Ann, Louisville
Robinson, Donna Marie" 0", Ashland
Robinson, Pamela Sallye, Somerset
Roderick, Jill Anne, Jackson, OR
Romano, Barbara Marie, Lexington
Schambach, Anita Vonderheide,
Owensville, OR
Schweizer, Karen Falls°o", Bowling Green
Secrest, Vickie Lynn, Portsmouth, OR
Sengel, Laura Ann, Anchorage
Shifley, Virginia Allen, Louisville
Simpson, Rebecca Lynn, McMinnville,
TN
Sinn, Laura Gail, Evansville, IN
Smith, Linda Ellen, Cincinnati, OH
Smith, Nancy Elaine, Anchorage
Sprinkle, Paula Gay, Lexington
Stefanski, Karen Ann, Lexington
Stephan, Carol Lynn, Forest, OH
Stoltz, Sallie Jane, Worthington, OH
Street, Lee Ann, Lexington
Sutherland, Ruth Anne, Lexington
Taylor, Elizabeth Ann, Hazard
Tomlin, Cathy Sue, Dayton, OH
Topping, Jill Alice, St. Albans, WV
Trover, Helen Regina, Earlington
Tupman, Lynn Jeanette, Louisville
Vann, Susan Rosemary, Sacramento
Walther, Shannon Marie, Burlington
Welch, Alice Fay"", Middlesboro
Werkheiser, Lois Faye, Hellertown, PA
White, Linda Gail, Campbellsville
Williams, Pam Elizabeth, Northfield, IL
Williams, Rebecca Jooo, Lexington
Wilson, Louanne"", Louisville




Adams, Gary Alan", Owensboro
Albert, Steven Michael, Louisville
Allgeier, James Lynn", Louisville
Bagley, Lee Rambo, Huntington, WV
Barton, Michael Franklin, Madisonville
Bethel, Mark Davis?", Henderson
Bolster, Paul AllanH, Pittsburgh, PA
Bowers, Laura Anno, Owensboro
Bronston, Susan Taylor, Lexington
Brown, Larry Douglas, Owensboro
Buttner, Clark E., Toledo, OR
Calvanelli, Randall, Trenton, NJ
Carroll, Patrick EdllO, Newport
Cherry, Stephen Blair?", Louisville
Cooper, Albert Joseph III, Danville
Craft, Mary Ellen, Lexington
Crouch, Joseph Edward", Glasgow
Culbertson, David E.u, Ashland
Dein, Joseph ColbertH, Louisville
Duffy, Thomas Francis III, Shelbyville
Feigel, Bryant Roger, Lexington
Frodge, Jeffrey Alan", Mt. Sterling
Godfrey, James Michael, Bowling Green
Graves, Charles Parker, Jr.H, Lexington
Hale, Robin D., Miami, FL
Harris. Robert Bryan, Louisville
Heilbronner, James Mark, Cincinnati, OH
Hersh, Rachel E., Cleveland, OH
Hitron, John Wayne, Louisville
Hudson, Ossie Lee, Louisville
Hulsey, Charles W., Jr., Owensboro
Irons, Kenneth L., Trenton, NJ
Ivy, James Lee, Owensboro
Kennedy, William Bruce, Cincinnati, OH
Kilroy, Kevin Thomas, Louisville
Leatherbarrow, David Earl, Buffalo, NY
McCormick, Leslie Craharn", Lexington
Merchant, Frederic Hoger", Utica
Meyer, Joseph Ross, [r., Louisville
Parker, Joseph B."", Durham, NC
Pearson, Jeffrey Thomas't ", Kankakee, IL
Petersen, Ronald Larry, Kankakee, IL
Polsinelli, Vincent Anthony, Schenectady,
NY
Dean: Joseph Hamburg
College of Allied Health Professions
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Anderson, Cynthia Carol, Owensboro
Bastin, Deborah jo, Fairborn, OH
Blandford, Mary Lynn", Louisville
Boardman, Marthanne, Lexington
Boone, Mariam Carol, Howardstown
Bresler, Isabelle Wilson, Owensboro
Brown, Terry Dale, Xenia, OH
Campbell, Donna Sue, Cincinnati, OH
Chernosky, Mindy Elaine, Towanda, PA
Chewning, Deloris Kay" 0, Lexington
Clark, Mary Lansing, Owensboro
Clarke, Andrew Guild, Richmond, VA
Compton, Joyce Crumbacker, Louisville
Costich, Susan Marie, Lexington
Decker, Bonnie Lynne, San Diego, CA
DeGroff, Dorothea M.oo, Miami, FL
Deja, Claudia Mary, Winchester
Denny Debra Lee, Russell
Dunker, Michael Lee?", Dallas, TX
Durrett, Susan Marie", Nashville, TN
Fox, Rebecca Wallace, Lexington
Franke, John B.oo, Lexington
Frey, Denise Gayle, Louisville
Gaitskill, Saranne, Mt. Sterling
Graf, Cathy Ann, Haddonfield, NJ
Grayson, Iana Phillips, Lexington
Hagan, Bob R., Owensboro
Halbert, Shirley Ann, Prestonsburg
Harbour, Mary Frances, Ashland
Harrell, Marian Wallaceoo, Boston
Harty, Deborah Ellen, Lexington
Holbrook, Mary Teresa, Morehead
Huffaker, Michael John, Lexington
Kincaid, Jo Ellen, Springfield
Kinney, Mary Christine", Louisville
Kolpuk, Anne Marie, Niles, IL
Lancaster, Patricia K.00, Lexington
Lausten, Nancy Beth, Northville, MI
Linger, Judy Eva, Nicholasville
Little, Wendy MargaretOO, Barrington,
IL
Love, Mary Charlene" 0, Lexington
Lusk, Rhonda Kay'", Louisville
Lynch, Linda Brumfield, Ashland
Lyons, Mary Alice, Louisville
McCray, Bennett Allanoo, Lexington
McGibney, Peggy Lee, Cincinnati, OH
McLaughlin, Mary Colleen, Lexington
Meyer, Donna walker>", Lexington
Miller, Randi Lynn, Louisville
Millican, Sue Lynn, Paducah
Moore, Cheryl Anne" 0, Lexington
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Potts, John Crowder, Louisville
Robinson, J. Kenneth, jr., Louisville
Roosa, Steven Allen", Louisville
Schlossberg, Barbara Caryn, Yonkers, NY
Sims, Sheridan Lee, Mayfield
Smith, Alexander MacDowell III,
Nashville, TN
Sullivan, Alan Bruce, Lexington
Thompson, Charles Timothy, Versailles
Tucker, Alfred Dean, LaCenter
Tuttle, Michael Dermis", Georgetown
VanBogaert, Donald Lee, Louisville
Van Meter, Lucie Talbert, Winchester
Voelker, Stanley G., Louisville
Wann, Daniel Ray 00 , Frankfort
Weber, Eugene RoyOO, Ft. Mitchell
Wells, John Rudell Ill, Covington
Westerman, Wynn 't'odds ", Louisville
Williams, Eric Curtis, Louisville
Wilson, Bruce H., Fayetteville, NY
Wolczyk, Francis Joseph, Louisville
Woodard, Keith Otto, St. Joseph, IL
Wright, Charles Huff IVoo, Louisville
Moore, Deborah Lynn, Frankfort
Moore, Robert Little, Paint Lick
Morris, Joyce B.", Louisville
Morrow, Margaret Leslie, Louisville
Mullins, Linda Sue" 0, Dwarf
Obennark, Susan Lynn, Paducah
Penix, Hoy", Inez
Pflum, Robert Albert", Lancaster
Phillips, Rebecca Merle, Louisville
Puckett, Louella Gail, Water Valley
Qualls, Reba Crutcher" 0, Madisonville
Rees, Lori Annoo, Cincinnati, OR
Roberts, Terry Layne, Lexington
Schmitt, Karen Marie, Louisville
Schuchart, Carin Lee", Bellevue
Shipman, Wayne Lemonte", St. Joseph,
MI
Sivis, Anne Knox, Danville
Southard, Pamela Sue", Atlanta, GA
Stein, Herma Jayne, Miami, FL
Sweet, Janet Stoess, Louisville
Tharp, Catherine Lancaster, Bardstown
Tolle, Susan Lynn, Maysville
Wade, Gregory Doyle, Flatwoods
Weiner, Gail Ann, Henderson
'Wilkins, Teresa Lynn, Vine Grove
College of Home Economics
Dean: Marjorie Stewart
Bachelor of Science in Home
Economics
Abbott, Barbara Carol, Lexington
Bailey, Diana Lee, Covington
Barker, Debra Lynn, Maysville
Baute, Michelle Lee" 0, Union
Beard, Lillian Ann, Campbellsville
Bennett, Susan Lang, Covington
Bond, Saundra Boatright", Lancaster
Bunge, Joy ElizabethH, Wheaton, IL
Borland, Lavin, Lexington
Breeden, Lori Couzens" ", Lexington
Brinley, Armyn Celista"", Georgetown
Brooks, Mary Lynn, Louisville
Bryan, Linda Jean, Jeffersontown
Buckner, Vickie Clan, Bonnyman
Burton, Karen Elizabeth IH), Henderson
Carroll, Susan [ean"", Findlay, OR
Cartland, Janet R.H, Oak Park, IL
Catlett, Lori JeanH, Upper Arlington,
OR
Cavins, Susan Lynn" ", Elmhurst, IL
Cecil, Theresa K., West Liberty
Chen, Stuart Monhon 0, Louisville
Clifford, Deborah Lorraine,
Elizabethtown
Coleman, Donna Fugate" 0, Midway
Coleman, Leslie Regina, Falmouth
Cooper, Ellen Thomas, Georgetown
Corcoran, Mary Eleanor" 0, Louisville
Coughlin, Kathryn Ann, Flossmoor, IL
Cox, Ann Elizabeth, Calhoun
Craft, Jennifer, Louisville
Crafton, Paula Marita, Robards
Crowdus, Rhonda Jeanne, Louisville
Culbertson, Iulvanne"", Louisville
Cutadean, Eleanor Butler" 0, Oswego, NY
Davenport, Linda Ford, Salvisa
Desimone, Lucretia Ann, Greensburg
Dickinson, Anne Elizabeth, Geneva, IL
Doggett, Diana Wells" ", Falmouth
Dossett, Diane Carrolloo, Henderson
Douglas, Marsha Lynn"", Ashland
Duckett, Susann Nicholas, Somerset
Duncan, Debra Montgomery, Beaver
Dam
Elrod, Mary Louise", Kevil
Embry, Terry Lynnev ", Elizabethtown
Evanoff, Nancy Louoo, Lexington
Evans, Holly Renee, Kettering, OH
Falk, [ennifer", Lexington
Featherston, Brenda Jean, Lexington
Feinberg, Nancy Huth", Louisville
Felton, Barbara Ann"", Tiffin, OH
Fly, Paula Page" 0, Franklin, TN
Foster, D. Elaine", Lexington
Foust, Marjie Lynn, Covington
Francis, Michelle Ann, Glendale, OR
Freeman, Angela Elise, Osceola, AR
Freeman, Catherine Marie, Lexington
Gambino, Laura Whiddon, Lombard, II...
Gausepohl, Eric Vaughn, Elsmere
Gibson, Mary Elizabeth, Betsy Layne
Goodin, Margaret Elinor, Lebanon
Gore, Patricia Ann, West Long Beach,
NJ
Creiling, Carol Ann" 0, Louisville
Haile, Cynthia Ellen, Ashland
Hale, Mary Helenoo, Hopkinsville
Hall, Phyllis Jean, Ashland
Hamilton, Genevieve, Pikeville
Hancock, Joy Michele(!\), Bowling Green
Hancock, Karen ElizabethOO, Morganfield
Heiser, JoAnn, Lexington
Helfenberger, Oaylyn, Lexington
Hellmann, Cheryl Ann, Ft. Mitchell
Hill, Deborah Conry, Louisville
Hill, Janet Sue, Lexington
Hines, Millie Wardoo, Owensboro
Holmes, Cynthia Lee, South Fallsburg,
NY
Hornberger, Paula D., Kettering, OH
Hopwood, Nancy Sue, Nicholasville
Hough, Dena Renee", Paducah
Howard, Sandra Michelle, Covington
Hudson, Gretta Lorraine, Livermore
Huffman, Mildred Donelsonoo, Lexington
Hundley, Karen Kimoo, Lexington
Huntsman, Martha, Scottsville
Irtz, Theodore Irtz, Lexington
Jackson, Paula Gail, Owensboro
Jenkins, Joan Marie, Henderson
Johnson, Valerie Herrenoo, Loyall
Johnston, Martha Lee" ", Greenfield, IN
Jones, Connie Sueo 0, Windy
Jones, Cynthia Anne, Holden, WV
Jones, Marcia Lynn, Falmouth
Juett, Lucinda StamperH, Owenton
Keene, Mary Lillie" 0, Bardstown
Kegley, Linda Carol °0, Owensboro
Kight, Cassandra Ellen, Paducah
Kiker, Nancy Cozette, Tulia, TX
Kincheloe, Deborah Anneoo, Lexington
King, Carol Jean, Louisville
King, Pamela Ann, Owensboro
Knight, Betty J., Lexington
Kowsari, Badri", Lexington
Kriznansky, Elaine Martha't ", Cranford,
NJ
Kujawski, Cloria Marie" 0, Florida, NY
Lackey, Rebecca Ann, Camden, SC
Lamond, Laura D., Winter Haven, FL
Leber, Nancy Rose, Lawrenceville, II...
Lively, Patricia Gail, Jeffersontown
Margavage, Karen Stultz", Louisville
Martin, Debra Annu, Providence
Martin, Yvonne Ann, Paducah
Maxwell, Nancy Carol, Radcliff
McCaffery, Pamela Lee" ", Ft. Thomas
McGuyer, Pamela Jean(!\), Beaver Dam
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McKenzie, Pamela Sherry, Louisville
Mercer, Lynne Patricia, Lauderhill, FL
Miller, Emily Allison, Lexington
Molina, Rene J., Lexington
Monroe, Wanda Jean, Lexington
Morton, Kathryn Evelyn, Sarasota, FL
Mueller, Susan Lynne, Louisville
New, Amy May"", Denver City, TX
Newcom, Angela, Evansville, IN
Newman, Laura J.oo, Paducah
Newton, Candice", Louisville
O'Keefe, Carol Ann, Louisville
Overturf, Janice Kay?", Radcliff
Perry, Janice Susan, Lexington
Phillips, Evelyn Reed u, Lexington
Plunkett, Penny Sue, Covington
Polick, Mary Helen, Deerfield, IL
Poole, Elizabeth Anneoo, Louisville
Pratt, Kathleen Marie°f', Louisville
Radden, Carolyn Ann, Lexington
Resch, Sandra Christine, Grayson
Reynolds, Rhonda, Millstone
Rice, Donna Roseo 0, Mt. Olivet
Riney, Donna Jean, Owensboro
Riney, Martha Jean, Owensboro
Rupp, Janet Lloyd Of', Louisville
Sanger, Charlotte Ellen", Hickman
Schmidt, Elizabeth Loisoo, Lexington
Scott, Georgia Lynn u, Ashland
Seligman, Sandra Kavv", Louisville
Shale, Alice Diane", Meadville, PA
Shanks, Susan Jane, Ashland
Shaw, Rebecca Annoo, Prospect
Smith, Jacqueline Winburn, Louisville
Smith, Priscilla Lynn, Benham
Sobottke, Ruth Emily? 0, Kettering, OH
Stanley, Shelley LynnOO, Lexington
Steier, Sandra Lee"", Louisville
Stocking, Lois Jean 00, Louisville
Strohm, Donna Jane, Ashland
Swarm, Judith Allyn j$, Glen Ellyn, IL
Thompson, Melody Lee, Ft. Thomas
Thompson, Virginia Lou, Ashland
Thornton, Bruce Edwin, Hopkinsville
Torline, Pamela Ruth, Ft. Thomas
Tucker, Kitty Lyn, Maysville
Unglaub, Joan Marien, Louisville
Vaughan, Rebecca, Ashland
Vincent, Mary Susan, Louisville
Washington, Ernest Roy, Valley Station
Watts, Cherie Lynn, Elizabethtown
Watts, Bebecce" ", Brandenburg
Welch, Cynthia Louise, Pittsburgh, PA
Williams, Sandra Stewart, Morehead
Wilson, Betty Susan, Georgetown
Witten, Mary Helen ~0, Lexington
Wright, Anne Mtchelle" ", Louisville
Wright, Sandra [o, Louisville
Yahne, Deborah [o, Louisville
Zacko, Colleen Ann, North Olmsted, OH
College of Social Professions
Dean: Ronda S. Connaway
Bachelor of Arts in Social Work
Abel, Mary ElizabethOO, Louisville
Ballard, Irene, Lexington
Barager, Marcia VanDyke, Miami, FL
Barrett, Marianne, Somerset
Baugh, Nancy Clay", Lexington
Beasley, Jay°f!, Wilmore
Blondell, Jack Bradley" (I, Hazard
Botts, john Thomasoo, Lexington
Brewster, Corinne Ann, Louisville
Broumas, Lisa Diane, Louisville
Brown, Christina Louise, Simsbury, CT
Burger, Martha Catherine, Franklin, MI
Burkhead, Vickie", Louisville
Campbell, Dorothy Ann, Morganfield
Campbell, Mary Louise, Lexington
Carr, Charla Jeanu, Harrodsburg
Carter, Francie Wade, Hopkinsville
Coy, Larry Dean, Harrodsburg
Coy, Marcia Johnson, Perryville
Cron, Michael Allen, Paducah
Cvitkovich, Mary WathinaOO, Lexington
Davidson, Robert Paul, Lexington
DeMarco, Claudia Ann, Rochester, NY
Di Paolo, Joseph~o, Montreal, Canada
Dougherty, Carolyn M.H, Louisville
Doyle, Ann Elizabeth 0-, Northfield, IL
Dunbar, Deborah Lynn, Winchester
Eastburn, James Betts" 1'>, Louisville
Ellis, Peggy Anno, Lexington
Ellis, William Garner, Ashland
Essig, Deborah Gay, Louisville
Eveland, Diane Elizabeth, Lexington
Everhard, Linda Sue, Nicholasville
Eversole, Laura Lee, Cincinnati, OH
Ezell, john" ", Lexington
Flewelling, Richard Corliss, Lexington
Floore, Douglas Edison, Jeffersontown
Gabel, Andrea Susan, Cleveland, OH
Garling, Sherryl Kay, Canandaigua, NY
Gay, Marilyn Broadus, Lexington
Gerstle, Mary Louise, Louisville
Gholson, Brenda Ruth, Paducah
Graves, Antotoette":", Lexington
Gray, Deborah Jean, Campbellsville
Hadden, Janet Suzanneoo, Lexington
Harrington, Nada Ann, Flatwoods
Heidenreich, Joseph A., Lexington
Herman, Linda Light, Charleston, WV
H ill, Dinah Kaye, Louisville
Horne, Kevin Michael, Lexington
Johnson, [oni Louise", Morehead
Johnson, Shelby Edith, Paducah
Joy, Julie Ann, Wilmore
Key, Gary E., Mayfield
Kushner, Lauri Ellen", Louisville
Leathers, Marilyn Kay", Middletown
Lindsay, Mary Allen I'> 0, Mt. Sterling
Linville, Mary Pat, Louisville
Logan, Mary Kathleen, Lexington
Longacre, [ody Lynn, Piscataway, NJ
Mabley, Frances Lisa, Ashland
McCrystal, Donna Denise, Harrodsburg
McHale, Sandra Louise?", Ft. Mitchell
McVey, Rosemary, Lexington
Meehan, Pat J., Louisville
Mindrup, Anita Marie, Henderson
Mitchell, Katharine Ann, Hixson, IN
Moore, Earl W. 00, Versailles
Newcomb, Deborah Joy, Louisville
Noonan, Sandra Louise", Louisville
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O'Bannon, James William" 0, Louisville
O'Daniel, Jean Ebzabeth" ", Louisville
Panther, Jane Ellen, Louisville
Patterson, Kathleen Dunn, Lexington
Pattie, Margaret, Lexington
Porter, John Michael, Ashland
Pratt, Nancy Diane, Louisville
Rabun, Sally Adams, Chattanooga, TN
Radcliffe, Debra Jayne, Lexington
Rice, Louis George, Marion, IN
Rogers, Edith Ann, Frankfort
Schmelz, Rose Mary, Lexington
Smith, James William, [r., Somerset
Soder, Robert Foley, Madisonville
Sowell, David ScottU, Paducah
Stewart, Carol Nagel, Rochester, MN
Stigall, Kimberly Anne, Lexington
Stokes, Cecelia Ann, Lexington
Strickland, Charles Michael, Lexington
Szinnyey, Katherine Annoo, Erlanger
Taylor, Wanda Faye, Nashville, TN
Thomas, Benjamin Edward, Louisville
Tierney, Katherine Scott, Atlanta, GA
VanKirk, William Bruceoo, Steubenville,
OH
Vetter, Charles Lawrence", Covington
Weaver, Janice Lynn, Louisville
Weyland, Mary Jeanu, Louisville
White, John Reginald, Radcliff
Wilkson, Thomas Glennon, Crystal City,
MO
Williams, Marilyn°l'>, Hopkinsville
Williams, Pamela AnnH, Clark, NJ
Wilson, Barbara Nell, Paducah
Wolder, Melody Nan, Louisville
Wyckoff, Debra, Ft. Thomas
Graduates with Honors
Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6 or higher for at least three
years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either of the above honors if he attains
a standing of .2 higher than the three-year requirement.
Those students eligible for these awards are identified by the white braided cord worn on the left shoulder.
Amoni, David"''''
Anderson, Karen [ean" '"
Ballard, Hobert DaleOl>
Barrickman, William Bruce"




Bradley, Steven CraigO '"
Branson, Hershel, JI. 00
Brower, Kristine Yvonneo




















Furlong, Michael Davidf "





Halker, Mary Susan't "













Phillips, Evelyn Reed" '"
Porter, Jane Anne ""
Porter, Stephen Warren"
Reesor, Kenneth Eugene"
Reister, Joseph Dougherty't "
Rexroat, Pamela"
Rowe, Martha Frances" '"




















Burch, Herbert Klausv "
Butler, Ann Talbott"""

















Glenn, Donald Scott" '"
























Pittard, Robin Leslie" fI<
Rader, Terry Edward't"
Rains, Dona Carol Martin't "






Spencer, [ohn Tracy't "
Stafford, Gregory Clifton"?
Stevenson, Cathy Joan"o




































































































































































































t Degrees for these students will be awarded "with honors" if required scholastic standing is attained.
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Van Meter, Barbara Jean
Vann, Susan Rosemary



































Honors in Accounting-cBontrager, Gregory R.00-
Macdonald, Mark Thomes" (I
Marshall, Kathleen Bedmons "
Sidley, Kenneth Edwardoo
Honors in Business Administration-Bell, Ronald Keith"




Graham, Charles Wayne" "
Jones, Diana Fulton (10-




Honors in Economics-Sullivan, Mark Douglasf "
Wallace, Philip Lowry"
Honors in Animal Sciences-Baker, Kandace Kay
Critser, Margaret M.
Glenn, Barbara P.oo
































Greenwell, Norbert Joseph, [r.
Hamilton, James Byron


































Simms, Richard Derlin Brown
Slaughter, David Lee"








THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni Association
established annual awards, of $500 each, to be presented annually to members of the
University teaching and research staffs who, during the preceding two-year period on
campus, had achieved distinction in writing and/or research and teaching.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1976 GREAT TEACHER AWARDS ARE:
Professor Kenneth Bean, Somerset Community College
Professor Charles Byers, College of Education
Professor Opal Skaggs Conley, Ashland Community College
Professor Robert Owen Evans, College of Arts and Sciences
Professor David Teh-Yu Kao, College of Engineering
Professor William G. Moody, College of Agriculture
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY RESEARCH FOUNDATION
FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS
In 1968 the University of Kentucky Research Foundation established four $500
faculty research awards to University faculty members to recognize and to encourage
distinguished achievement in research and creative arts. The recipients are selected on
accomplishments made in the preceding two years.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1976 FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS ARE:
Professor G. B. Collins, Department of Agronomy
Professor Guy Davenport, Department of English
Professor Wesley Morgan, Department of Music
Professor Z. Govindarajulu, Department of Statistics
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the
University of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student of the
University, who need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have
some interest in, or association with or related to, the University of Kentucky, official
or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
FOR 1976 ARE:
Hunter Miller Adams-Citizen
Lois Jean Stocking-Graduating Woman
William Judson Shaw-Graduating Man
THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
In 1975 Mr. William B. Sturgill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the
University of Kentucky, established a $2,000 award to recognize annually the member
of the graduate faculty who has made the most outstanding contributions to graduate
education at the University of Kentucky,
THE SECOND RECIPIENT OF THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD IS:
Professor Harry B. Kostenbauder, College of Pharmacy
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This charge and the pledge which follows
were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, Presi-
dent of the University of Kentucky from
1917 to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the
University, to the State and to Life. The University that has given
you of its store of learning looks upon you as its sons and daughters.
The State now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your
part in the government, development and guidance of the Common-
wealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual
interests, and widened your powers of understanding, the University
feels a part of its duty done, and if in the doing character has become
your possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is satisfied
with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with
open minds, to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and
affairs. It hopes that you will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to
strive for what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect
of your fellow citizens, the feeling of work well done, and a spiritual
and intellectual interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and
deeds you now reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the Univer-
sity is measured by your character, by your deeds, by the company
you keep. It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to be
true to the larger things of life, to be men and women of courage,
integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you have been admitted to the
fraternity of letters, and to the larger fellowship of the University. It
is right and fitting that you should stand and· solemnly raising your
right hand repeat this pledge with me:
The Pledge
In the presence 01 this audience, citizens 01 the Common-
wealth and members 01 the University, with a strong sense 01
my responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will
come to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon
my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge mysell to the service
01 God and my lellow man.
In testimony of your conduct and purpose, the University
Senate recommending, the Board of Trustees of the Uni-
versity has conferred upon you the Diploma of the Univer-
sity of Kentucky, confirmed and acknowledged by the great
Seal of the University.
